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ADVEETISEMENT
TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The need of a fixed system of orthography induced several of

the missionary societies of London, a few years ago, to agree

upon "Rules of reducing unwritten languages to alphabetical

writing in Roman characters." These Rules, though imperfect,

have been already applied with success to several African lan-

guages. The societies were assisted in this work by the late

Professor Lee of Cambridge, by Mr. Norris of London, and by

Professor Lepsius of Berlin ; but feeling it to be necessary for

the establishment of any Standard system that an alphabet should

be presented in a more complete form, and that the scientific

principles should be explained upon which it was constructed,

Professor Lepsius, at their request, kindly undertook this

work, and has furnished the following admirable treatise, which

will prove, it is hoped, an invaluable help to missionaries. The'

clear and scientific exhibition of vocal sounds which it contains

will relieve Missionaries from many of their first difficulties in

studying a foreign language, and will spare future translators

much painful uncertainty respecting the powers of the letters

which they employ. It has therefore been adopted by the

Church Missionary Society as A Standard Alphabet.

It is not expected that those who have already adopted a

different system of orthography will at once conform to all the
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recommendations of Professor Lepsius, and in some minor

points the genius of a language may possibly require a departure

from the general standard. But such exceptions need not annul

the standard character of this alphabet as one to which all

parties may refer. Attention is particularly directed to the ob-

servations of Professor Lepsius upon this point at page 23 (45).

Founts of letters and matrixes are provided for printing ac-

cording to this alphabet, and though its adoption may thus

involve in the first instance some trouble and expense, these

will be counterbalanced by the great and permanent advantage

of a fixed orthography.

The object of this treatise concerns not only missionaries, but

also Uie interests of the natives whose language is to be reduced

to vpriting. It is most desirable that a nation should be furnished

with an alphabet combining simplicity and precision to the

utmost degree iu which they are attainable. The art of reading

will be thus greatly facilitated, and .the natives will themselves

teach one another to read and write without the perpetual aid

of European teachers. In illustration of this remark, we may

refer to the following instances:— In West Africa the Vei

tribe invented a syllabic alphabet, in which every sign had its

fixed sound, and the people taught one another to write without

the aid of European teachers or the knowledge of European

alphabets. Similar instances of natives teaching one another to

read and write by a syllabic alphabet have occurred among the

Indians in America. In New Zealand a very simple alphabet

was carefully prepared by Professor Lee, and many tribes

learned to read and write by the help of instructed natives

before they were visited by Europeans.



In respect of Africa it is especially important to take every

step which may fafiilitatie the jnuAual instruction, and supersede

the labours of European teachers. In this way only can we

hope for th« Evangelization of that vast continent.

It is a matter of much satisfaction, that in this, as in other

instances, science lends its aid to the Christian zeal of mis-

sionaries for communicating to mankind the highest benefits;

and the work is commended under this aspect to the blessing

of Almighty God for the furtherance of the Kingdom of Christ

among the nations of the earth.

H. VENN, B.D. Hon. Sec.

J. CHAPMAN , B.D. Sec
,

Late Missionary in South India, and Prin-

cipal of the Syrian College, Travancore

H. STRAITH, Ho^. Lay Sec.

C. GRAHAM, Lay Sec,
Late Persian Interpreter to the Com-

mander-in-Chief in India.

Church
Missionary

Society.

Having been concerned in the preparation of the Rules, &c.,

referred to above, which have been successfully employed in

our West African languages— where the want of a uniform

system was especially felt,— we express our cordial approval

of this treatise, in which Professor Lepsius clearly explains

the scientific principles upon which a standard alphabet must

be constructed, and renders it, in its complete form, capable

of the most extensive application.

JOHN BEECHAM, D.D. Sec. | WesUyan

ELIJAH HOOLE, Sec, \ Missionary

Formerly Missionary in South India. J
Society,

a 2.
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(Extract from a letter to the author.)

Societe der Missions Evangeliques.

Paris le 7 juin 1855.

j,J'ai le plaisir de vous annoncer que dans sa seance men-

suelle d'hier, le Comite de la Societe des Missions a

decide d'envoyer a nos Missionaires an Sud de I'Afrique le

"Standard Alphabet" et de recommander a leur plus serieuse

attention le systeme qui est propose pour arriver a une ma-

niere uniforme d'ecrire les langues etrangeres qui n'ont point

encore de litterature.

En outre, il desire vivement qu'apres avoir etudie ce systeme

les Missionaires de notre Societe puissent en faire I'application

a la langue Sechuana.

II serait utile pour cela, que notre Comite put avoir une

vingtaine d'exemplaires de la traduction anglaise du Standard

Alphabet, pour les envoyer au Sud de I'Afrique."

Au nom du Comite:

GRANDPIERRE,
Directeur.

London Missionary Society.

London, June 28'i> 1855.

The importance of the object proposed by Dr. Lepsius will

be deeply felt by every individual conversant in any degree

with the difficulties to be encountered in the formation of a

language previously unwritten, and with the want of har-

mony which has hitherto been found in such attempts. I can-
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not therefore but rejoice in the result of Dr. L.'s close and

profound attention to this subject, as exhibited in his pamphlet

and I most earnestly hope that it may greatly tend hereafter

to secure substantial agreement, and if possible, uniformity

in the practice of Christian Missionaries who are labouring to

give the Word of God to tribes and nations among whom the

symbols of thought have been previously unknown.

AETHUR TIDMAN,
Foreign Secretary L. M. S.

Moravian Missions.

London, June 1855.

I beg to give my cordial assent to the general principles

which Professor Lepsius has so ably sketched in his Treatise.

That the adoption of his system, however modified in some

of its details, will be of the greatest service to 'Missionaries

in every part of the world and especially to English Missio-

naries, can hardly admit of a doubt. Had such a system been

originally applied to the languages of the Greenlanders and

Esquimaux and to those of the Indian tribes of North and South

America, much uncertainty and difficulty would have been

avoided. P. LA TROBE,
Secretary in England to the

Moravian Missions.

Barmen, den 30. Juli 1855.

Die Deputation der Rheinischen Missionsgesell-

schaft erklart hiermit ihre Zustimmnng zu den von Herrn

Prof. Lepsius in Berhn in seiner Schrift „das allgemeine lin-
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guistische Alphabet" niedergelegten Grundsiitzerr der Ortho-

grapbie und wird demgemiifs ihre Missionare fiir deren lin-

guistische Arbeiteu instruiren. Namens der Deputation:

Insp. WALLMANN.

[Barmen, 30'" July 1855. The Committee of the Mis-

sionary Society of the Rhine declares hereby its assent

to the principles of Orthography laid down by Professor Lep-

sius in his treatise on the Standard Alphabet, and will 'give

directions accordingly to its Missionaries for their linguistic

labours. For the Committee: Inspector Wallmann.J

Oalw, Wiirtembergj den 29. Oct. 1855.

Der Unterzeichnete mufs, auch abgesehen von dem umsich-

tigen Fleifs, womit dieses Standard Alphabet eutworfen ist,

schon um des harmonischen Zusammenwirkens willen, dringend

wiinschen, dafs wenigstens auf diesem Theile des Missionsge-

bietes Uniformitat zu Stande komme, und schliefst sich darum

demselben mit Freuden an.

Dr. CHR. G. EARTH,
Vorstand des Calwer Verlags-Vereins.

[Calvp, Wilrtemberg, gS"" October 1855. The Undersigned,

besides acknowledging the care and completeness of the views,

upon which this Standard Alphabet is founded, cannot but

earnestly desire for the sake of harmonious cooperation, that

Uniformity may be attained at least in this part of the Mis-

sionary field, and therefore begs to give it his cordial assent.

Dr. Chr. G. Barth, Director of the Calvv Publishincr

Union.]
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Evangelische Missions-Gesellschaft zu Basel.

Anszug aiis dem Protokoll vom 9. N9V. 1855.

„Die Committee der evangelischen Missions-Gesellschaft hat

„in Anerkenmmg dei' grofsen Wichtigkeit (ibereinstimmen-

„der Grundsatze bei Feststellung des Alphabets bisher nicht

„geschriebcner Sprachen besonders auf dem Africanischen

„Sprachgebiet bescblossen, das von Hrn. Prof. Dr. Lepsius in

„Berlin aufgestellte System der Orthographie zu adoptiren und

j,den in ihrem Dienst stehenden Missionaren dasselbe zu all-

„mahliger Einfiihrung zu empfehlen."

Namens der Committee:

JOSENHANS,
Inspector.

[Evangelical Missionary Society at Basle. Extract

from protocol of 9. November 1855. „The Committee of the

Evangelical Missionary Society, acknowledging the great im-

portance of uniform principles in fixing the Alphabet of pre-

viously unwritten languages, particularly among the African

races, has resolved to adopt the system of orthography pro-

posed by Prof Dr. Lepsius of Berlin, and to recommend it

to the Missionaries employed by this Society for gradual in-

troduction." For the Committee: Josenhans, Inspector.]

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions.

Missionary House, Boston,

June 20, 1856.

The Secretaries of the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions have examined Dr. Lepsius's "Standard
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Alphabet for reducing unwritten languages and foreign graphic

systems to a uniform orthography in European letters," and

regard it as an advance upon the practice of Missionaries of

this Board heretofore in reducing languages to writing ; and we

will gladly do what we can to secure its general adoption.

R. ANDERSON.)
S. B. TREAT, '

S. L. POMROY,
S. B. TREAT, / Secretaries.
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ADVEETISEMENT
TO THE SECOND EDITION.

A SECOND Edition of the English Version of the General

Linguistic or Standard Alphabet is now offered to the public.

It has undergone complete and careful revision ; several minor

points heretofore left undecided , have been settled by the light

of experience and in accordance with the judgment of many-

distinguished scholars; and the Second Part, which exhibits

synthetically its applicability to particular languages, has been

much expanded and enriched.

The Church Missionary Society adopted the Standard Al-

phabet more than five years ago on conviction that it was

theoretically the best. It appeared to be founded on clear

scientific principles consistently carried out, and therefore

simple—capable of easy comprehension and unlimited applica-

tion. The interval has not disappointed their hopes. It has

been applied successfully to at least fourteen African ^ and

seven Asiatic^ languages, and the test of experience enables

the Society to commend it now, with far more confidence than

when it first appeared, to all classes of students of languages,

whether altogether unwritten , or rendered too often practically

inaccessible by the cumbrous local alphabets in which their

literature is embedded.

' Aongla, Bornu, Ewe, Fula, GS, Hausa, Herero, Ibo , Masai, Nama,

Nubian , Nupe , Oji , Zulu.

' Turkmenian, Kurd, Kafari, PaHo, Sindhi, Hakka-Chinese, Korean.
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This Alphabet 'is available for two very different classes of

readers—the European student, and the uncritical Native. For

the former, whether traveller, missionary, or philologist, the

whole apparatus of diacritical marks will be needed, and more

especially for such works as Grammars, Praxes, Dictionaries,

&c., where the object is technical and linguistic. For the

latter, many of the diacritical marks may be dispensed with,

or will gradually drop off of themselves; and the Alphabet

readily admits of such simplification, while preserving all its

essential principles in their integrity.

The Standard Alphabet may be regarded as already lord of

the domain of Africa, where it has had to compete with but

fe,w conflicting systems of any importance , either European or

native. In Asia, the difficulties are greater, but here too its

advance is encouraging. To refer more especially to India,

not only is the possibility and expedience of "Romanizing"

still far from conceded by many oriental scholars, who are

naturally attached to Alphabets which they have mastered at

the cost of so much labour, but ever since the opening of that

great country to Europeans, attempts have been made, with

more or less of system, to represent Hindu words and names

in Eoman letters. There is however only one scheme that

can profess to compete with that of Prof. Lepsius. Consider-

able currency has been obtained in India for the system first

propounded by Sir W. Jones, afterwards adopted with con-

siderable modifications by Prof. Forbes and the late Prof.

Wilson, and recently advocated vyith much earnestness by Sir

C. Trevelyan and Prof. Monier Williams. The oriental student

is much indebted to Sir C. Trevelyan for his weighty argu-

ments in favour of the apphcation of a Roman Alphabet to

the languages of the East, which have never been met by a

satisfactory answer; but the particular system, which he re-
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commends, is far from perfect. This is not the place to enter

into the objections which present themselves, but the many

changes which this alphabet has successively undergone at the

bands of Prof. Wilson and others, and the further changes

still suggested by different patrons of this alphabet, show a

want of complete confidence in it. The system of Prof. Lepsius

is the resttlt of many years' patient study as well as exten-

sive practical experience ; it is based on philological principles

and a careful analysis of all the sounds possible to the organs

of the human voice j ftfll advantage has been taken of the

researches of Sanskrit Grammarians; and, wherever available,

the most widely received symbols have been adopted and

incorporated into it. These are no slight claims to atten-

tion and cannot be overlooked by candid scholars.

It was under the conviction of the great services already per-

formed by this Alphabet, and its capabilities for much further

usefulness, that the Committee of the Church Missionary So-

ciety commissioned the writer of these lines to visit Berlin last

autumn, and came to the following resolutions in consequence:

—

Extract from Proceedings of Committee.

"The Rev. W. Knight reported his recent conference at

Berlin , in company with the Rev. J. F. Schon , with Prof.

Lepsius, respecting a final revision of the Standard Alphabet,

and explained that the object had now been satisfactorily ac-

comjilisbed by the preparation of a second Edition of the work,

and that it was now desirable to tfike steps for the promotion

of its general adoption by circulating a large Edition among

the Society's and other Missionaries , and also amongst learned

men likely to take an interest in the question, and by furnishing

Founts of Types to such of the Mission Printing Presses as

may be ready to employ them.
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Resolved— 1. That an English Edition of 1500 copies of the

Standard Alphabet be printed at Berlin under the di-

rection of Prof. Lepsius, for circulation as suggested.

2. That the Secretary be authorized to urge upon

the Missionaries of the Society the adoption of this

system of orthography, and that as soon as there shall

appear in any of the Society's Mission Presses in India

or elsewhere a readiness to adopt and employ the

system, the Committee will be ready to consider of

the grant of a Fount of Types for such press."

Church Missionary House, London.

Aug. 26, 1861.

W. KNIGHT,
Sec. C. M. S.
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Introduction

to

the Second Edition,

Five years have elapsed since the first edition of the Standard

Alphabet was published. It has during that period enjoyed

a wide circulation principally owing to the recommendation

of the Committee of the Church Missionary Society, and the

progress it has made leaves no doubt on our mind that it will

ere long be universally adopted in all Missionary literature.

An intimate relation exists between linguistic science and

Missionary labours. The latter, especially in new and hitherto

unwritten languages, supply the former—chiefly by means of

Translations, Vocabularies, Grammars, and Specimens— with

rich, and in most cases the only, materials for further investi-

gation and comparison. When we consider this close relation,

we are led to expect that by degrees science also will employ

our system more and more extensively, the fundamental prin-

ciples of which have hitherto remained uhcontraverted.

This Alphabet has as yet been more frequently applied to

African languages than to any others. The reason for this

is obvious. No attempts, or but very insignificant ones, have

been made to reduce them to writing: at all events none such

as could have stood in the way of the general introduction

A



of an Alphabet otherwise acknowledged to be in every respect

suitable. ^

' The following works on African languages, in which the Standard Al-

phabet has been adopted, have come to the knowledge of the author:

1854.

S. W. Kolle (Church Miss. Soc):

a) African Native Literature, or Proverbs, Tales, Fables, and Historical

Fragments in the Kdnuri or Bornu Language, and a Kdnuri-
English Vocabulary. London. Church Miss. House.

b) Grammar of the Bornu or Kdnuri Language. London. Church

Miss. House.

1856.

J. B. Schlegel (North German Miss. Soc. at Bremen):

Agbale he me devio osrS hlele. Aongla- Primer
,
printed for the Ger-

man and Foreign School-booh-Sociely at Calw. Stuttgart. Steinkopf.

1857.
J. F. Schon (Oh. Miss. Soc):

a) Farawa letafin magdna Hausa ho Makogi magdnan gashia etc.

[Hausa Primer]. Berlin. Print. Unger.

b) The Gospel according to St. Matthew, translated into Hais a. Printed

for the British and Foreign Bible Society. London. Watts.

J. Erhardt (Ch. Miss. Soc):

Vocabulary of the Enguduh Jloigob, as spoken by the lU as ai- tribes

in East-Africa. Ludwigsburg (Wiirtemberg). F. Riehm.
H. Tindall (Wesl. Miss.):

A Grammar of the Namaqua-Hottentot Language. Cape-town. (Sold

by Triibner.)

J. C. Wallmann (Inspector of the Berlin Miss. Soc):

Die Formenlehre der Namaquasprache, ein Beitrag zur Siidafrikani-

schen Liriguislik. Berlin. (Published by W. Hertz.)

Hugo Hahn (Rhenish Miss. Soc. at Barmen):

Grundziige einer Grammatih des Herero i>» wesllichen Africa, nebst

einem Worterbuche. Berlin. (Published by W. Hertz.)

J. B. Schlegel (North German Miss. Soc. at Bremen):

Schliissel zur Ewe-Sprache mit Wortersammlung , nebst einer Samm-
lung von Sprichwortern und einigen Fabeln der Eingebornen.
Stuttgart. Steinkopf.

J. Zimmermann (Basel Miss. Soc):

a) Genesi alo Mose hlenklen ipolo Ig; ye Ga wiemo Ig mli. The first

booh of Moses in the Akra (Ga) Language. (London. Watts.)



Far more difficult is the application of a new Orthography,

even of the most perfect kind, to Asiatic languages , especially

b) Daniel ghalo le
, ys Ga memo Is mli. The book of Daniel in the

Ahra (Ga) Language. London. Watts.

c) Johane he Juda wodSi Is, etc. The Epistles of John and Jude, and
the Revelation of St. John the Divine, in the Ahra (Ga) Lan-
guage. (London. Watts.) 2d Ed. 1861. BaseL

d) Spruchbuch des Calwer Verlagstereins. Stuttgart.

G. Christaller (Basel Miss. Soc):

liirchengebel und Katechismus (Anhang zu Earth's Biblischer Gesohichte).

Stuttgart.

1858.
J. P. Sohon (Ch. Miss. Soc):

Labaii nagari hdmmSda anrubutasi dago, Luhas. The Gospel according

to St. Luke, translated into Hadsa. Printed for the British and
Foreign Bible Society. London. Watts.

A. Steinhauser. (Basel Miss. Soc):

Kanemo-Wolo. Primer of the Ga Language. Stuttgart. Steinkopf.

A. Steinhauser & J. Zimmermann:
Gesangbueh, 168 Lieder in Akra. Stuttgart.

J. Zimmermann (Basel Miss. Soc):

a) A Grammatical Sketch of the Akra or Ga Language , and some Speci-

mens of it from the mouth of the natives. Stuttgart. Steinkopf.

b) Bgfoi h AsadU etc. The Acts of the Apostles translated into the Akra
Language. (London. Watts.) 2d Ed. 1861. Basel.

J. B. Schlegel (North German Miss. Soc. at Bremen):

a) Jesu Kristo etc. History of Jesus
, from the raising of Lazarus from

the death to the day of Pentecost, with the Epistles and the Reve-

lation of St. John the Divine, in the We Language. Stuttgart.

Steinkopf.

b) Mawu-agbaba me nya veve tewe blaato vo eve. Dr. Earth's tiro

times fifty two Bible Stories etc, translated into the Ewe Lan-

guage as spoken in Anlg, Slave Coast, W.Afr. Stuttgart. Steinkopf.

1859.
J. F. Schon (Ch. Miss. Soc):

Lelafln Musa Nabiu. The second book of Moses called Exodus, trans-

lated into Hausa. London. Printed for the British and Foreign

Bible Society.

J. C. Taylor (Native Clergyman, Ch. Miss. Soc):

Isuama-Ibo Katekism, translated from' Dr. Walts's first Catechism.

(London). Watts.

A2



to those which have possessed a settled native system of writ-

ing, and which, through either their literary or their practical

C. L. Reiciardt (Ch. Miss. Soc):

a) Primer in Ihe Fulak Language. Berlin. Unger.

b) Three original Fulah pieces in Arabic letters , in Latin transcription,

and in English translation. Berlin. Unger.

Lewis Grout (American Board):

The Isiiulu. A Grammar of the Zulu Language, accomp. with a his-

torical introduction, also with an appendix. Natal. J C.Buchanan,

Published by May & Davis, Pietermaritzburg; sold by Triibner.

London.

J. Zimmermann (Basel Miss. Soc):

a) Jesaya gbalo le yg Ga tciemo le mli. The booh of the Prophet Isaiah,

in the Ahr a Language. Printed for the British and Foreign Bible

Society. Basel. C. Schultze.

b) Bofo kronkron Paulo Is wolo ni enma eyamadse Romafoi le; ye Ga
wiemo Is mli. The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to the Romans,
in the Akra {Ga) Language. (London. Watts.)

c) /. Kor.— U. Petri.

d) 8 Wandtabellen.

G. Christaller (Basel Miss. Soc):
a) Otyi kehhah nhoma. Olji Primer, together with a Collection of

Scripture Passages. Basel. C. Schultze.

b) Yen awurade ne agyehkwa Yesu Kristo ho asgrnpa no, wo Otyi kasa
mu. The Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, in the

Otji Language, as spoken in Akuapem, Gold Coast, W. Afr.
(London). Watts.

c) Asomafo no nneyse ho asgm a Luka kyergw mae, wo Otyi kasa mu.
The Acts of the Apostles by St. Luke, in the Otji Language.
Printed for the British and Foreign Bible Society. Basel. C.

Schultze.

d) Kristofo asafo a wgwo Akuapem Tyi-dyom-hhoma. Hymnbook for
the Christian Church in the Akuapem country in the Otji Lan-
guage. Stuttgart. Steinkopf.

L. Grout (American Board):-

Imisebenzi Yabatunywa: i kumselwe ngabafandisi ba semerika ngohwa
•mazulu. (Acts of the Apostles translated by the Teachers of
America among the Zulus') Emsunduzi. J. Buchanan

H. Hahn and F. Rath (Rhen. Miss. Soc):
Omahungi oa embo ra Yehova omukuru mu Olyihererd. (Tales of

the word of Jehova in the Herero Language.) Capetown. S.Solomon.



importance, have long since afforded to Europeans occasion to

express by Roman Letters the sounds which they contain. *

1860. 1861.
J. F. Schon (Ch. Miss. Soc):

Ohu Ibo. Grammatical Elements of the Ibo Language. London.

Watts; (1861.)

J. Chr. Taylor (Native Clergyman, Ch. Miss. Soc):

a) AkuhiDQ ehpere huama -Ibo. A Selection from the Book of Common

frayer, translated into Ibo. London. Watts.

b) huama- 1 bo Primer , by the Rev. Sam. Crow titer , revised and en-

larged by the Rev. J. Chr. Taylor. London. Watts.

c) Isuama- Ibo Sermon, preached at Trinity Church, Kissy road, Free-

town, Febr. 17, 1859. London. Watts.

Sam. Growther (Native Clergyman, Ch, Miss. Soc):

ISupe Primer. London. Watts.

G. Christaller (Basel Miss. Soc):

a) Nnyonlqbea ama Tyi-dyom-nhoma ne Gct-lala-wolo no. Tune Book

to the Otji and Akra Hymn-boohs. Compiled by G. Auer.

Basel. C. Schultze.

b) Sechs Wandlabellen. Basel.

J. Zimmermann (Basel Miss. Soc):

a) Exodus, in the Akra Language.

b) Sadsi kpakpai ed^s k- The four Gospels in the Akra Language.

K. Riidi (Basel Miss. Soc):

Biblia mli sadsi ha gbekebii fufobii. Bible Stories for liltle children in

the Akra (Ga) Language. Basel. C. Schultze.

E. Lepsius:
Ingil YesU el Messlhnilin Markosin fayisln nagitta. The Gospel accord-

ing to St. Mark, translated into the Nubian Language. Berlin.

1860. (W. Hertz.)

These and some other works, which we shall mention hereafter, have ap-

peared under the auspices of no less than nine Missionary Societies or kindred

Institutions of England, Germany, and America; and several of them have

been printed and published at the cost of the British and Foreign Bible

Society.

1 With respect to the ^ sio ( i c languages the sanction of our system by the

distinguished linguists of the Imper. Academy of Sciences at St.

Petersburg, the natural centre for Asiatic Philology, is of decisive im-

portance. We refer to the notice given in the Ballet, de la Classe Historico-

philologique de I'Acad. Imp. des sciences de St. Petersbourg, tome XIV.

1857. p. 238, Seance du 5. (17.) dec 1856: M. Dorn en presentant le glos-

saire Kourde de Mr. Lerch (Dialectes Kourmandji et Zana) pret a etr^ mis
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Among these again the most difficult as well as the most im-

portant are the languages of India. Experience has convinced

sous presse, communique que lui et MM. Bothlingh, liunik el Schief-

ner se sont concertes avec M. Lerch quant au choix tie Valphabet le plus

propre pour la publication lies specimens linguistiques Kourdes. On s'est

decide en faveur de V Alphabet panlinguistique, propose par Mr.

Lepsius, auquel ont concourru les linguistes de Berlin el de Londres. In

consequence of this decision Mr. Peter Lerch has employed the Standard

Alphabet in his -work: "Forschungen iiber die Kurden und die Iranischen

Nordchaldder". First part: Kurdische Texle mil Deulscher Uebersetiung.

St. Petersburg. 1857. Second part: Kurdische Glossare, mil einer literar-

histor. Einleilung. 1858. The alphabet has since been likewise adopted by

A. Schiefner, Ueber die Sprache der Juhagiren (Bull, de I'Acad. de

St. Petersb. tome SVI. 1859. p. 242 ff.); hy J. Wiedemann, Veber die

Livische Sprache und ihr Verhdllniss s« der Esthnischen (BvM. t. XVI.

1859. p. 193 if.); by Ahlquist, Eine kune Nachrichl iiber das Wogu-
lische (Bull. Hist, philol. torn. XVI, 1.2. 1859. p. 36 ff.); by the same,

Ueber das Mordvinische Verbum. Helsingforth. 1859; by Ilminsky,

Ueber die Sprache der Turkmenen (Bull. tom. I. 1860. p. 563-571); by

Eadloff, Ueber das Tschuklische und Korealische. 1860.

With reference to the Languages of Eastern Asia we have principally

to mention the application of the Alphabet to the Chinese language by the

Rev. R. Lechler (Basel Miss.), in his translation of the Gospel according

to St. Matthew into the dialect of the Hakha Chinese ( Evangelium des

Mallhaeus im Volksdialekle der H akka-Chinesen) Berlin. 1860. Unger.

Prof. J. Hoffmann (Univ. of Leyden) has applied it to the Japanese lan-

guage in his Shopping-Dialogues in Dutch, English and Japanese. London

and The Hague. 1861. and the present writer to the Tibetan and the

Chinese in two dissertations on the sounds of some of the languages of

•Eastern Asia, in the transactions of the Berlin Academy, 1860.

It may here be added, that the author also introduced the new alphabet

for the first time to a great extent for the transcription oi Arabic names, in

eight geographical maps of the North-eastern part of Africa and the adjacent

countries of Asia, which form the first plates of the "Monuments from

Egypt and Ethiopia after the Drawings of the Prussian Expedition to those

Countries", published by him, Berlin; 1849-1859.

Dr. Trumpp (Ch. Miss. Soc.) was the first who employed the Standard

Alphabet for one of the /nrfian Languages in his work: A Sindhi Read-
ingbook in the Sanskrit and Arabic character. London. 1858 (publ. 1860).

Careful observers will notice a slight deviation from our alphabet, as it at

present appears, in the adoption of c and j instead of c and J. The reason

is that his "Reading book" had already passed through the press before the

change, to the adoption of which he fully consents, was finally adjusted.



us that neither the internal consistency nor the physiological

basis of our system of transcription has in the case of some
of the sounds of these languages been sufficient to secure

a ready acceptance for the symbols which we had proposed

for their expression. No Alphabet can however force itself

into universal adoption. .It must, maije friends. These it will

find partly by a clear organization, founded upon the actual

nature of the subject under discussion—the laws of such or-

ganization being calculated to avoid the chaos of caprice which

has hitherto prevailed—and partly by carefully considering the

views and suggestions of all those concerned, whose approval

we are anxious to purchase, when the concession would not

overthrow the system itself. ^ The ancient Sanskrit is the basis

of the modern Arian languages of India; its written character.

The greatest advantage however will result from a universal alphabet for

such general linguistic works which have to deal with a great number of

different languages simultaneously. In this respect we have the satisfaction

to refer to the precedent of one of the most eminent linguists, viz. H. C.

von der Gabelentz (not to confound with the Baron H. von Gablenz,

the author of the fantastical Gavlensographic orthography), who in his re-

searches on the Passive (Ueber das Passivum, Leipzig, 1860, and in the

Transactions of the E. Saxon Society of Sciences, Vol. VIII.) has adopted

the Standard Alphabet, and employs it for the languages he treats. Likewise

does Dr. Steinthal (Univ. of Berlin), who uses the Alphabet in his work on

the characteristic features of the principal types of all languages (Charah-

leristik der hauptsdchlichsten Typen des Sprachbaues. Berlin. 1860), and

produces at the close (p. 332 sqq.) the whole Standard Alphabet ia extenso,

under the name of the General Linguistic Alphabet, the name which we used

in our first German Edition of the Standard Alphabet. (Hertz. 1865.) The

same and Dr. M. Lazarus (Prof, on the Univ, of Bern) employ it throughout

their valuable Journal for psychology of nations and linguistic science (Zeil-

schrift fiir Volkerpsychologie und Sprachicissenschaft. Berlin. P. Dummler.).

' In the pamphlet of Mr. J. T. Thomson, an unpointed Phonetic Alphabet

based upon Lepsius's Standard Alphabet, 1859, many true views are expressed,

but even if the theory were actually faultless, he shows such disregard as

to the prospect of the practical adoption of many of his proposals, that

we can only regret the industry employed. The same may be applied to

the pamphlet of Prof. H. A. Barb, Die Transcription des Arabischen Alpha-

bets. Wien. 1860. (See below the remarks to the Arabic Alphabet.)
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the Devanagari, is with some modifications extended to all

those languages. While however the ancient Indian language

was perfectly expressed by the Devanagari characters, the

modern dialects have more or less departed from its pronun-

ciation, but without transferring these changes into their writ-

ten character. Of one fact indeed there is no doubt, and it

is one that is recognized by all scientific judges of the Sanskrit

;

the ancient Sanskrit itself, as would naturally be anticipated,

is not in various points pronounced by the Brahmans of the

present day, as it was by those ancient Hindus to whom.it

was still a living language. Thus especially the palatals % ^,

which were originally pronounced as simple sounds It, g (to

our ears very much like the Gutturals k, g), are now read

without exception as compound sounds ts, dz, into which they

have passed in course of time, a process which has taken place

in many other languages besides these. ]n the same manner, the

sounds "5; and % are described by ancient Grammarians as the

diphthongs di, du, and are treated as such in speaking and

writing; at present however they are pronounced as simple

vowels e and o. The letters r and s, originally cerebrals, have

lost their cerebral pronunciation and become dentals, so that

now both '^ and IT are read s without any distinction. The
vowel sign * (r) written above the letters, which once formed

a diphthong with the preceding vowel , seems to be now heard

only as a consonant. The present pronunciation however

of the Sanskrit forms the foundation of every attempt hitherto

made to transcribe into Roman characters the actual languages

of India. In the first edition of the Standard Alphabet only the

ancient pronunciation of the Sanskrit was taken into con-

sideration, which, if we treat the language in a strictly scientific

manner, must indeed still be regarded as the Standard; but it

cannot be denied that the present pronunciation of the Brah-
mans must also be taken into consideration. And this the more
because the same pronunciation very generally reappears in



those cognate living languages which employ the Devanagari

character. For this reason, although we still recommend the

adoption for strictly scientific use of the transcription of the

ancient pronunciation, it has appeared convenient to exhibit

by its side a transcription of the modern pronunciation also,

and at the same time to adopt the latter for all living lan-

guages derived from the Sanskrit. This distinction at the same

time facilitates the solution of a question which has been fre-

quently mooted within the last few years, and which is of

great importance as regards the universal adoption of the

Standard Alphabet. In the first edition we have already in-"

timated in several places (pp. 41, note 2; 44; 50), that the

physiological principle of representing every simple sound by

a single sign, and consequently every compound sound by

several signs, may on Etymological grounds admit of certain

appropriate exceptions. This is for instance the case, when

an originally simple sound , although it may have been changed

by assibilation into a double one, continues notwithstanding

to be regarded in writing as a simple sound, and is so felt

in the living language. With this view, for the double sounds

ty, dy, ts, dz, ts, dz, which have resulted from simple palatals,

we proposed (p. 42) the single signs t', d', t, d,t, d. This actually

happens in the case of the present pronunciation of the ancient

Indian Palatals. The letters ^, ^ have not only preserved

their simple form in all Indian Alphabets, although they have

passed into the double sounds ts and dz, but the living lan-

guage itself still treats these double sounds in more than one

respect as simple ones. Yet notwithstanding all this there

might still be a doubt whether we ought for these reasons to

propose a single sign for the double sounds tS and dz. Con-

siderable experience during the last five years has however

convinced us that there would be great practical difficulties,

both in India and Europe, in the way of bringing into universal

adoption in Indian languages the written forms ts and ds^
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correct as these might be in themselves. Uniformity is

always the main object of the Standard Alphabet, and this

object in the case before us appears to be only attainable by

the substitution of the simple bases c and y, to which the

general suffrage seems to incline. We prefer therefore to make

use of these two letters wherever the above mentioned reasons

suggest an exception from the general rule. This will be

chiefly the case in the Indian and in the Semitic languages,

whilst for African or hitherto unwritten languages, as a

general rule, we shall solve the difficulty by adhering to ts

and dz.

We have indeed formerly shown the special disadvantage

attached to the use of the letters c and _;', since they have

in different European orthographies very different pronuncia-

tions; viz.:

English German French Italian Spanish

c = k ox & k ov ts k or s k or ts k or &

j = dz y z y X
In order therefore to indicate the linguistic use of c and j
for tS and dz, it is indispensable to add to them a diacritical

sign, to distinguish them from the European letters c and y,

and to indicate the especial linguistic power, which we wish

them to possess. It will be seen on a subsequent page that

vi^e have already adopted the diacritical sign " to distinguish

the sounds S and z from s and z, and it therefore appears

most natural that we should employ the same diacritical sign

over the new bases, o and j, to indicate the second part

of the pronounced double sounds, viz. ts and dz. We con-

sequently write c and /.

It has also been before observed that the assibilation of
originally simple palatal sounds has not unfrequently adopted
other forms besides tS and dz, and that the following is a com-
plete series of transitions of which some languages possess

several together.
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%5 gy (^, 9)

ty, dy (t\ d')

ts, dz (c', /;
ts, dz (t, d)

Of these forms the first amplifications, ky, gy, happen to

stand closely connected with their originals, the simple palatals,

which can scarcely be pronounced without a distinctly audible

y. Where then a simple basis is required, they need no special

distinction, but may be denoted, like the simple palatals, by

H and g. For the second and fourth amplifications the marks

t, d' and t, d have already been proposed in the first edition.

For the third however , which we thought we had before most

suitably expressed by ts and dz, we now employ c and / for

the reason which we have given. We write therefore the

Turkish palatals R, g = ky, gy. In the Sindhi alphabet there

appears by the side of c, f, also a d' (= dy)., and in the

Pashto by the side of c and f also t and d (= ts, dz) , which

have also descended from palatal sounds.

Another deviation from the first edition consists of the changing

the aspirates {t\ d', &c.) into their corresponding mutes with an A

following (th, dh, &c.). That this change is not in contradiction to

the fundamental laws of the Standard Alphabet is plain from the

explanation of the aspirates we have already given (P' Ed.

p. 44). Indeed, the aspiration is not absolutely one with

the consonant, but partly follows it, and can therefore be ex-

pressed separately. Following the practice of Bopp and others,

we previously marked the aspirates in the Sanskrit by an

added Spiritus asper; we did so, because in the Devanagari

the aspirates are represented by single signs. But it has also

been mentioned that in the Arabic transcription of the Hin-

dustani the Indian aspirates are already written separately.

Still more decisive however is the practical ground that the

notation of the aspirates as simple sounds, has not been
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favourably received, on account of the inconvenience attached

to it in writing and printing. We believe therefore that we

shall, in this point also, meet the views of the majority of

those interested, if we free the Standard Alphabet of the in-

convenient hooks of the aspirates, and substitute in their places

the full h\ except only in the more accurate transcript of the

ancient pronunciation of the Devanagari.

Lastly, in the first edition of the Standard Alphabet, the

choice was left open between
;f , ^', and the new bases ^, 8.

We have found with great satisfaction, that the most intel-

ligent voices have been raised in favour of the latter signs.

We therefore do not hesitate to drop the reluctantly admitted

signs j^, ^', and to substitute for them /, (5. Of minor im-

portance is the adoption in the present edition of the angular

sign S, z instead of the circular s, 0, to denote the English

sound ah and the French /. Whoever may prefer the latter

form, may use it without hesitation. In favour of the former

we find not only its use in several Slavonic languages, but

also its greater clearness in writing and print, whilst the

round form may easily be confounded with the Spiritits asper

or lenis.

We have already in the first edition protested against the

use of Italics to denote the deviating classes of sounds according

to which we should, for instance, have to write: "dawc^a"

instead of in conformity with our system : danda. It gives us

much satisfaction to perceive that Professor Max Muller
has in his last publication , The History of Sanskrit Literature,

relinquished this mode of transcription and substituted dots

to express the Indian cerebrals. We must also repeat our de-

cided protest against the use of ch and sh, according to the

English pronunciation, instead of our c and s. We rejoice

at the accession to our view of Dr. Caldwell, at least

as far as the former sound is concerned, since in his last
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work^ he has given up the use of cA, which he had previously

adopted; Our Alphabet now agrees in most points with his, as

far as regards the pronunciation of the present Indian languages.

Still we consider the diacritical sign " over c and j (c", /) to be

unavoidably necessary in order to distinguish them everywhere

from and / as used in European languages. As ch instead

of c, so also sh instead of s, violates not only the fundamental '

laws of all correct transcription, but also the requirements of

practical applicability. The combination sh can, according to

the analogy of kh, ph etc., only indicate an aspirated s, as

it actually occurs in the Chinese and other languages, and

may also occur in any other, by the concurrence of a final s

with h following, as in English tnishap, in German Orashalm.

Neither can we approve of the stroke a, e, 6 in the Alphabet

of Dr. Caldwell to denote long vowels, because this stroke

is, as a general practice, never used in European languages

to indicate the prosodic length of a vowel, but the accent of

the word, as in the Greek.

These and some other imperfections in the proposals of Sir

Charles Trevelyan adopted by Professor Monier Will-

iams^ and the Rev. G. U. Pope^, should be avoided before

* On the substitution of the Roman for the Indian Characters (com-

municated to the Madras Literary Society by Sir Charles Treyelyan),

1859.

* A new collection of various essays referring to this subject has just

been made by Prof. Monier Williams, entitled: Original papers illustrating

the history of the application of the Roman Alphabet to the languages of

India. London 1859.

3 One Alphabet for all India. Madras 1869. This pamphlet, like that

of Dr. Caldwell, was elicited by Sir Charles Trevelyan, when at

Madras. While both essays contain strong arguments in favour of a Roman

Alphabet for India, it would be incorrect to regard the authors , as advocat-

ing, in its integrity, the modification of Sir W. Jones's system, adopted

by Sir Charles, and promoted by Professor Williams. Amongst other

divergences, for example, Mr. Pope employs the circumflex to mark the

ong vowels (,&, e, (fee), and the Spanish ». We have noticed one of the
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we can either wish or expect that his long continued and

laudable exertions for the introduction of the Roman Alphabet

will meet with complete success. Just as little can the report

of the Sub-Committee of the Madras Literary Society, and

auxiliary of the R. Asiatic Society , on writing Indian words

in Roman Characters (in the Madras Journal of Literature

and Science, Vol. 3, New Series, Madras 1859), exert any de-

cisive influence on the solution of the main question; since

Messrs. Elliott, Bayley and Norman, the gentlemen com-

posing the Committee, are not even agreed among themselves,

but have conveyed in three appendices their own individual

proposals , which deviate in some , and partly not unimportant,

points from the main report composed by Mr. Elliott. Messrs.

Elliott and Bayley have even gone so far as to return-

in opposition however to Mr. Norman's protest— to the ex-

ploded method of denoting aspirates by k'h, g'h, ch'h, thus

separating distinctly by means of a comma the mute from its

aspirate, although the same is found to be so intimately con-

nected that in the Devanagari it is expressed by but one letter.

These writers can, in this, as in some other points, plead

the example, of Sir William Jones, whose great services

we have always acknowledged (see below), especially with

reference to the vowel^system. It has however been already

pointed out, that his transcription of the consonants was

very defective, principally because the physiological laws of

the system of sounds were not then fully recognized. The

Sub-Committee appear unfortunately to have been unacquainted

most important of Dr. Caldwell's variations above— the abandonment of

ch to express the first consonant of the palatal row. He has also mis-

givings as to the acute accent for denoting the long vowels , and even says,

"For cursive writing, I suspect, it will be found that the simple horizontal

line— the ordinary prosodial line of length— is the easiest" (p. 27). Even
Mr. Williams hesitates not only as to ch but as to sh, and appears to

propose c with a diacritical mark, while he thinks that "a similar modifi-

cation of sh might perhaps be introduced with advantage." (See Williams's
Bdg-o-bahar, pp. xxvii-xxix.) We welcome such approximations to our system.
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with the proposals of the Standard Alphabet, which is especi-

ally based upon a critical choice, according to internal laws,

amongst the differentsystems of notation hitherto used , and has

the object not only to Tiamomze 'lTi~e"wants and customs of In-

dian writers with European science, but also with the wants

of Missionaries beyond India, embracing, as they do, all the

rest of the world. They would otherwise have perhaps at-

tempted to combine their Anglo-Indian standing -point with

that of the Standard Alphabet.

Whilst referring to this subject we venture to call attention

to the introduction to the Zulu Grammar by the Eev. Lewis
Grout, in which the Standard Alphabet is thoroughly re-

viewed, both with regard to its intrinsic value, and its gene-

ral applicability. Mr. Grout, Missionary of the American

Board of Missions, has for some time (see p. 41) taken the

lead in the diversified and fundamental discussions of the

question of the Alphabet in American Missions, and especially

at Natal. He therefore has a strong claim to be heard, and

his example in applying the Standard Alphabet to his learned

work on the Zulu language cannot fail to cause those who

take a cordial interest in the question, to follow him with

all the more confidence.

A few more observations on different points in relation to

transcription into Roman Characters may now follow. We
form the Appellatives of the letters in various ways. In naming

the explosive Consonants we put the Vowel after, as: ka, te,

de, pe, qu; in naming the fricatives and liquids we put the

Vowel before, as: es, ef, el, em, er. Others again we call, as did

the Greeks, by special names:—as in the English: aitch, double-

you, wy, zed; the German jod, vau, zet, ypsilon; the French

ach, ygrec. Lastly, we possess no common designation for

sounds like s, z, j and others, or for such as do not exist

in European languages; yet it is necessary to have such

both in teaching, and in other cases. Under these circum-

stances it seems most advisable to follow the example of the
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Sanskrit and other syllabic languages, adopting a uniform

nomenclature throughout, and pronouncing every letter with-

out difference, with an a following, thus: ^a, ^«, Za, ma,

^a, sa, #a, va, ya, and so on.

It is also necessary to come to a definite understanding, with

regard to the Order of letters in Lexicons and similar works.

It seems that a scientific arrangement can only be obtained,

by keeping the Vowels and Consonants respectively by them-

selves, and by arranging the latter according to the different

classes of the organs, i. e. gutturals, palatals, &c. , or as as-

pirates, explosives (fortes, lenes), nasals, &c. In the first

Edition (p. 47) we have (where an organic arrangement

was necessary) given the preference to the classes of exspiration,

because in them especially the bases of similar sounds are most

closely kept together. For European use we have, however,

recommended the European order of letters, and now con-

sider it well to recommend the same to a still greater extent.

It may in fact be introduced into all lexical arrangements,

as a scientific order is only needed when one has to speak

in a grammar or elsewhere of a scientific classification of

sounds. Lexicons in foreign characters will necessarily follow

the foreign arrangement; but, applied to Roman characters,

either principle of arrangement deduced from sound would

uselessly separate all the homogeneous roots and hard and

soft letters, which belong to one another. Classified according

to the organs, n, n, n, n, and again s, s', s^'s would be

widely separated from each other; classified according to ex-

spiration, k would be separated from g, t from d, s from s,

& from d, and so on. Within these classes of exspiration,

it would also be necessary to place the bases with distin-

guishing marks before the simple bases, e. g. t and t before

t, n and n before w, which seems not to be natural, and as

to other letters such as c", /, 6", s, i9, d^ it would be altogether

doubtful what place should be assigned to them. Besides this,

any arrangement of the letters according to the organs
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would present great difficulty to Europeans, who are ac-

customed only to the Latin mode, and this difficulty would

be vastly increased , when we come to the order of the letters

not only at the commencement, but in the body of each word.

For foreigners however, who will have under any circum-

stances to relinquish their accustomed succession of letters, it

is of little importance what new arrangement they noay adopt,

and a scientific one is of no advantage, where convenience

and practical utility only are aimed at. The case would as-

sume a different aspect, if the Alphabetical arrangements of

European languages were as diversified as their orthographies.

In this case a new and necessarily organical arrangement

would be unavoidable. But inasmuch as all European nations

use one and the same order of letters as handed down to them

by the Romans, who received it from the Greeks, who again

received it thousands of years ago from the Phoenicians, they

possess also the right of communicating the historical arrange-

ment, as well as the characters themselves, to foreign nations.

To enter into detail. We shall give the precedence to let-

ters without diacritical marks; the rest, when there are several

of them , will be arranged according to the organs of speech.

As far as the signs ' and / are concerned, the simple curve

' is not likely to be of much lexicographical use. Should it

however be called for, it also would be treated as the distin-

guishing mark of a vowel, and would either be dealt with

as not existing at all, or follow the simple vowel as 'a

after a, 'e after e, and so on. For the Semitic sound ^
two curves / have been chosen in order that for European

languages, we, might not be obliged to take notice of this

sound at all , more especially at the beginning of words. Tf

we were to -take any letter with a diacritical mark, for in-

stance q, some inconveniences would ensue. One would con-

sent to write 'Abdallah, >AU, but never Qabdallah, Qali;

we shall therefore treat I like ' as not existing, and should

B
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take no notice of it in lexical arrangements , except where two

words have no other mutual distinction, in which case we

should place the word containing the / immediately after the

one that does not contain it, or which contains only one

curve '. Lastly, the four Greek marks may most easily be as-

sociated with those Roman ones, whose fricatives they are, con-

sequently d will come after d, y after ^, ^ after A, ^ after ^, In

conformity with this plan the Alphabet with the principal diacri-

tical signs employed in the different languages could be arranged

as follows: a, a, a, a, a, a, g, >a^ 'a; b, B, h', h; c^ c, c',6;

d, d\ d', d, d\ d, d, r/, d; d, d; e, e, e, e, e , e, e, e , e, e, e,

i, irfi, /; ffi ^ff, 9, ff, ff; r^ r^y; ^h ^! h «% «% -^ h (, h
it 'i; J, .h Jtj; ^h ^', ^i K\ k% ^\ b, n, b", x, i, j; i, 1, i',

I, i, I, I; m, m, m, in; n, n, h, n, »i, h, «, n, ii, n; o, o, o,

0, 0, 0, p, Q, p., 0, 0, 6; p, p, p, p>; q, q'; r, r, r, r, r,

f, f, r, f; s, s, s, s, s, d, s; t, f, t', t, f, t, t', t, t, f,

ii t> ^> w? Mj Mj Mj a, M, w, u, M, u; V, i, v; w, w, w;

y-, y; «? ^> s, «, ^^ i-,; x, «; /, //, /, /; -', -^, -\ -S -/, -,,

The exposition of the scientific and practical principles ac-

cording to which a suitable Alphabet for universal adoption

in foreign languages might be constructed, has, with the few
exceptions above mentioned, remained unaltered. These rules

are founded in the nature of the subject, and therefore, though
they may admit of certain carefully limited exceptions, they
can undergo no change in themselves; they serve as a defence
against arbitrary proposals which do not depend upon universal

laws; they will explain and recommend the application which
has been made of them already to a series of languao'es and
will serve as a guide in their application to new ones.

But we have not concealed, from the very beginning, that it is

not in every person's power to apprehend with physiological
and linguistic accuracy the sounds of a foreign language, or
even those of his own, so as to apply with some degree of
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certainty the principles of our Alphabet to a new systetn of

sounds containing its own peculiarities. A few only of our

most_distingui8hed Grammarians are possess'STof a penetrating

insight into the living organism of sounds in those vety languages,

•wfficH they have discussed. Much less can it be expected of

Missionaries, who are often obliged without previous preparation

to address themselves to the reduction and representation of

a foreign language, that everything, which belongs to a cor-

rect adjudication of particular sounds (frequently apprehended

flnly with great difficulty even by the ear), or to their connection

with one another and with other systems of sounds, should

present itself spontaneously to their minds.

"We attach therefore,- with reference to the practical utility

of this book, special importance to its Second Part, which

contains a collection of Standard Alphabets, carried out in

conformity with the principles of our work. We have fre-

quently observed that those, who have tried to make use of

our Alphabet, have found the correct application less difficult

by a comparison with a given and cognate Alphabet, than by

the study of our preceding expositions! We believe that we
have made the present edition still more useful by increasing

the collection of Alphabets, as well as by a careful revision

of those previously given. To facilitate the comprehension

of the signs chosen for every Alphabet, we have added,

in most cases, some short annotations, and a few connected

lines of text. On the other hand we thought, that we might

be permitted to pass over in silence, in this Edition, the

Alphabets of other Grammarians, and only to add the in-

digenous signs, as far as they were at our disposal.

For the most essential advance, more especially in reference

to Indian Alphabets, the present Edition is indebted to the

learned and intelligent cooperation of the Rev. Dr. Trumpp.
This gentleman has resided for several years in diflferent parts of

India, and has paid particular attention to the pronunciation

B2
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of the most important Arian languages, with a special view

to their practical applicaiion (see above p. 6). He returned

in the spring of 1860 to Europe, and the author rejoiced to

avail himself of the opportunity of his visit, which was par-

ticularly designed to bring all scientific and practical questions,

which in the application of our Alphabet to the Indian lan-

guages would come into consideration, to a definite conclusion.

Finally, we have thankfully to state , that we are greatly in-

debted for a general revision of this second English Edition

to the Secretary of the Church Missionary Society, Rev.

W. Knight, and another member of its Committee, whom
we have just mentioned. Rev. J. F. Schon, the author of the

Hausa and Ibo Grammars, who both visited Berlin for this pur-

pose in the autumn of 1860.

Berlin, November 1861.

R. Lepsius.



FIRST PART.

HISTOEICAL AND SYSTEMATICAL

DEVELOPMENT.
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The endeavour to establish a uniform orthography for writing

foreign languages in European characters has both a scientific

and a practical aim. The scientific aim is to bring these lan-

guages with their literature more completely within our reach,

and to increase our knowledge of the nations to which they

belong. The practical aim is to facilitate the propagation of

the Christian faith and the introduction of Christian civilisation

among heathen nations, especially such as have no written

language, by furnishing them with a suitable alphabet.

The latter object is most intimately connected with the effi-

ciency of all Christian missions. It is in this quarter that at-

tention has been lately directed afresh to a want long felt in

science, often suggested, but never yet satisfied, namely, the

want of a standard alphabet universally current and applicable

to all languages. In the Mission field, without doubt, the

first decisive steps will be taken for the actual introduction of

such a graphic system.

The Scientific Object of this Alphabet.

One of the grandest aims of modern science, and one which

it has only lately been in a position to attempt, is the attain-

ment of an accurate knowledge of all the languages of the earth.

The knowledge of languages is the surest guide to a more

intimate acquaintance with the nations themselves, and this not

only because language is the medium of all intellectual intercom-

munication, but alsx) because it is the most direct, the most co-

pious and the most lasting expression of the whole national mind.
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From the relations of separate languages, or groups of lan-

guages, to one another, we may discover the original and more

or less intimate affinity of the nations themselves. We learn,

for instance, by this means, that the Indians, Persians, Greeks,

Romans, Slavonians, and Germans form a catenarian series whose

parts are far more intimately connected with one another than

with any link of the chain, which consists of the Babylonians,

Hebrews, Phoenicians, Arabs, Abyssinians; and that the Egyp-

tians, and the African tribes on their north-western and south-

eastern boundaries, are much more intimately allied to both"

these groups, than to the rest of the African nations of which

those who inhabit the continent to the south of the Equator form

another such circle of nations, all closely related to each other.

In like manner will the chaos of the nations in Asia, America,

and Polynesia, be gradually resolved., into order, by the aid

of linguistic science, the ultimate aim of which is the investiga-

tion and comparison of all the languages of mankind.

In order to learn any language, we must be able to read

and write its primary elements— the sounds. This we can only

do in so far as we are able to express them in our own alpha-

betical characters; and sounds which do not exist in our own

language must be described by other methods. Every gram-

mar of a foreign language must resolve these problems in its

first pages. But since the orthographies of European nations

vary considerably among themselves, grammarians of different

nations represent the sounds of one and the same language by

different letters.

For example, the same sounds will be expressed

by the Germans
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The most difficult task, however, arises when we attempt to

represent sounds which have no corresponding signs in our

own alphabet, and when me must therefore introduce new
characters or apply diacritical marks to our own letters. The
French and German languages distinguishing only 20 simple

consonantal sounds, and the English 22, it is evident that these

alphabets are not sufficiently extensive to represent the sounds
of the Asiatic languages, among which, the Arabic distinguishes

and represents 28 consonants, the Turkish 33, the Sanskrit 34,

the Hindustani 35, or, including the aspirates, even 47. Still

less is the European alphabet capable of furnishing a comprehen-

sive system including all the essential differences of sound, which
amount to more than 50 in number, in all these various languages.

But sinoe, generally speaking, each grammarian has only

occupied himself with one language, or with a small circle of

languages, he has been satisfied with explaining the symbols

he has employed, and the reasons of their selection, without

reference to fellow labourers, or to predecessors in the same

field
; especially if belonging to different European nations, and

therefore starting from different bases.

Hence the diversity of signs for one and the same sound in

different languages, or even in the same language, is conti-

nually increasing; and has at length become so great, that the

translator of Oriental works, the Tourist, the Geographer and

Chartographer, the Naturalist, the Ethnographer, the Historian,

in short every one who has to do with the names and words

of foreign languages, and above all others the Linguist, who

studies and compares languages, find themselves entangled in

an intolerable confusion of orthographic systems and signs, from

which each individual finds it impossible to extricate himself.

It is therefore only in a comprehensive survey of the whole

question that a solution of the problem will be found. We
must start with that which is common to all systems, following

their general direction, excluding arbitrary and isolated expe-

C
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riments, keeping in view all the theoretical and practical dif-

ficulties of the case, and directing all our endeavours to the

construction of a complete and definite system founded on the

nature of phonetic organism. This is the scientific problem of

a universal alphabet.

It is scarcely necessary to state that we do not here advo-

cate any change in the orthographies of European languages.

Isolated attempts to alter established orthographies cannot pro-

duce any practical results nor render any aid to science.

The Practical Object of this Alphabet.

The aboriginal tribes of Africa, America, Australia, and Poly-

nesia are almost intirely destitute of written language. This

fact alone ccaracterises them as barbarous and uncivilised. And
if there be no nobler calling for the civilised and Christian

world than to impart to all mankind the treasures of religious

knowledge and human culture so freely entrusted to their hands

by Divine Providence, — and if the obligation of this calling,

now more powerfully felt than ever, rests especially on those

associations of high-minded Christian men, which have taken

their name as Missionary Societies from this highest of all mis-

sions
; — then it is their especial duty to furnish destitute na-

tions, first of all, with that most important, most indispensable

means of intellectual, moral, and religious culture, a written

language. For universal experience has long taught that it is

not sufficient for the missionaries to learn the language of the

natives in order to introduce Christianity permanently into any
country. Only where the word of God is read by the people
themselves, and where a whole people are made susceptible

of the spirit of Christianity by the distribution of the Bible
and of Christian school-books, can a rapid, deep and lasting

work be hoped for. Bible Societies must go hand in hand
with Missionary Societies.

Hence for many years the Committees of the principal Mis-
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sionary Societies have regarded it as an important object to

reduce to writing the language of all the nations to which

their missionaries have penetrated, and to prepare in all these

languages translations of the sacred Scriptures, as well as

Christian tracts. This presupposes an accurate and scientific

study of those languages, and the preparation of grammars and

dictionaries, which, in order to be clearly understood, must be

founded upon a comparison of the foreign with the European

languages, and upon the latest improvements of linguistic science.

It was a sense of the necessity of such linguistic studies

which induced the Church Missionary Society to send the Rev.

S. W. Kdlle— a missionary especially adapted to the work — to

Sierra Leone , mainly to study the languages of the thousands

of manumitted slaves wfhich are brought together from all parts

of Africa at that point. The results of this exceedingly im-

portant linguistic mission are a comparative vocabulary, com-

prising more than one hundred distinct African languages, and

carefully prepared grammars of two important languages —
the Vai (Vei) and the Bornu. These works are now published

by the same Missionary ' Society , in order to form the foun-

dation for future translations into those languages of the Bible

and other useful books.

The various Bible Societies have made efforts on the largest

scale to effect the same object. The British and Foreign Bible

Society of London had published, down to the middle of the

past year (1854), 26 millions of Bibles, or parts of the same, in 177

different translations. These translations embraced 150 different

languages, of which 108 belonged to countries beyond the bounds

of Europe, viz. 70 to Asia, 17 to Polynesia, 8 to America, and

13 to Africa!.

' See the last Report of the Bible Society, and more on the same subject

in the most valuable and interesting work of Samuel Bagster : The Bible of

every Land, a History of the Sacred Scriptures in every language and dialect

into which translations have been made; illustrated with specimen portions in

02
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It was natural that the European system of writing should

be used for all those languages which had no system of their

own. But here the same question arose as in linguistic science

:

"Which orthography ought to be used? Was it advisable to force

upon those nations to which the Bible was to be presented as

their first reading-book, the English orthography, which is com-

plicated, irregular, and singular even in Europe? Was it suitable

that those nations should be compelled to learn to read and write

for all future time after this fashion? And according to what

principles should those sounds be expressed which are neither

found in the English alphabet nor in any other European system?

As, in these respects, there was no general law or authority,

every missionary who had such a translation to prepare struck

out a way for himself, and sought, according to his own fancy,

or from a very confined view of the case, to solve the difficulty.

If we examine the long catalogue of Bibles printed in Latin

characters we shall find the most multifarious systems of letters

employed, often in cognate languages, and even in one and the

same language. Sometimes difficult and unintelligible groupings

of consonants are employed as representations of simple sounds

;

at other times a multitude of new and unexplained diacritical

sio-ns are employed; and often a refuge has been sought in the

complete rejection of all diacritical marks, and thus the correct

expression of the language has been sacrificed. The great and

increasing confusion resulting from this arbitrary mode of pro-

ceeding must be apparent.

When the publication of the New Testament and Psalms

in the language of the African Tsuana (Betchuana, Betjuana,

Sechuana) was lately completed by the London Missionary

Society, the Secretary of the Church Missionary Society ex-

pressed to the Secretary of the Paris Society the joy which

native characters, series of alphabets, coloured ethnographical maps, tables,

indexes, etc. London, Sam. Bagster and Sons. 1851. 4to. In this book

247 different languages are noticed in connexion with Bible translations.
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he felt when he thought of the rich blessings which would

thence accrue to that people, and to the labours of the French

missionaries scattered among them. „But," replied his sym-

pathising friend, "is it not sad, that these thousands of copies

already published are entirely unavailable and sealed to our

French missionaries who labour among the same people, and

to all those who have received instruction from them, simply

because they make use of another orthography?"

To avoid such palpable evils in future is the purpose of the

proposed standard alphabet.

In Asia, the birthplace of alphabets, the chief nations already

possess a written literature in their own native characters. This

has aflForded to European colonists and rulers, as well as to

missionaries, the means of exercising an intellectual influence

over those nations. The English Government in India therefore

generally makes use of the alphabets most extensively employed

in those regions, viz. the Persian and the Devanagari letters,

in order to govern and instruct the nations subject to their

authority. The Bible Societies have also published more than

40 translations of the Sacred Scriptures in those foreign cha-

racters. But, nevertheless, it has been often and forcibly urged,

that many important advantages would arise from the substitution

of a European for all the native alphabets. For besides the supe-

riority which the uniform division of the syllable into vowel and

consonant gives to the European alphabet over the unwieldy

Syllabic Alphabets of Asia, and still more over the Chinese

Word -Alphabet, with its many thousands of symbols, every

new alphabet constitutes a natural and almost impassable barrier

between foreign and European civilisation by materially in-

creasing the difficulty of acquiring such languages, and of be-

coming acquainted with their literature.

Hence the introduction of the European characters for the

Indian languages has been recognised by the Government,

and Bible Societies have already published a number of trans-
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lations upon the same system. Commencements of the same

kind have already been made in China by the Missionaries,

and bid fair to succeed.

In every one of these instances the question recurred : Which

European orthography is to be adopted? Which alphabetical

system best harmonises the different European orthographies,

and allows most easily of the application of diacritical signs

to represent sounds not contained in the languages of Europe?

To this practical question, our proposal endeavours to furnish

the answer.

What has been done by Science for the Solution of this Problem,

up to the present Timet

The want of a uniform orthography was first seriously felt

with regard to the Oriental languages in the British possessions

in India, where the study of those languages became a practical

necessity. At the same time no country could better suggest

a comprehensive discussion of this question; for here the two

most perfect, and, at the same time, most opposite phonic and

graphic systems, the Sanskrit and the Arabic, have met, and

have been actually blended together in the Hindustani alphabet.

This alphabet being essentially Arabic, and expressing the dif-

ferent Sanskrit sounds by diacritical signs, we find here the pro-

blem, which we propose to ourselves in respect of the European

graphic system, already fully and historically solved in the Arabic.

The first person who took a comprehensive view of these

difficulties, and undertook their solution as a problem worthy

of his special attention, was Sir William Jones, a man of great

learning and cultivated mind. He was President of the Asiatic

Society in Bengal, and opened the first volume of its Transac-

tions, published in Calcutta in 1788, with an Essay On the

Orthografhy of Asiatic Words in Roman Letters.'^

1 Asiatic Researches, vol. I. 1788, p. 1—56. The Bssai was republished

in the edition of his works, London, 1799.
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He points out the desideratum in simple words', and lays

down , as the first principle , that the orthography of any lan-

guage should never use the same letter for different sounds, n(yr

different letters for the same sound^; he complains also of the

great complication and perplexity of the present English ortho-

graphy in this respect. He declares himself opposed to the

doubling of a vowel in order to represent its length; and in

reference to the vowel-sjstem he adopts the Italian or German
notation. This was one of the most important steps towards

reducing the Europeaiyilphabets, as applied to foreign languages,

to a uniform orthography.

In reference to the consonants, he complains principally of the

mixing up of Roman and Italic letters in the same words.'

He justly admits (p. 13.) that the Sanskrit and Arabic alpha-

bets represent the sounds of their languages so perfectly, that

no character can be taken away from, or added to them, without

^ The treatise begins : "Every man, who has occasion to compose tracts on
Asiatic literature, or to translate from the Asiatic languages, must always find

it convenient J and sometimes necessary, to express Arabian, Indian, and
Persian words, or sentences, in the characters generally used among Euro-

peans ; and almost every writer in those circumstances has a method of notation

peculiar in himself: but none has yet appeared in the form of a complete

system, so that each original sound may be rendered invariably by one appro-

priated symbol, conformably to the natural order of articulation, and with a

due regard to the primitive power of the Roman alphabet, which modern

Europe has in general adopted. A want of attention to this object has

occasioned great confusion in history and geography," etc.

^ P. 7. i "Mr. Halhed (in his Bengal Grammar), having justly remarked, that

the two greatest defects in the orthography of any language are the application

of the same letter to several different sounds, and of different letters to the

same sound, truly pronounces them both so common in English, that he was

exceedingly embarrassed in the choice of letters to express the sound of the

Bengal vowels, and even to the last was by no means satisfied with his

own selection."
,

' P. 8. : "If anything dissatisfies me in Mr. Halhed's clear and accurate system,

it is the use of double letters for the long vowels (which might, however, be

justified) and the frequent intermixture of Italic and Roman letters in the

same word ; which both in tcriling and printing must be very inconvenient,"
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manifest injury: and he unhesitatingly takes his stand not only

against the vain endeavour to represent/ore«^w sounds by Eng-

lish letters, but also against the introduction of entirely new

characters.

He therefore recomments, as the only suitable and efficient method^

the use of certain diacritical signs, especially such as had already

been adopted by several savans of France and England.

These views are throughout so sound and so well founded

on practical experience, that even at the present time they com-

mand our full assent. If, nevertheless, the alphabet proposed

by him was imperfect, this was owing partly to his defective

knowledge of the general organism of sounds and of the distinct

sounds to be represented, and partly to the imperfect appli-

cation of his own principles. ^

It is much to be regretted, that the distinguished scholar

Gilchrist, who had published many valuable works on the Hin-

dustani language, and had thereby gained great influence in

India, did not become acquainted w^ith the essay of Sir William

Jones till too late to make use of the system in his own works ^,

as he afterwards wished he had done. It is principally owing

to this circumstance, that the unsuitable English vowel-system

according to which Mr. Gilchrist writes ee for I, oo for u, qo

for M, ou for au, was almost universally adopted in India.

It is only since 1834 that the correct principles of Sir William

Jones have obtained in India the consideration due to their im-

' He took, for instance, the Arabic xel for an aspirate like the Indian hh,

and the Arabic yain for a compound sound instead of a simple one. He con-

sidered the Arabic Linguals as so similar to the Indian Cerebrals that he

employed the same characters for both, although they differ materially, and

in the Hindustani are placed by the side of one another. He also gives to

the letter h different significations accordingly as it stands alone or in con-

nection with other letters, as sh (=^), Ih (=^), ch (=c), c/t'A (=cA). In

the same manner he assigns yarious values to the letters c, s, and others.

^ Grammar of the Hindoostanee Language, by John Gilchrist. Calcutta, 1796.

p. 1. His English and Hindoostanee Dictionary had been published in 1787.
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portance. This change was brought about by the critical inves-

tigations and influential exertions of Sir Charles Trevelyan, who
was, for many years, connected with the administration of India.

He contended successfully against the English -yowe^- system,

supported by the works of Mr. Gilchrist, and secured the more
general adoption of the German, Italian, or ancient Latin me-
thod

, as proposed by Sir W. Jones. The former system may
now be regarded as antiquated in India.

But though the exertions of Sir W. Jones and Sir C. Tte-

velyan have introduced a more correct vowel-system, it yet

remains that the same principles be applied to the consonant

-

system, in which there has been no amendment since the time

of Sir W. Jones ^, although it has been equally needed.

In the meantime an event occurred in France, which directed

the attention of the learned to the necessity of estabhshing a

consistent system of transcribing foreign alphabets into Euro-

pean letters.

The scientific results of the famous Egyptian Expedition were

directed to be published by a commission of the most distin-

guished scholars, appointed for that .purpose. The Geographical

Atlas, consisting of 47 maps of the largest size, contained nearly

5000 Arabic words. These were to be written in Latin letters,

and upon an accurate and intelhgible system. For this purpose

special conferences were instituted in the year 1803, in which

Messrs. Volney, Monge, Bertholet, LangUs, Sylvestre de Sacy,

Caussin, Lacroix, Baudeuf, Marcel, and Michel Aheyd took part.

The first of these, C. T. Volney (who on account of his poli-

tical services at a later period was made a Count by Napoleon

and a Peer by Louis XVIII.) , had written in 1795 an Arabic

' Mr. John Pickering also adopted the eowei-system of Sir W. Jones in his

Essay on a uniform Orthography for the Indian Languages of North America,

but he retarded rather than advanced a correct system of Consonants. This

Essay was first published by the Amer. Acad, of Arts and Sciences, of which

he was a member; and also separately in Cambridge, U. S,, 1820.
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grammar, under the title, Simplification dea langues orientates,

ou mithode nouvelle et facile d'apprendre les langues Arabe, Per-

sane et Turque, avec des caracteres Europeens, Paris, an III.

He here speaks of the advantage which the use of European

letters affords in learning the Arabic language; and proposes

a method for representing the Arabic alphabet in the Latin

characters. This transcription was founded on no definite prin-

ciples, but yet was guided by the correct feeling, that every

simple sound should be represented by a single sign or cha-

racter, a rule, from which he only deviated in one case, by

writing ai for e. This led him to seek some single signs to

represent the three simple sounds not found in the Latin alpha-

bet, viz. German ch, English th and sh. For the two first he

chose the Greek letters ;f and d- , but for the third he in-

vented the entirely new character f. All other foreign sounds

he sought to represent by graphic modifications of the letters

most nearly expressing those sounds, not indeed by the addi-

tion of disconnected marks of distinction, but by a change of

the characters themselves, as for instance, A, f , d:, i-

The Commission of 1803 started upon this principle, and

adopted the system for the geographical maps, yet with a change

of nearly all the single characters. This change aimed at sim-

plification, but only substituted one arbitrary system in the

place of another, and even gave up some material advantages

of the first plan. The characters j and & were set aside for

k and t , whereby these letters were erroneously placed among
the explosive letters; and the representation of the German sch

by the single character 9, which, though inconvenient, was
right in -principle, was given up for the inaccurate compound
ch: and instead of i, d, etc., f, i, were written. But they

did not stop here: they introduced for the Description de VE-
gypte an orthography which dispensed entirely with all diacri-

tical signs; which on this account was both materially incor-

rect and decidedly antagonistic to the principle of using always
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a single character for a simple sound, i Thus they wrote ou,

ey, kh, gh, ch, for our m, e, j, y^ S.

With this method Volney himself could not be satisfied. He
therefore took up the same subject again at a later period, and
published in 1818 his well-known treatise: UAlphabet Eurffpeen

appliqe aux Langues Asiatiques. This title expresses more
than the book contains. The first half of the volume is taken

up with the investigation of those sounds which belong to the

European languages , and shows that the writer possessed but

little native talent for investigations of this nature. ^ The second

half treats exclusively of the Arabic Alphabet into the sounds

of which he likewise does tiot penetrate very deeply. For the

Unguals he gives up the curves, and adds instead a short line

under each letter, viz. t, d, s, z. The characters !fe ovkh he

changes again to Xi ^"^ t {=^) io t ox s^ and the character

for the corresponding soft sound to z. For sh he proposes

a lengthened or old-fashioned s, viz. f, or an inverted y, C\

while for S, </, y, ( = Zs, /, ^), he retains the additions, although

he changes their forms. The notations of the vowels also un-

derwent changes. At the close, he makes an attempt to apply

his system of notation to the Hebrew, and the first line of his

Hebrew Lord's Prayer' will give a good idea of the awkwardness

of this third method of writing. It is the following (p. 209.)

:

zhindi f' b" O'mim i" q^dd/^i ["m-k"-.

' Both transcriptions are placed by the side of the Arabic names in the

Index Geographique , which forms vol. xviu. of Panckoucke's edition.

^ He discovers a difference between French ee or ez, (donnee, donnea) and

the «imple e (arme, bonte), and finds the former again in the German eh

(deknen), the latter in the German besser, or in the English red, head:

s. p. 49 - 52; He pronounces the nasal in the German Anker as in the French

Ancre, p. 59; the German i he resolves into ds, p. 83; and the Arabic yain

he calls a grasseyement dur, in opposition to the grasseyement doux of the

modern Greek y , p. 100. The German ch in ich he places as a soft sound

by the hard sound in bucA, p. 103, etc., etc.
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No one of the three editions of Volney's system met with

any approbation or adoption, because his proposal was ba-

sed neither upon scientific nor upon practical principles, be-

cause it embraced in its field of view only the Arabic alpha-

bet, and because it admitted no direct application to other

languages and especially not to those of India.

His exertions, however, were not forgotten, as by his will

he founded an annual prize to be conferred by the Institute

of France. This legacy was designated: Four le meilleur ou-

vrage relatif a Vetude philosophique des langues, and at the same

time the wish was expressed: d'encourager tout travail tendant

a dormer suite et execution a une methode de transcrire les langues

Asiatiques en lettres JEuropeennes. This endowment, which was

.

recognised by an Ordonnance of 1820, has produced many
good results for the advancement of linguistic science, but it

has conduced so little to the solution of the problem in question,

that the French Academy finally determined to omit this sub-

ject in their Programme , and only to propose exercises on

comparative grammar. ^ The system of Sir W. Jones, which had

' Compare Memoires de I'Institut de France, Academie des Inscr. et Belles

Lettres, tome x:v., Paris, 1845, p. 7 seqq. In the year 1835 a book appeared

by A. E. Schleiermacher : De VInfluence de I'ecrilure sur le language, He-
moire qui en i828 a partage le prix fonde par M. le comte de Volney, suivi

de Grammaires Barmane et Malaie, et d'un aperfu de Valphabet harmonique
pour las langues Asiatiques que I'Institut Royal de France a couronne en 1827.

The author gives in the preface p. ix seqq. a transcription of the Devanagari,

the Bengali, and four Slayonic alphabets , -with respect to an Alphabet har-
monique, which he exhibits in the Aperfu mentioned on the title. But, as

in neither place the reasons of this transcriptions are developed, and as

the complete Memoir on the Alphabet harmonique has hitherto not been
published, we must abstain from offering any opinion on it. The peculiar
division, however, in 16 gutturales, 12 palatales, 15 sifflanles, 16 linguales,

9 labiates, 9 nasales, and 16 melees, and the 5 subdivisions of lettres simples,
varices, fortes, mouillees, and aspirees, seem to indicate that the author
starts from a physiological and linguistic basis different from that which
we consider the correct one. At the same time, however, the principle of
using single signs for simple sounds is constantly observed.
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proceeded upon more correct principles and upon a broader basis,

was, indeed, occasionallyalluded to by Volney, but never followed.

No language has a system of sounds more rich and regularly
developed than the Sanskrit, or expresses them so perfectly by
its alphabets. The old grammarians of India did not, indeed^

invent the Devanagari characters, but they brought them to

the state of perfection which they now possess. With an
acumen worthy of all admiration, with physiological and lin-

guistic views more accurate than those of any other people,

these gramgaarians penetrated so deeply into the relations of

sounds in their own language, that we at this day may gain

instruction from them, for the better understanding of the sounds

of our own languages. On this account no language and no

alphabet are better suited to serve, not indeed as an absolute

rule, but as a starting-point for the construction of a universal

linguistic alphabet, than that of ancient India.

Hence it is that the late progress in the solution of the

alphabet - problem has been associated in Europe, as formerly

in India, with Sanskrit studies; especially since these studies

were made the foundation of the new science of Comparative

Philology. Here Bop-p took the lead. In the earlier editions

of his Sanskrit Grammar he had still employed the German
compounds tsch, tschh, dsch, dschh, sch, ng, kh, (fee; but later,

in his Comparative Grammar, published in 1833, he introduced

single letters for all these sounds, and distinguished the va-

rious classes of sounds by certain uniform diacritical marks.

This orthography was soon adopted by the very numerous school

of German and other linguists, and may now be regarded as

the historical basis upon which, on account of its intrinsic value

as well as its extensive use in science, the future superstructure

must be built. H. Brockhaus'^, Benary, Gorresio, Roth, Benfey,

' We mention particularly his Essay Ueber den Druch Sanscritischer Werke

mil laleinischen Buchslaben, Leipzig 1841, in which ha presents important

considerations on the scientific advantage of printing large Sanskrit works

in Latin letters.
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BotUingk, MuUer, Stenzler, Lassen, Weber, and many others

have adopted this principle, although, in particular instances,

they have often differed among themselves as to the choice

of the diacritical marks. But all these men had either the Sanskrit

language alone in vievir, or at most those of the same family.

On the other hand, the Semitic scholars were equally exclu-

sive, and generally retained the use of sh, kh, gh, th, dh, for

our s, Y. y, ^, d. Yet some among them acknowledge the

principle of single characters for simple sounds, of whom we

mention especially Caspari and Fleischer. The lat;ter, an emi-

nent scholar in the Semitic languages, and formerly himself a

follower of the old method of writing, adopted in his Persian

Grammar, published in 1847, the signs g, c, h, h, g', s, j, in-

stead of the double letters; as he had at an earlier period

^

chosen the Greek chracter & for the English th.

After progress had thus been made by both parties acting

independently of each other, it became necessary to discover a

general system which might comprehend the two most important,

but at the same time most widely separated, groups of the prin-

cipal kuown languages. And it was evident that such a com-

prehensive system required a broader basis than any which had

heretofore been proposed. That basis was to be discovered in

the common ground from which both had started , namely , the

physiology of the human voice, which is the common ground and

standard, not only for the two above-mentioned groups of

languages, but also for all the languages of the globe.

The human voice has its natural bounds, beyond which no

development of sounds is possible. Hence the apparent infini-

tude of articulate sounds does not consist in a boundless extent,

but rather in an endless divisibility, within assignable limits.

1 111 his Catalogue of the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish Manuscripts, in

the Calalogus librorum manuscr. in bibl. senator. Lipsiensi, by R. E. Naumann.

Grimma). 1838. 4°.
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They may all be classified upon a physiological basis, so that

every sound may find its proper position in the general system.

Since the laws of the physical organism are unchangeable,

it is only necessary to understand them correctly, and to observe

their application to linguistic science.

In this department much has been efi'ected, and most impor-

tant steps have been taken towards a solution of the problem.

We may here refer to the labours oiKempelen, Liseovius, Dzondi,

Willis, Briicke, Czermak, and principally to the researches of

Joh. Miiller.^

The results also of physiological investigations have in several

instances been applied to the science of language by R. von

Raumer, Rapp, Schleicher, Bindseil, Heyse, and others.

Hence it appears that all previous conditions of the problem

have been fulfilled. It has become possible to construct an alpha-

bet, based on physiological principles, answering all the requi-

rements of linguistic science, and embracing all the sounds con-

tained in the two great alphabetical systems of Asia. This

possibility alone justified, and indeed demanded, a new effort

to reach the goal. Nevertheless, this attempt might perhaps

have still been long deferred, or even given up entirely, on

account of the great practical difficulties which oppose every

attempt at union in the republic of letters , if another and more

lively impulse had not been given to it, within the last few

years, from another quarter.

What has been done by the Missionary Societies for the

Solution of the Question?

We have stated above, that the want of a uniform alphabet

for those nations which are to be gained over to Christianity

and civilisation, and which have no written language, is more

and more strongly felt every day in missionary labours. The

* Handbuch der Physiologie des Menschen, Band 2. p. 180 sqq. 1840.
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difficulty of introducing a convenient alphabet into practice is

here much less than in the scientific world, as the Directors

may recommend such an alphabet to the missionaries dispersed

over the whole earth, which will usually be a sufficient mo-

tive for its reception.

The first recommendation from such a quarter was issued in

the year 1848 by the Hon. Secretary of the Church Missionary

Society, the Rev. Henry Venn, under the title, Rules for redu-

cing unwritten languages to alphabetical writing in Roman charac-

ters, with reference especially to the languages spoken in Africa.

We quote the first two paragraphs, which represent the mis-

sionary point of view in a clear and comprehensive manner:

"The want of a standard system of orthography has been expe-

rienced by all persons engaged in the study of unwritten lan-

guages. Each translator having to choose his own system, it

has not unfrequently happened that two or more persons en-

gaged upon the same language have adopted different systems.

This has prevented, in a great measure, the mutual assistance,

which the parties might have rendered each other; and has

retarded the formation of primers and educational works, and

the translation of the Holy Scriptures."

"To obviate these difficulties, several of the Missionary So-

cieties, whose missionaries are engaged in Vernacular Trans-

lations of African languages, have proposed the adoption of

a common system of orthography, to be regarded as a standard

system , and to be employed , as far as possible , in all works

printed under their sanction. If in any particular case devia-

tions from the system be thought necessary by the Translators,

it is proposed that such deviations should be referred home before

their adoption in printed works."

This proposal adopts and consistently maintains the true prin-

ciple, that every simple sound is to be expressed by a single

sign, and rectifies the English vowel -system.

In the year 1849, the attention of the American Mission of
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Port Natal was drawn towards the difficulties of the orthography
adopted for the Zulu language, and they submitted the subject

to the examination of a committee.

About the same time the want of new signs for newly dis-

covered African sounds, was felt in several other African Mis-
sions; and some such signs were introduced into various books,

as in those published by the Norwegian Society at Natal, by the

English Church Mission among the Suaheli on the eastern coast,

and by the American hoard on the Gaboon river in the west,

also in AppleyarcCs Kaffir Grammar, printed for the Wesleyan

Society, at King William's Town. These circumstances led the

Committee at Port Natal, in March, 1850, to address a general

circular to the friends of Missions and African civilisation, pro-

posing a plan for securing a uniform orthography for writing

the South African dialects. In further pursuance of their plan,

an essay was communicated in October, 1852, to the Confe-

rence of the American Oriental Society, at New York, and prin-

ted in vol. III. No. II. 1853, p. 421. sqq. of the Publications of

this Society, under the title. An Essay on the Phonology and

Orthography of the Zulu and kindred dialects in Southern Africa,

by the Rev. Lewis Grout, Miss, of the Amer. Board in Southern

Africa.

The- general principles and requirements of an alphabet, adop-

ted especially for African languages , are here developed with

accuracy and acumen, and are applied in particular to the Zulu

language, including the clicks peculiar to the most southern

African languages. This alphabet, however, is not based on

a sufficiently comprehensive system of phonology, and the single

letters consequently are not arranged according to their natural

affinities. The Sanskrit and other written languages were not

taken into account, and the former use of compound consonants

is supplied partly by altering the form of letters, partly by com-

bining them with diacritical signs, as i), vj, h, r, f, or , or

s, or s, for our n, n,^, y, s.
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In the Autumn of 1852, the author of the present paper, being

in London, had the opportunity of discussing this subject (which

had occupied his mind for several years) with some of the most

influential members of Missionary Committees: and he was in-

vited by the Eev. H. Venn to furnish him with a development

of his alphabet, which appeared suitable for general adoption

and conformable on the whole to the "Rules." Mr. Venn pro-

posed to transmit such an explanation of the alphabet to the

Missionaries. Prevented, at that time, from complying with

this wish, he simply communicated a tableau of the alphabet,

which was inserted by Mr. Venn in a second edition of the

"^Rules" in 1853.

Soon afterwards the author was again induced to direct his

special attention to this subject, by a visit of the Rev. S. W.

Kolle, in consequence of which he determined to bring forward

his own long prepared project, after discussing it minutely with

this gentleman, whose valuable contributions to African philo-

logy have been already mentioned. It was now judged proper

to publish the proposed alphabet, which had hitherto only been

communicated privately to several of the most distinguished

linguistic scholars.

The author therefore resolved to explain the principles of his

plan in an essay to be read in a general sitting of the Academy

of Berlin, and to propose at the same time that the Academy
should examine the alphabet in question, and, if approved, have

types cut and cast for printing it. This proposal was laid be-

fore the historico-philological class, and a committee appointed,

composed of Professors Bopp, Jacob Grimm, Pertz, Gerhard,

Buschmann, with the assistance of Professor J. Muller from the

physical class. This Committee approved the plan, with the

exception of one member who denied in general the usefulness

of all such endeavours; and on the 23rd of January the Class

ordered the cutting and casting of the proposed types, which have
consequently been used in the present pages.
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About the same time, the interest on the subject having

greatly increased, chiefly from the progress of Missions, anew
step was taken in London for the furtherance of the object in

view. Chevalier Bunsen, whose reputation as a statesman, a

scholar, and a friend of every important Christian movement
is universally acknowledged, called a meeting of distinguished

men, more or less interested in the question, among whom we
may name, Profs. Wilson, M. Muller, Owen, Dietrich, Sir C. Tre-

velyan, Sir John Herschel, Hon. Mr. Stanley, Messrs. Norris,

Pertz from Berlin, Bahhage, Wheatstone, and Cull; the Rev.

Messrs. Venn, Chapman, Dr. Trumpp, and Kolle, and Mr.

Graham of the Church Missionary Society, — the Rev. Mr.

Arthur of the Wesleyan Missionary Society, — the Rev. Mr.

Trestrail and Mr. Vnderhill of the Baptist Missionary Society.

The author also had the honour of being invited to this meeting,

and was happy to be present at the three last conferences.

These were occupied principally with the physiological basis,

which was generally acknowledged to be necessary, and was

adopted without much dissent by the assembly.

With regard to the graphic system to be employed, thj-ee

different proposals were examined.

The^rs^ was supported by Sir Charles Trevelyan (above, p. 31),

who recommended the orthography which originated with Sir

W. Jones, and which has been frequently applied in India. Its

merits and soundness, in comparison with that of Gilchrist,

were fully acknowledged; but at the same time its want of a

physiological basis, and of a complete development in detail,

could not be overlooked.

The second, by Prof. M. Milller, proposed to mark the devia-

tions from known European sounds by printing the known

letters in Roman characters, the foreign in italics. The principal

objections against this intermixture of Roman and italic letters,

of which Sir W. Jones had already decidedly disapproved (see

above, p. 29), were the following : — This plan would exclude

D2
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the ordinary significance of italics, which could hardly be sup-

plied by any other means; neither is it applicable at all to

writing. On these grounds it would prove most inconvenient

for all missionary purposes. It would not meet the cases in

which a European letter undergoes more than one modification,

and would thus be incapable of expressing even whole classes

of sounds. Finally, this theory, neglecting the continuity of

historical development, introduces a novelty, which it can hardly

be expected will be universally adopted.*

The third proposal vras that of the author, and its object

was only to bring the orthography hitherto used in science

into more exact conformity with the laws of physiology, and

to adapt it to practical purposes.

The object of the meetings was rather to prepare the ques-

tion for further discussion and examination, than to adopt re-

solutions which should be considered as binding. The physio-

logical system of phonology upon which the proposed alphabet

had been based , was acknowledged to be substantially sound.

And the author considers himself justified in stating that with

respect also to the graphic system the views of the majority did

not widely dififer from his proposal.

The most important result of this conference, in the author's

apprehension, was the determination announced at the last

meeting in reference to the practical object of this alphabet.

Mr. Venn expressed his "conviction that the interests of Mis-

sions would allow of no longer delay in the adoption of a

standard alphabet: that the Church Missionary and other So-

cieties had already substantially adopted, for this purpose, that

of Professor Lepsius : and that as nothing had been concluded

upon by this conference which held out any prospect of super-

seding or materially improving it, he and the parties with whom
he acted must go forward in the course upon which they had

* [See Preface of this edition p. 12.]
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entered
;
and without pledging their Missionaries to the adoption

of every mark or sign, in every case, they must put forward
Professor Lepsius's system as the standard; and all departures
from it must be carefully canvassed, and marked as deviations,

in works printed by the Societies."

Th^ author was also requested to draw up the present sketch

lor the purpose of commuqication to missionaries. At the same
time the Berlin Academy was requested to have two sets of

their types struck off for the Church Missionary Society, that

the forms of the characters might be identical ; and orders were

given for the execution in these types of two works on African

languages, already prepared for the press.

It is hoped that this determination may be favourably re-

garded by all other Missionary Societies. We do not expect

that everybody should agree in every detail of this alphabet;

but it is not unreasonable to hope that it will be considered

as a standard, and as affording a common basis by which other

alphabets may be brought into the greatest possible agreement.

Different languages may require different modifications. No
language will require all the diacritical signs which must ap-

pear in the complete alphabet; while some languages may re-

quire still other marks of distinction peculiar to themselves. It

is therefore necessary that the system should be elastic enough

to admit of such reduction and enlargement without alteration

in its essential principles. Cases may even arise in which

material deviations from the proposed alphabet may appear

unavoidable, and be advocated, on sufficient grounds, hy scho-

lars engaged in such researches. In all such cases, it is hoped

that the Committees of Societies will require the reasons of

such deviations to be laid before them and discussed, before

the deviations are introduced into books printed by their autho-

rity. This principle is most important for the furtherance of

the object in view, and was repeatedly insisted upon by Mr.

Venn , as indeed it had been already laid down in the ^Rules"
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(see above) issued by the Committee of his Society in the

year 1848.

After these preliminaries we pass on to develop

The Ststem proposed.

A comprehensive exposition of the physiological basis would

here be out of place. We must limit ourselves to facilitating

the understanding of the system. This will be best accom-

plished by not separating the phonic from the graphic system,

but by presenting the former immediately in its application to

the latter. We do not enlarge, therefore, on the definition of

Voice and Sound, of Vowel and Consonant, and other physio-

logical explanations, and shall only refer to them as necessity

may demand.

A. The System of Vowels.

There are three primary vowels , as there are three primary

colours. ' Like the latter, they can be best represented by the

analogy of a triangle, at the top of which is to be placed a, at the

basis i and M(pronounced as in the German and Italian languages).

The other vowels are formed between these three, as all co-

lours between red, yellow, and blue. In the most ancient lan-

guages these three primary vowels only were sufficiently distinct

to be marked in writing even when short. The Hieroglyphical,

Indian, oldest Hebrew, and Gothic systems of writing admitted
either of no other vowels at all, or at least of no other short

vowels
;
in Arabic writing, even now, none but these three are

distinguished.

Next after these were formed, the intermediate vowels e be-
tween a and i, o between a and u, and the sound of the Ger-
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man il (French u) between i and u , also that of the German o

(French eu) between e and o. Thus arose the pyramid^

a

e

i u u

The distance between a and i and that between a and u is

greater than that between i and u. The intermediate vowels

e and o were, therefore, divided each into two vowels, of which

one was nearer to a, the other nearer to i or u; and in the

same manner two sounds were formed out of o. All these vowels

exist in European languages, and compose the following pyramid:

Germ, a

Fr. e Fr. eu b Ital,

(in peur)

Fr. e Fr. eu au Fr.
(lo peK)

Germ, i Germ, u u Germ.

We might have wished to maintain for the middle series of

vowels the two dots over the u and o, on account of the ge-

nerally known precedent in the German orthography, the French

double letter eu not answering the simple nature of the sound.

A practical objection, however, to this mode is found in the

circumstance, that occasionally over every vowel the sign of

long and short ", and also that of the accent of the word

will be necessary, for which the whole space over the letter

is required. We have preferred, therefore, to preserve the

two dots, and to place them under the vowel, as o and u.

The distinction of the two modes of pronouncing e and o

cannot be marked by the French accents, partly because the

upper space is wanted for other signs too generally in use to

be dispensed with, and partly because the acute accent would

1 It may be compared mth the following pyramid of primary and mixed

colours

:

red,

orange, brown, violet,

yellow, green, blue.
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not be distinguished from the accent of the word. We add,

therefore, as others have done before us, a line below to mark

the broad open vowels e, o, and a dot below, to mark the

pointed and closed vowels e, o, the shape of these marks of-

fering a certain analogy to the pronunciation itself.

From these combinations, the following system results.

a

ego
? Q Q

i y, u

We must mention, however, one other vowel, which exists

in almost all languages, and ought not to be neglected by lin-

guists. This is the indistinct vowel-sound from which, according

to the opinion of some scholars, the other vowels, as it were,

issued and grew into individuality, and to which the unaccented

vowels of our non European languages in their old age often

return, as in the English words nation, velvet; the German

lieben, Verstand; the French sabre, tenir. This vovel comes

among the clear sounding vowels next to o, being itself a

mixture of all the others, but it is capable of various shades,

and sometimes approaches nearer to «, and sometimes to i or

u. From all of these, .however, as also from o, it is distin-

guished by the absence of that clear resonance common to the

others, which is lost by partially contracting the mouth or

even closing it entirely: in the latter case it is heard through

the nose. ^ This vowel is inherent in all soft fricative conso-

nants, as well as in the first part of the nasal explosive sounds

(see below); whence all these letters as z, w, m, appear some-

times as forming syllables, ^ It assumes the strongest reso-

nance, as may be easily explained on physiological gi-ounds,

* It may be compared to grey, which also does not belong to the series

of individual colours.

^ In the Chinese language, for instance, i is used as a vovel in the roots
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in combination with r and I, which, as is well known, appear
in Sanskrit as r aud Z, with all the qualities of the other vo-
wels. We should feel inclined to represent this sound by the

Greek letter £, in order to distinguish it more fully from all

the other vowels, and to fall in with the practice of Ludolf,

Isenberg, Piccolomini, and others. Howevei', there are strong

objections to this: for it is not only very desirable to confine

ourselves as much as possible to the use of Latin characters,

but the ancient and modern pronunciation of the Greek e is

also as different from the sound we wish to represent as that

of the Latin e. Besides this, we represent the same sound in

the vocalised consonants by a little circle (as /, r, n) , and so

it seems but natural to transfer this mark to the vowels. Ac-
cordingly we take the letter e, which, in most European ortho-

graphies , is used for an indefinite vowel ^ , and subscribe the

little circle to it (e). Hereby we gain the advantage that we
can easily provide signs for those cases where the indefinite

vowel approaches more closely to any of the common vowels,

by subscribing the circle to them (as a, i, p, u). Such a case

occurs, e. g. , in the Kanuri or Bornu language, where Mr.

KoUe^ finds it necessary to distinguish between e and a.

[If we compare herewith the vowel-system of the English
language and certain dialectic shades of vowels in other

European languages, this pyramid of the vowels, it is true,

is not sufficient for their complete notation. In the English

language a new degree comes in between the top of the py-

ramid formed by the pure a, and the first row from it viz.

ego. It will not be useless perhaps to add some observations

on this point, although these sounds as far as we know are

not developed in the foreign languages which form our spe-

cial object, and it would therefore hardly seem necessary to

settle their transcription.

' Surnovf, Roger, Endticher, Pelertnann, Edwards, also Bopp aud Schiin

and others write e.

' la his Grammar of the Bornu or Kanuri Language. Loudon, 1854.
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In the English language the pure full a has almost entirely

disappeared, being divided into two sounds, one of which ap-

proaches to e, the other to o, both still bearing traces of

their origin. This applies still more to the short than to the

long sound. Although the a in father, master, past, half, demand,

aunt, papa, is not unfrequently pronounced pretty full and

most resembling to the German and Italian a, yet according to

others the most approved pronunciation softens its sound percep-

tibly towards e. We may write it for the present a. Still more

decidedly the short a of hat, catch, have, wax, marry takes

the same direction. On the other side it is well known how

nearly the a in water, all, broad, fault, approaches to o. It is

more open i. e. it is nearer to the a than the French o is in

or, encore, sonne. Let us indicate it now by a. The cor-

responding short sound is heard in what, wasp, as well as

in hot, horrid, and is more open than o in the French vote,

the German Gott. On the same degree of the scale as the sounds

a and a we find a short sound in the middle column which
e o

leads from a to o and u, viz. the vowel in but, cut, son, does,

blood a sound still more peculiar to the English language.

We might, following the analogy of the two other sounds

of this row, write it a, but we prefer the simpler nota-

tion 0. Thus we get as a new row peculiar to the most

approved English pronunciation the line of sounds a 6 a.

Another peculiarity of the English language by which the

vowel system is influenced, is the double pronunciation of r.

When this letter is followed by a vowel, it is pronounced as

a dental consonant with the top of the tongue as in other

languages. When it closes a syllable or is followed by a con-

sonant or a mute vowel, it changes its nature and becomes

a vowel, exactly in the same sense in which the ancient In-

dians looked upon their r as a vowel; to which it would cor-

respond exactly if it were not pronounced on the guttural in-

stead of the cerebral point of the mouth. The tongue and
the soft palate are put, at the guttural point, into a slight
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sounding vibration without friction. The dental r thus be-

comes a guttural vocalic r, vi^hich in our system may be ren-

dered very accurately by
f. This sound appears most unblen-

ded in words like /wr, her. Sir, word, waiter, steward, splen-

dour &c. The same sound becomes distinctly perceptible, like

the second half of the diphthongs ir er ur or air aur in

words like year, swear, moor, borne, hire, hour; but it blends

more closely with the vowels of the higher degrees, in ar ar gr,

as in far, war, born, curve, because a a g are formed at a spot

nearer to the place of its own. As a short sound it appears

only in mute or quite unaccented syllables of the common
conversation like er or f, as in waiter, steward. When such

a diphthong is followed by a vowel, f is resolved into the

consonant r, as is the Sanskrit r in r, f. i. star, starry; abhor,

abhorrent; swear, swearing, which are pronounced: star, start;

dbhaf, dbhdrent; sw^f, swprim,. The preceding vowels in these

combinations have no distinct qualification of long or short,

but must be considered as ambiguous, in a similar manner as

the nasalized vowels in the French language; yet together

with f they always form a long sound, being a diphthong.

Frequently f exercises an influence upon the quality of the

vowels combined with it; and certain vocalic shades are pro-

nounced only before r\ f. i. q in or is more closed than o, cur-

tain being pronounced more closed than cut; and even er and

or in swear, four seem to be pronounced somewhat more open

than e and p in way and no, not distinctly enough, it is true,

to take notice of.

In the French language also the pure a not nnfrequently

inclines towards an altered pronunciation. In Paris, femme

it has clearly a sharper sound; and in common language a

is often heard instead of a in passer and others, and a in-

stead of a in pas and others. In Germany also: a is a

provincial pronunciation, as in Prussia proper Funster is

spoken instead of Fenster, whilst a and a are frequently

heard in the common Saxon dialect. In the south of Ger-
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many S is decidedly distinct from e or e, f. i. in Bett, Stelle

by the side oi fett, bellen &c. On the contrary people born

in Berlin do not distinguish e or e from e, but pronounce wer,

beten instead of wer, beten.

These remarks will suffice to explain the following table, into

the details of which it is not necessary to enter, though they

may perhaps imply some slight deviation from what has been

received hitherto; we add a few examples of pronunciation.

English.

d(d)m

Cd)d(ar)

e

e - er

I I ir

- -

- - or

a a ar
U O 0°

- or

a past a naught

ar lieart o what, hot

a hat ar war

e head o note

e hate or borne

er swear u hoot

I heat u hood

i hit

ir year

6 hut

or fur

ur mow

French.

a a a

e e e g § Q

e - - \g - -

i I -\uii-

(my
Q Q 9

9

u li -

German.

a a

a. male

d mal

d an

e etre

S nette

e lin

e epee

I ctme

I vite

g peur

heurter

g un

g pen

u stir

u sur

g cor

o vote

on

g cone

u sourd

M gourde

(i)(§)
e e
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But we have already observed that this accurate subdivision

of vowels in our European languages needs not be applied to

foreign languages. It would even be practically inconvenient

to look for and to denote such subdivisions, instead of ranging

them, where they may exist, under the more general heads

— as far as it can be done without offence to the linguistic

feeling. We should therefore not hesitate to reduce even-

tually the above pyramid to the simpler one without the se-

cond row, by the following parallelisms:
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y, in our system? We have to answer it so much the more

as this vowel appears also in many other eastern languages.

The vowel u takes the middle between i and u. The phy-

siological reason is that in forming the i, the lips are broad,

the tongue slightly elevated and stretched out, whilst, in

forming the u the lips are round and put forwards, the

tongue drawn back in itself, so that in the forepart of the

mouth a cavity is formed, the diameter of which is greater

than its entrance and issue; which is the reason of the hollow

sound of this vowel. In forming the m, the lips have the

position of the w, the tongue the position of the i. So we

are right in saying that u takes the middle between i and u.

But it is on the other hand evident, that there must exist

still another middle which has the same right to be counted

as a peculiar sound. For we may form a vowel in such a

manner, that the lips take the broad position of the i, and

the tongue is withdrawn as in the u. This is the vowel

which is called in the Slavonic languages the hard z, the yet^i

n of the Russians, which we write i.

The origin however of this sound is, according to my opi-

nion, not in the Slavonic, but in the Tataric languages, where

we find it in the Turkish, Turkmenic, Yakutic, and other

cognate languages. Here this vowel is an essential part of

the so called harmonic vowel system , whose peculiar arrange-

ment demanded it as a necessary complement^. Vestiges of

• Without entering into the details of this question, we remark only,

that the distinction of the lower and darker vowels a o « on the one side,

and the sharper and clearer yowels e o « i on the other, exists in all lan-

guages and manifests itself in different ways. The same opposition however

is of much greater influence in those languages, where it forms, as in the

Mantsohu, Mongolian, Kalmuki, Turkish, Jakutic, Hnngrian, Finnic and

others , the basis of the "vocalic harmony." There the three "hard" vowels

a u, which are pronounced in withdrawing the tongue, correspond to the

opposite "soft" vowels e p «, which are pronounced in stretching out the

tongue. The fourth "soft" vowel i would have no corresponding "hard"

vowel, if it were not the vowel i, which is formed in drawing back the
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it are even found in the Dravidic languages of India. Although

there are intermediate vowels between a and i, as there are

between a and m, a and i, a and w, all these languages have

taken up only the one vowel {, because this is the most distinct

vowel of the column and the only one they wanted for their

parallelism of vowels. There is however at least one language

known to me , which makes use also of a second vowel of the

a— i column, viz. the one which corresponds to o, as i cor-

responds to y,. The Ru manic or Wallachian language, as

spoken north of the Danube, distinguishes a lower and a

sharper vowel of the same kind, so as to fill up the place left

open for it in our system.

We should like to keep for the sharper sound the Polish

writing y. But this sign is already generally received for the

semivowel of the palatals, and moreover would not be fit to

form at the same time the basis for the deeper sound of the

Rumanic language by taking a diacritical mark, because this

mark ought to be added below where the space is occupied

by the tail of the letter. No doubt, the basis of the sharper

sound must be i, of the deeper sound e. They demand a

common diacritical mark, different from those, which are al-

ready in use for other purposes {i e e e). We regret not to

find any symbol already adopted and therefore propose as a

clear and convenient sign for handwriting to put the angle

below i e.

The vowel -pyramid of our system takes in consequence

the following form, where the new vowels « e may be put

with the same propriety on the e—i side or on the o—u side.

a a

e e or e o e o

i
f

u u i If i u

Lips: broad broad round round broad round broad round

Tongue: forward back forward back forward forward back back

tongue as far as the palatal point in the middle of the hard roof of the

palate. Now there is a regular correspondence between a o u i and e g u i.
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In most of the European languages the "soft" vowels of

the middle have supplanted the "hard" ones. In the Rumanic

language the contrary has taken place, and in the Slavonic

also no g or u has been received , but only « , as the following

comparison shows.

German. Rumanic. Polish. Russian.

a a a a

e.e e e e - o e.e - o

i u u i i u i ^ u i i u

In the languages however of the Turks and Jakuts the pa-

rallelism of the "vowel -harmony" has called forth the two
forms between i and ic, viz. i and u. The deeper sound e has

not been received ; it would have been the most perfect cor-

responding "hard" vowel to the "soft" one e. But it has

been in this respect supplanted by its nearest neighbour «,

which in reality is neither "hard" nor „soft", or both together.

The parallelism became (a)

hard : a o u i . , , „ e o u i
instead or ^ '-,

soit: e g u t e g u i

or according to our pyramidal arrangement the Turkish and

Yakutic vowels are

a

instead of e e o o

u i i u u
It would be interesting to know, if there is no cognate lan-

guage, where this last form of vowel harmony has been de-

veloped.

Similar, but not to be confounded, is another formation of

vowels which one might call Gutturalisation. In no lan-

guage, as far as 1 know, this formation has been independently

organized as a peculiar part of the vowel system. But it

has got a secondary influence in the Semitic languages, espe-

cially in the Arabic.
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In forming the i, the middle tongue is lifted up to the palatal

point in the middle of the hard roof of the palate; from this point

forward it slopes down almost perpendicularly so as to leave

a cavity between this point and the teeth. We may however

also pronounce an i in lifting up the tongue only to the deeper

guttural point near the velum palati, and in pressing down

the whole middle part of the tongue so as to form a cavity

between the concave and lengthened tongue and the roof of

the mouth. This position of the tongue is very different from

the shortened shape of it in forming the i. The tone of the

vowel becomes generally somewhat deeper then the tone of

the ordinary i. The change of formation and sounding is less

in the other vowels and almost none in uttering the o, be-

cause also the ordinary pronunciation of this vowel is formed

at the deeper guttural point. Again the vowel a, which is

formed beyond the guttural point in the larynx itself, can not

be pronounced purely with the same guttural motion of the

tongue; it approaches perceptibly in its pronunciation to the o.

In the Arabic language this "gutturalisation" of the vowels

is distinctly heard after and in consequence of, certain con-

sonants. The Arabic Orthoepists call this pronunciation the

"thick" or "fat" one, the modern Grammarians use to call

it the "emphatic"- pronunciation. It is very naturally con-

nected with the deep guttural consonants, which are with pre-

dilection developed in all the Semitic languages, and besides

with the four Unguals, viz. H > q, X }"> ^(0 ^ S ?, sometimes

also with I and r; it is not connected, and could not be, with

' and h, which are formed behind the deep guttural point in

the larynx, nor with k, vi^hich, as well as Ic s y and all the

rest, is pronounced before the same deep guttural point. But

it strikes us as a peculiarity of the Semitic languages, that

this gutturalisation of the vowels takes place after the four

letters d(t) § § z, which are called by the Arabs, for this very

reason, the "closed" letters, meaning the cavity-letters, and
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by the modern Linguists conventionally, though very improperly,

the "lingual" letters. They are principally distinguished from

the dental letters d d s z hj the circumstance that in pro-

nouncing them with the forepart of»the tongue, the throat is

contemporaneously narrowed at the deep guttural point, as if

one of these gutturals was to be uttered. This movement of

the throat not only causes a somewhat dijQPerent position of

the forepart of the tongue from the dental position, but it

imparts to them also the "thick emphatic sound, which they

transmit to the following vowels in gutturalising them. In

the same way also I and r may be pronounced (as well as n,

although it is not mentioned), if they are preceded by a lin-

gual consonant without an intervening vowel. In the word

Jj! Allah the I after a and u is always and by law of the

orthoepists pronounced emphatically. It is in this case no

other letter then the Slavonic "hard" I, the Polish i, which

in consequence is to be written in our system I.

It must be granted that the "thick" pronunciation of the

vowels in the Semitic languages proceeds really from the con-

sonants and has therefore no linguistic value in itself, because

this Vocalic tone appears exclusively after the said consonants

which, on their part, keep their peculiar pronunciation even

if they close a word or are followed immediately by another

consonant. It is evident therefore that we have also in our

transcription, as in the indigenous writing, not to express the

gutturalisation, either in the vowels, or in the guttural con-

sonants, but only in the lingual consonants cl(t) d s z and in

the Slavonic J.]

Finally, the clear vowels are further capable of a peculiar

alteration, that of nasalisation. This is produced not by closing

nor even by narrowing the canal of the mouth , but by simul-

taneously opening the canal of the nose. There is no conso-

nantal element brought into play (although the nasalisation is

mostly caused by the dropping of a nasal consonant), but it
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is an alteration entirely within the vowel. As such it has been
rightly understood by the Indian Grammarians, who express

the nasalisation (anusvara) by a vowel-like sign, namely, by
placing a dot over the letter. For the European alphabet, we
choose the sign ~ placed over the vowel i, as the dot would
be inconvenient in the case of the «, and write —

a, i, '«, 0, u, o, if; %, i etc.

The length of vowels is not expressed by the Greek sign \
but by the line used in Latin prosody, which requires less

space, and is more easily combined with the accent a, a, e,

and so on. The shortness, if required to be specially ex-

pressed, is likewise, as in prosody, marked by ', a, i, i, etc.

A complete and accurate theory of transcription would re-

quire a distinction of dvphthongs, as such, since two vowels

united by accent into one syllable are pronounced otherwise

than when placed unconnectedly by the side of each other,

and forming two syllables ; the German word Mai having a dif-

ferend sound from that of the Italian mai. Where it is necesary,

the ordinary mark of diaeresis may be imployed to indicate

the separation, as mdi. Practice, however, seems in most

languages not to require any distinction.

B. The System of Consonants.

On the Division of Consonants.

The Consonants may be divided on different principles. Two
principles of division, however, are prevalent, and will therefore

be here adopted: although the exact place of every sound in

the physiological system can result only from a minute inquiry

into all its qualities.

' The same mark has occasionally been employed by Burnouf in his Com-

mentaire sur le Yafna (p. cxxui, p. xl, tableau).

E2
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The first and most important division is that determined by

the place in the mouth where the sounds are formed. The breath

which forms the sounds issues from the larynx into the mouth,

and is here modified in a manifold manner, until it passes the

outward gate of the lips. Thus the breath on its way can be

stopped in various places either by the lips or by the tongue.

We are accustomed in our languages, hke the Greeks and Ro-

mans, to distinguish three such stoppings, and thus to divide

the consonants into three classes, gutturals, dentals, and labials,

according as they are formed in the throat, at the teeth, or

with the lips.

There is another essential difference in the pronunciation, in

as far as either the mouth at the above-mentioned places is

completely closed and reopened, or the passage of the breath

is only narrowed without its stream being entirely interrupted

by closing the organs. The consonants formed by the first

process we call explosive or divisible (dividuae), because the

moment of contact divides the sound into two parts, ^ the others

fricative, from their sound being determined by friction, or con-

tinuous (continuae) because this friction is not interrupted by any

' It will, on examination, soon appear that we often pronounce only half

of a consonant, as, for instance, in all cases in which a nasal consonant meets

another explosive letter of the same local class. The full pronunciation of

an explosive letter requires the closing and opening of the organ. In anda

we close the mouth with n and open it with d, the reverse in adna, pro-

nouncing thus only half the n and half the d, whilst in ana and ada we pro-

nounce the whole of n and the whole of d respectively; the same in ampa

and anka, and so on. It is a decided mistake, to reckon m and n among

the consonantes continuae; for in m and n it is only the vowel-element in-

herent in the first half, which may be continued at pleasure, whilst in all

the continuous consonants it is the consonantal element (the friction) which

must be continued, as in f, v, s, z. When in a final m we do not reopen

the mouth, we pronounce only half an m, not a whole one. The complete

consonant is best perceived when placed between two vowels. It is evident

that in ama closing and opening are as necessary to the completeness of m,

as in aba to that of b. This has been correctly understood by the Indian

grammarians.
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closing of the organs. The sounds r and I participate of both

qualities, being continuous, and at the same time formed by a

contact, which is vibrating in r, and partial in I.

"We are thus enabled to give the following synopsis of the

most generally known simple consonantal sounds.

The Simple Consonants in the European Alphabets.
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alphabet, aiming at general application, must be grounded, and

which are essentially as follows: —
I. Every simple sound ought to he represented ly a single sign.

This excludes the combinations ng, ch, ih.

II. Different sounds are not to be expressed by one and the same

sign; contrary to which principle ch, j, th have been each used

with a double value.

III. Explosive letters are not to be %tsed to express fricative

sounds, and vice versa. On the contrary, the simple characters

(bases) must form a separate series in each of the two great

divisions; if not, inextricable confusion will inevitably arise.

If, then, we look for signs which can be applied to the

sounds above indicated, so as not to violate these most impor-

tant principles, we shall find the choice of letters more cir-

cumscribed than it would at first appear.

German ng.

In German and in English (as for instance, Germ, enge, Engl.

singing') ng expresses the guttural n ^, for which linguistic use

has very generally adopted w, particularly in transcribing the

Sanskrit. It is evident that n must remain the basis, and there

is no reason for introducing any fresh diacritical sign.

Guttural r.

The guttural r difiers from the usual dental r, in as much
as the velum palati is put in vibration instead of the tip of the

tongue. It is often thus pronounced in diflperent dialects of the

German, French, and other languages. The point over the

letter marking already the guttural pronunciation of w, no
other diacritical sign will be chosen for the same purpose in r.

We write it, therefore, r.

' In most othor languages, as in Sanskrit, it appears only before other gut-
turals; Indian scholars, therefore, do not generally distinguish it from the
dental n.
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German j.

The German j is the semi -vowel which, in English C^/ear,

2/es), and sometimes also in French (Maj/ence, Ba^/onne), is

expressed by y. Following these precedents and the use ge-

nerally adopted in linguistic books , we likewise express it by y.

German ch.

The German ch in lachen is known to be the /ncaiMje sound,

which arises from the throat not being closed at the guttural

point (which would give Ji) , but only narrowed , so that the

strong and continuous breath produces a friction, such as is

heard at the teeth in s, and at the lips in /. The English,

French, and Italians, do not know the sound at all; in the

Spanish language it is marked by j or a;. In the Semitic lan-

guages (Hebrew n, Arabic ^) it is very frequent. Of Euro-

pean alphabets only the Spanish and the Greek have a single

letter for this simple sound. The Latin language did not know
the sound, and therefore did not express it. The signs hitherto

used by linguistic scholars, ch, kh, qh, k, w, are in opposition

to the inviolable principle that fricative sounds must not be

represented by explosive bases, such as c, h, g (above No. III.),

or are altogether improper, like x. The nearest applicable fri-

cative basis would be h. But it will appear from the sequel

that this sign would be used for six different sounds, if we
do not confine it strictly to its proper meaning. The difficulty

of finding an appropriate sign for this sound is therefore great,

and has long been felt. We possess one, however, in a Euro-

pean alphabet, namely, the Greek, which is almost as gene-

rally known as the Latin. From this it has been adopted into

the Russian alphabet; and the Spanish x owes its pronuncia^-

tion, probably, rather to the Greek
jf,

than to the Latin x.

The want of a new sign, which of course could not be sup-

plied from an Oriental alphabet, had already caused Volney

to propose the Greekx '^^ ^is alphabet of 1795, and, after the
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mistaken experiment of substituting S:, to reproduce it in his

last alphabet of 1818. The same sign is used by Joh. Muller\

Rapp^, Bunsen^, and others.

We therefore consider it not only as an essential advantage,

but even as the only means of solving all difficulties, to follow

these precedents, and to receive the Greek j( as the represen-

tative of this sound in the general alphabet. Of the soft sound,

which corresponds with the strong, we shall have to speak below.

English sh, French ch, German sch.

For the rushing sound of the English sh we should not hesi-

tate to propose a new basis , and to borrow it , if necessary,

from the Greek alphabet, if any such existed. But neither

the Greeks nor the Romans had this sound; and we must

avoid recurring to the Oriental, or even the Russian alphabet,

as few persons could be expected to follow us so far. Our

only resource, therefore, is to content ourselves with the near-

est basis s, and to qualify this by a diacritical mark. This

has been done, moreover, by all those that sought a single

sign for this simple sound, except by Volney, who first pro-

posed a newly invented sign f, and afterwards preferred /",

viz. the inverted /. Some used s or s. More generally s has

been adopted, from the precedent of Bopp, who has used it

since 1833. Others have preserved the combination sh, which

not only ofiends against the simplicity of the sound, but has

produced also the incorrect impression , that the rushing sound

implied a stronger breath than the common s. We should

adopt Bopp's s, on account of the authority of the precedent

and its reception by his school, if it were not open to serious

objections. The spiritus asper is, like h, a sign of aspiration,

and from the analogy of A', M, g' etc. (see below), one ought to

' Handbuch der Physiologie, vol. n. (1837), pp.237, 238.
'^ Physiologie der Sprache, p. 65.

^ Aegyptens Stelle in der Weltgeschiclite, vol. i.
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suppose an augmentation of the breathing of the s. This is

not the case. It would be, therefore, introducing a new meaning
of the spiritus asper, used only in this single case. Nor can

we adopt s, since the accent indicates the palatal series (see

below)
, and the single precedent of s used by Schleiermacher

has hitherto found no imitation.

We propose to write i, using a sign which we find already

in constant and general use in the Serbian and modern Bohe-
mian alphabets.

French j.

This letter is the soft and vocalised sound, which corresponds

to the strong French ch (German «cA), and stands exactly in

the same relation to it as the French z to the strong s. Volney

retained the French y, which we cannot use any more than

zh^ which has been introduced by others. There can be no

doubt, however, that the parallelism with our s for French ch

requires a soft z for French /. Following the same analogy,

the Serbians likewise write z.

English strong th.

The English th'^ oflPers exactly the same difficulties as the

German ch. It is a littera fricativa or continua, and must not,

therefore , have the explosive letter t , for its basis. The only

Latin character of the fricative division, which might be ap-

plied to it, is s, and, for the soft sound, z. Both, however,

have been already applied each to two uses, and would besides

have the disadvantage of favouring the tendency, common to

most European nations , to substitute the usual dental s for the

peculiar lisping sound. In this case, also, it will soon (when

use shall have overcome the first -felt apprehension) be ac-

' The same lisping sound exists in the Arabic and many other languages,

including several African tongues.
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knowledged as an advantage, if, instead of s with a diacritical

sign, we adopt the universally known Greek character ^ as a

new and original basis. Nor is it without precedent, ^ having

been used for this purpose by many, among whom we may

again mention Volney (1795) and Fleischer (1831).

The soft English th, and the Modern Greek y.

The sound of the soft English th (thine, thou) appears also

in the Danish d and in the modern Greek d; the soft guttural

corresponding to the strong German ch presents itself in the

modern Greek y. It cannot be denied that it will be a real

advantage if we find other bases for these soft sounds than

jf and ^, as 2 differs from s, z from s, v from f. Yielding to

this conviction we mark the corresponding soft sounds simi-

larly by the Greek letters y and d'^, the more so as we have

already before us the weighty precedent of Fleischer (1831).

We do not undervalue the evident and serious difficulty, that

by the reception of some Greek characters, the generally required

confinement to the Roman alphabet suffers an exception; and

we foresee that many who do not sufficiently appreciate the

great importance of the organic laws of the alphabet , may be

shocked at first. A further consideration will, however, soon

make it evident, that the peculiar poverty of the Latin lan-

guage in fricative sounds and letters, and the general tendency

of all languages to transform the explosive into fricative sounds^,

have rendered the disproportion between the two great divi-

sions of sounds, with respect to their graphic representation,

already so great that an essential and lasting remedy is abso-

^ There can be no doubt, that neither did x and ^ originally signify the

fricative sounds substituted in a later time, but the aspirates hh and th. The
epoch of the altered pronunciation of /, .9, and q>, cannot be accurately de-

fined, but was probably contemporaneous with the alteration of y and 3,

whilst p seems to have approached latin e in still earlier times.

^ Instances of this tendency are generally known from the Romanic lan-

guages. See also below, where the Palatals are considered.
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lutely required. There are , indeed , eight bases for the above

stated nine explosive sounds, and only six for the twelve fri-

cative sounds. An augmentation of the latter by introducing

the Greek signs Xi /? ^ and d, is consequently almost unavoi-

dable; and their absolute necessity will soon be still more

evident when we come to consider the Asiatic sounds in ad-

dition to the European.

We are thus enabled to give the following tableau of the

European sounds:

Alphabet of the European Consonantal System.

Guttu rales

Dentales

Labiales

ex'ploaixKe or

fortis. lonls.

k g
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easily observed, however, that we pronounce this sound behind

the guttural point, immediately at the larynx. When pronoun-

ced so softly as to be vocalised, i. e. so as to imply a vovrel

sound produced in the larynx (as with s, v, S, s) the friction

ceases to be audible, and only the vowel element is heard.

This vocalised consonantal breathing, is, therefore, not pecu-

liarly marked in any language, h belongs, therefore, to the

unvocalised strong fricatives.

Ai^abic i^, Hebrew n, Sanskrit ^, Greek spiritus lenis.

By closing the throat and then opening it to pronounce a vowel,

we produce the slight explosive sound which in the Eastern

languages is marked separately, but not in the European, except

in the Greek. We perceive it distinctly between two vowels

which following each other are pronounced separately, as in

the Italian sara 'a casa, the English go 'over, the German See-

'adler,: or even after consonants when trying to distinguish,

in German, mein 'Eid (my oath) from Meineid (perjury), or

Fisch-'arf (fish species) from Fischart (a name), &c. We indi-

cate this sound, when necessary, by the mark ', like the Greeks.

Arabic ^, tain.

The slight sound just described can be pronounced hard by a

stronger explosion almost at the same point of the throat. Thus

arises the sound which the Arabs write g.^ We find it expressed

by scholars generally by placing a diacritical sign over the fol-

lowing vowel, a, a, a, a, a; sometimes below, a. This method

would suppose , from the analogy of all systems of writing, that

the f were only an indication of a change in the vowel. It is,

however, a full consonant, preceding the vowel. We indicate

* See on the accurate pronunciation of this and the other Arabic sounds

my dissertation: Ueber die Aussprache und die Umschrift der Arahischen

Laute, in the Transact, of the R. Acad, of Berlin. 1861.
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it, therefore, with regard to its affinity to the soft sound, by-

doubling the spiritus lenis, /.

Arabic ^, Ka.

The fricative sound corresponding to ' is not the common A,

but a stronger aspiration , which requires a greater contraction

of the faucal point, and is distinguished by the Arabs from

the simple /*. It has, therefore, been often indicated by hh.

We write U and have a precedent in the writings of Fleischer

(1831), Ewald (1831), Vullers (1841).

The absence of any nasal sound in the faucal series is ne-

cessitated by the physiological position of the faucal point, the

contraction ofwhich closes at the same time the canal of the nose.

The faucal series is confined, therefore, to the four following

sounds, thus represented: / ' /* h.

II. The Guttueal Class.

As we have already excluded the h from this class, on account

of its being pronounced behind the proper guttural point, we

must, to be accurate, exclude the y also, and put it in the

next following class, this sound being formed in the mouth

before the guttural point.

Again we are obliged to comprise a sound peculiar to the

Semitic languages, viz.

The Arabic <Ji and Hebrew p, qaf or qof,

which is formed at the posterior soft part of the palate, although

this class has its place of formation a little more forward, at

the point where the velum palati, joins the hard palate. We
indicate this sound by the sign which the Greeks and Romans

substituted for it, although it cannot be proved that they pro-

nounced it exactly in the same manner, viz. q.

We obtain by this addition the following complete guttural

series

:

k q g; n; j y; r.
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111. The Palatal Class.

In passing from the guttural to the dental point, another

point may be distinguished, and has been fixed by several

languages, namely, the palatal point which is situated almost

in the middle or on the highest point of the hard palate, and

occasionally extends to the gum of the upper teeth. We dis-

tinguish this class of letters from the Gutturals by a stroke

put over them. A /c or ff,
pronounced at this place by pressing

the broad middle part of the tongue on the palate, will be

easily distinguished from the deep gutturals q, k, or g.

In most languages k and g, before the vowels e, i, g, u,

approach th* palatal pronunciation, whilst before a, o, u they

remain more guttural, owing to the formation of these vowels.

A palatal K is as different from the guttural k as the German

ch in ich, which we write jf , from the ch in ach or Buch, or

as the common German ch in Milch (MiljJ from the Swiss ch

(our guttural ;f) in the same word.

"With regard to the Sibilants, no simple s can be pro-

nounced at the palatal point. The letter s is formed by the

simple friction of the breath between the upper and lower

teeth and is in consequence always dental. The rushing sound

of the English sh or the German sch is formed in the hollow

space left between the teeth and the palatal point, and may
thus be regarded both as a dental and as a palatal sound.

Several languages distinguish two rushing sounds. If the

tongue is drawn back in itself and a considerable hollow space

is left between the middle of the palate and the teeth, a full

rushing sound is heard , which may still be increased by putting

forward the hps. This is the common English, German and

French sound, which we write s. If the tongue in the con-

trary is stretched out as in pronouncing the other palatals,

especially the j[ of the German ich, and only the tip of the

tongue is withdrawn or turned down from the teeth so as to
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extend the cavity behind them only to the upper limit of the

gum, the rushing sound becomes thinner and more like the j
or the s. English and French often pronounce it when trying

to utter the German palatal ch = j. We write it / as a

principally palatal variety of ^. Both sounds, ^ and /, are

distinguished in the Polish language, where they are written

ss (= ^) and s (— s).

The latter sound / is actually given in India to the Deva-
nagari 'ST, according to the description of the most careful ob-

servers, and differs decidedly from the ^, which is a cerebral

f and now resembles more our full common s, as far as the

original cerebral position of the tongue is no longer thoroughly

retained. ^

The palatal sounds have, as their physiological formation will

explain, the peculiarity of easily assuming a shade of y, which

appears most distinctly in the palatal n and T.^ This slight

shade which at first accompanies the palatal sound so closely

that a fine ear perceives it as well before as after the moment

' There are learned Indian scholars who assert that the letters ^
and ^ have actually quite the same pronunciation and I was induced by

them for a moment, to change my opinion when I wrote the line in the

Introduction p. 8. But I have since convinced myself that this was only a

mistake of the English or German ear, which does not know the marked

difference between ^, ^ and L Colebrooke, Wilkins, Caxey and others

were perfectly right in making the distinction.

^ If, for instance, we pronounce the n and I in ano, fule, so as to press

the broad middle of the tongue upon the high middle part of the hard palate,

we shall no longer hear the French words anneau, and foule, but something

veryjike agneau and fouilU, with this difference only, that in the modern

French pronunciation the tongue is not raised quite up to the palate, but only

brought near it, so that the sound is more and more dissolved in y, ayeau,

fouye. To t and d also, in many languages, a slight sound of j is added, without

producing the impression of a compound letter. If in certain languages it

should appear convenient not to designate this secondary sound as a complete

consonant, it would be very appropriate to introduce also for the sounds ty dy

the palatal line, and to write t' and d', as y is indeed of a palatal nature,

and communicates the same to the t and </.
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of closing the organ in uttering the explosive sounds, increases

afterwards easily, so as to become independent, and to grow

into a full subsequent ?/, next into a j^, finally into a s or s.

Thus arises a series of compound sounds, which, from the

palatal M, through ky, ty, is, ts, frequently pass into ts and

even into a simple s, /, or s.

Such a transformation of former gutturals into sibilant dentals

has occurred in many languages. The Greek xollov, i. e. koilon,

became in the Latin language caelum, i. e. kolum, and is sounded

in the modern Italian cielo, i. e. tselo; the Latin caseus, Ger-

man Kdse, has become, in English, cheese, i. e. tsiz; the Hebrew

gamal (the camel), and the Arabic gemel, became gyemel or

dyemel, afterwards dzemel, at last even zemel. Such transitions

in the history of languages never take place suddenly, but always

gradually. It is a very common phenomenon that the explo-

sive letters first produce the corresponding fricative sounds be-

hind them, and afterwards pass entirely into them, and that

at the same time the gutturals advance constantly towards the,

anterior part of the mouth.

The same transition of sounds has taken place in the Indian

languages, compared vrith the old Sanskrit.

There the first two sounds of the Palatal class are pro-

nounced by the natives, according to all descriptions, like the

English ch and _;' in choice and join, or like the Italian c and g
in cima and giro. These English and Italian sounds are, as no

one that hears or pronounces them will doubt, compound
sounds, beginning with the explosives t and d, and terminating

with the fricatives s and z or /and z. But in the sacred Devana-

gari writing of the Indians, none but simple sounds vrere repre-

sented by single signs; and their language itself leaves not the

least doubt that the sounds ^ and ^ were really simple, not

compound sounds. This is proved, for instance, by their not

rendering the preceding syllable long, and by the possibility
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of doubling them. * These sounds were consequently pronounced

originally in another manner than now, viz. as simple sounds.

Even though we were not now able to define these sounds

more accurately, we ought undoubtedly to indicate them in

old Sanskrit by a peculiar sign. For this purpose, Bopp and

his school have introduced the mark ' over the letter, the same,

which we have proposed in consequence of this important pre-

cedence. Of the peculiar case , when in a foreign alphabet

these sounds are represented as simple from their being ori-

ginally such, whilst they are now pronounced as compound,

we have treated in the Introduction.

The series oi palatal and palato- dental sounds will therefore

be as follows:

*' 9 ^'> X /' ^ ^' ^ ^' V'
^'

It is to be observed only that y and the semivowel y are

so near each other that the y will hardly appear in any lan-

guage as a distinct sound by the side of y. It is self-evident

that 2/ needs not assume the palatal mark, as there is no cor-

responding guttural sound.

IV. The cerebral^ Class.

This class, almost exclusively peculiar to the Indian, and

amongst them originally to the Dravidian, languages, is for-

med by bringing the tip of the tongue backwards and upwards

to the neighbourhood of the palatal point, so as to produce

there the explosion or friction. To our ear, these sounds are

' It is evident that in no language a compound sound can be doubled. If,

resolving the English riches into its component sounds rilaes, one intended to

double this sound, one could not write richches, i. e. ril^lhs (for that would

sound as in which chiW), but would only repeat the first element and write

rilches, i. e. rinses.

* Cerebral was the original English denomination, which arose indeed from

a false translation of the Indian name mnrdd'anya, i. e. letters of the dome

of the palate, but has not yet been supplied by a more appropriate one.

F
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nearest to the dentals. "We retain for them also the diacri-

tical sign introduced by Bopp and his school, viz. the dot

under the letter, and write this Indian series

t d n: ^: r I.

V. The Lingual or guttdro- dental Class

belongs as exclusively to the Arabic and cognate languages.

In their formation, a dental and a guttural movement of the

tongue are combined.^ With respect to the former, the breadth

of the tongue either touches or approaches the whole anterior

space of the hard palate as far as the teeth, its tip being

rather turned below. It is consequently entirely different from

the Indian cerebrals, although these, too, are frequently called

Unguals. It appears, therefore, suitable to confine this latter

denomination to the Arabic sounds, and to retain the former

for the Indian, if it would not be preferable to substitute the

name of gutturo- dentals.

The graphic representation hitherto adopted by Robinson,

Caspari, Davids, and others, is a dot under the dentals, like

that of the cerebrals. We have chosen instead of the dot, after

the precedent of Volney, in contradistinction to the cerebral

formation, a small line, which is little diff'erent from the dot

hitherto used. The Arabs have developed only four letters

of this class, namely: d(t) d s z.

VI. The Dental Class

exists complete in the European languages, and has been speci-

fied above.

The essential distinction of the two fricative formations s and

e, from the guttural and palatal ^ and
;f-,

consists in the friction

of the breath being formed and heard exclusivtely at the teeth.

' See above p. 57. and below tbe notes to the Arabic Alphabet.
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When the tip of the tongue is placed at the very point of the

frictioi;, ^ is pronounced ; if it is laid against the lower teeth,

whilst the upper side of the tongue is brought back behind the

upper teeth, we have s. When the tongue recedes still farther,

so that behind the upper and lower teeth a greater hollow space

remains, the interior limit of which extents as far as the pa-

latal point, this enlarged resounding space produces the palato-

dental sounds / and s, of which we have already spoken

above. We might as well reckon the s'and /, sand i amongst

the dentals as we hear their principal friction at the teeth.

We will seen however in the second part several alphabets,

where it seems more convenient to place these sounds with the

palatals. The Indian cerebral f receives from the peculiar flexion

of the tongue, which produces a double cavity in the mouth,

a still diflferent expression, indicated by the cerebral dot below.

The dental series remains, therefore,

t d n; s z; 0^ d; r I.

VII. The Labial Class

is also known from European languages, and has been mentioned

above, p b m; f v; w.

We ought perhaps to notice here the particular pronun-

ciation of w in middle Germany, where this letter is no labio-

dental, formed between the lower lip and the upper teeth, as_

V in England, France, Northern Germany, India, etc., nor the

semivowel w of the English, Arabic and many other languages,

but a pure labial sound, formed between the upper and lower

lip without any w -position of the lips and tongue and without

any concurrence of the teeth. This is however a sound which I

never heard of in any language except the provincial German

dialects, and for this reason it needs hardly a peculiar de-

signation in our alphabet, where, if wanted, it might be written w.

If we now comprise the seven classes in a general tableau,

we obtain the following synopsis

:

F2
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The Consonants of the General Alphabet.
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I sanskr. '^.

z chin, mandar. tsz.

Consonants.

A. Explosive, a. Fortes.

/ arab. p Qdin).

k engl. cool, fr. cause.

1? old sanskr. ^. [see above p. 72.]

c modern sanskr. ^, engl. ch-

t sanskr. "Z.

t engl. town, fr. ton.

p engl. ^i«e, fr. peu.

b. Lenes.

' arab. ', hebr. N, gr.spir. len. '.

q arab. Os (qaf).

g engl. ^oW, fr. gauche,

g old sanskr. ^.

jf modern sanskr. ^, engl. j.

d sanskr. ^3.

d(i) arab. -h (see below),

d engl. dear,

h engl. Jy.

c. Nasal es.

»i engl. singing, ger. ew^e.

M sanskr. '^T, ital. gnudo, fr.

w sanskr. W.

n engl. wo.

m engl. me.

B. FraCATrvAB. a. Fortes.

K arab. ^ (Ka),

h
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On the Aspirates and Consonantal Diphthongs.

Aspirates are those explosive sounds which are pronounced with

a simple but audible breath. This class has been most fully-

developed in the Sanskrit, where the fortes as well as theiewes

of all classes can be aspirated in this manner. In the ancient

Greek only the fortes admitted of the aspiration, and these

afterwards passed into the corresponding fricatives. The aspi-

ration can only follow the explosion, not accompany it through-

out, as it does the friction of the fricatives. Thus, a real

composition takes place. ^ If, notwithstanding this, the aspirates

are represented in the Sanskrit as single letters, this is to be

explained by the circumstance, that the spiritus unites itself

more closely with the explosive letters than any other conso-

nant, and is of so little weight, that it does not make the pre-

ceding syllable long, being, properly speaking, no more than

an increase of the breath necessarily inherent in every conso-

nant. It is optional, therefore, either to regard the aspirates

as single consonants, or as compositions with h. [We prefer

now the latter. See above p. 11.]

In regard to the doubling of consonants, it will readily be

granted, that they ought not to be employed merely to show

that the preceding vowel is short and accentuated, but only

where the duplication (from the prolongation of the friction or

of the moment of touching) is distinctly heard, or the double

letter is justified etymologically, as originating in the assimilation

of different consonants, or wherever nothing is intended, but a

transcription of a foreign orthography, which makes use of

double letters.^

' The best linguistic proof is, that no aspirate can be doubled; when a

duplication is intended, the unaspirated sound is placed before the aspirate.

From aka arises by reduplication not aklta, but ahUa. In Greek you write

for the same reason Tt'i!tri, Baxynq, ^dnifia.

^ Every double consonant is pronounced with but one closing or narrowing

of the organ and with the intention to unite the first half of the double

consonant to the preceding syllable, the second to the following.
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On the Application of the General Alphabet to tlie Alphabet of

particular Languages.

It has been remarked above, that the general alphabet, when
applied to particular languages, must be capable of simplifi-

cation as well as of enlargement. All particular diacritical marks
are unnecessary in those languages where none of the bases

have a double value. We then write the simple base without

a diacritical mark e, o, s. Where two sounds belong to the

same base, one only of the signs will often be wanted, espe-

cially in the case of long and short vowels.

If further essential differences should be shown, which are

not yet represented in the general alphabet, and cannot be ex-

pressed by a modification of the bases already adopted, nothing

prevents the selection, or, if necessary, invention of other new
diacritical signs, without deviating from the principles above

developed.

Among these latter cases we may reckon, for instance, the

clicks of the southernmost African languages, which are formed,

not by throwing out the breath, but by drawing it inward.

We often produce the same clicks by the same movements of

the tongue, but do not use them as articulate elements of speech.

In the Hottentot language there are four clicks; in the Zulu

and some other neighbouring languages to which they were

transferred, only three.

The first, which had been written hitherto q, is made by

pressing the tip of the tongue closely upon the middle palate and

withdrawing it suddenly, and from the place of its formation

is to be reckoned among the cerebrals. The second (^found prin-

cipally in the Hottentot, but, according to Boyce^, also in some

words of the Kafir language"), arises, from placing the breadth

' Grammar of the Kaffir Language
, p. 4. He writes it qc. I myself have

heard it pronounced by Zulu Kaffirs.
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of the tongue in the palatal position, and withdrawing it with

a suction. The third, generally written c, is in the same

manner dental, as only the tip of the tongue smacks against

the upper teeth and the gum above. The fourth is formed at the

side of the tongue, by drawing in the air towards the middle

of the mouth from the right or left side. It has been called

lateral, therefore, and generally rendered by x.

The pronunciation of these sounds becomes difficult only

when they are connected with other sounds. Whilst the an-

terior part of the tongue is smacking, the throat can open it-

self for a ^ or M, so that these latter sounds are pronounced

almost at the same time with the click, or immediately after it.^

At the same timC;, the choice of c, q, and x, as signs of

clicks, is inconvenient, since they are taken from the Euro-

pean alphabets, in which they express well known sounds, not

bearing any relation to the clicks. Essential to the latter is

the peculiarity of stopping in part , and even drawing back

the breath, which appears to be most easily expressed by a

simple bar /. If we connect with this our common marks for

the cerebral or the palatal , a peculiar notation is wanted only

for the lateral, which is the strongest sound. We propose to

express it by two bars //. As the gutturals evidently do not

unite with the clicks into one sound ^, but form a compound

' Boyce distinguishes only two accompanying gutturals, which he writes

g and n; Appleyard and Grout mention three, <; and two nasals, n and ng

(n). The author himself could only distinguish two gutturals, g and A, as

connected i/fith clicks by the Zulu Kafirs just mentioned, who in the be-

ginning of 1854, sojourned for some time in Berlin.

' We cannot, therefore, assent to Grout, who, instead of the former no-

tation proposes the following

:

9 ? 7 ?

c c c c

^ X ir X X
Grout, in the above-mentioned work p. 34. accepts our mode of -writing

the clicks, but places the three sounds which appear in connection with
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sound, vie may make them simply to follow, as with the diph-

thongs= Thus we get the tableau:

Palatals (qc) i — —
Cerebrals (q) j iff

in

Dentals (c) i ig in

Laterals (x) ii iig iin

them, not after but before the click - letters and writes nl
, gil, ngi etc.

and the Rev. J. L. D5hne, Missionary to the American Board, C. J. M. in

his Zulu Kafir Dictionary, Cape Town, 1857, p. xxxvin, expresses himself

distinctly against our proposal to write the clicks before their accompanying

letters. On the other hand Wallmann and Vollmer have put the clicks after

these letters, in the before-mentioned works. All are agreed, we among the

rest, that the two sounds, although perfectly different, are pronounced al-

most simultaneously; and D5hne states, even in reference to the Nama and

Kafir: "In the former the guttural sound begins after the tongue has

clicheH and continues with a peculiar and distinct force; but this is little

observable in the Kafir.'' I believe that I have remarked the same thing,

with regard to the g, in the pronunciation of the Kafir. As far as I am
aware, no one asserts that g is heard before the click. And neither does

the etymological reason advanced by Dohne— "that it was impossible that

from the in before the root iela ilhelo but (only) inlelo can be made" —
prove anything in favour of pronouncing in or ni , for equally little should we

be justified in inferring from the fact that in the Sanskrit %f% let'i "he

licks" from f%^ lih and fTT '»> *' must be pronounced not as th, but

as ht. It appears to us of little real importance whether one writes ig or

gl , as both sounds are uttered, as nearly as possible, simultaneously. It

is however very desirable, that a majority should declare itself in favour of

one or the other form, amongst linguists and Missionaries interested in

the subject, to which majority the dissentient will then join themselves.

Dr. Bleek (The Library of Sir George Grey, vol. I, pp. 6 and 172) men-

tions a conference held in 1856 by the Rhenish Missionaries in South Africa,

by which 2 of our 4 click signs, viz. / and // were adopted, and the other

two, viz. / and / were exchanged for + and +. There would be no great

objection to the alterations, should a majority declare distinctly in favour

of them. Meanwhile, nothing advocating the Ehenish mode of writing, ex-

cept VoUmer's book, has as yet come under my notice, while our signs

have already been made use of by Wallmann and Grout. Here also it ap-

pears more essential that a choice should be made, than what the choice

should be. The distinctive marks / and / are made according to the organic
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The difficulty of transcription is greatest in those systems of

writing which, originating in an earlier period of the language,

and fully developed, have been retained unaltered, whilst the

pronunciation has undergone a change, as also in those in which

several reformations have left their traces. An instance of this

kind has already been mentioned in speaking of the Sanskrit

palatals. The diflferences of European orthography have mostly

arisen from similar circumstances. Some such difficulties, how-

ever, are presented by almost all existing alphabets which are

not of modern formation. As the object of a- standard tran-

scription is to avoid, as much as possible, all such incongruity

of sound and sign, no other course remains open in such cases

than to fix upon a distinct period of the language in question,

and to adapt its transcription to the difierent purposes of ren-

dering, either the actual pronunciation, or the ancient one which

had been expressed by the alphabet, and which may be deduced

from it by linguistic researches. The difference is generally

found to be greater in the vowels than in the consonants, the

former being, in all languages, the more changeable element.

The Arabs write only three vowels, but pronounce these three

letters differently in different localities, according to distinct

rules: in like manner, a certain number of consonants have a

different pronunciation in different dialects, although in litera-

ture they are expressed by means of one and the same written

letter. Eli Smith and Robinson (in his work on Palestine)

propose to represent the actual pronunciation in the country.

classes of the cerebral and palatal clicks, and if + may perhaps appear more

convenient than /, we may yet venture to say that + resembles too closely

the letter t. On the other hand, we must appear ourselves as decidedly opposed

to the use of ng instead of n; and the more so, because in these languages

both n and g are capable of being joined to clicks, and the reader is there-

fore led to believe , that ng before a click must be either a union of n and

g, or of A and g, which last frequently occur in connection in these

languages.
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and their endeavours are to be highly prized^; but the linguistic

scholar will prefer to follow the written system fixed by literar

ture, and to neglect the varying deviations and shades of modern

pronunciation. Great difficulties are met with in transcribing

the Hebrew system of punctation, which, having only in after

times been grafted upon the alphabet inherited from former

ages, appears to be inconsistent with itself.

In conclusion, we present the reader with a number of alpha-

bets transcribed after our own system. We are aware that in

many instances further researches must correct and complete

our labours. We have followed the best and latest investiga-

tions to which we had access in each individual language. The

attempt is intended to show the easy applicability of our alpha-

bet to the most difierent languages; and to induce scholars to

follow in the same way, and eventually to correct and improve

the details.

' Compare also the excellent essay of Lane on the modern pronunciation

of the Arabic vowels, inserted in the publications of the German Oriental

Society.
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GENEEAL DIVISION OE LANGMGES.

LITERARY LANGUAGES.

A. Gender - languages.

I. Japhetic (Indogprmanic).

II. Semitic.

III. Hamitic.

B. No -gender languages.

I. Asiatic.

I. Turanic or Tataric.

II. Monosyllabic.

III. Isolated.

II. Polynesian or Malayan (Oceanic).

ILLITERATE LANGUAGES.

III. Australian or Papuan.

IV. African.

I. Primitive or South African.

II. Isolated or Middle African.

V. American.
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Our first division is in Literary and Illiterate languages. We
call those languages literary, which for the most part have a

system of writing and at least a beginning of literature. The
illiterate languages have with few exceptions no writing. This

makes of course a great difference with respect to the intro-

duction of the Roman alphabet. It is far easier to introduce it

among the latter nations than the former, where it has to over-

come an indigenous alphabet with its characteristic features

and historical claims, which it must respect even when not

quite adequate to the physiological import of the respective

letters. The illiterate languages ofier only the difficulty of

determining the true pronunciation of every sound without the

important guide of an indigenous alphabet fixed by the speak-

ing people themselves. The sounds once being known, the signs

are easily applied. This is the reason why our explanatory

remarks are more numerous in the first than in the second

part. This division referring to the knowledge of writing is at

the same time, generally speaking, a geographical one, since

the European, Asiatic and in a great measure the Polynesian

languages are literary, the Australian, African and American

languages illiterate.

We combine with this first division a second, referring to the

use of grammatical gender. It is not accidental but very

significant, that, as far as I know without any essential ex-

ception, only the most highly civilised races— the leading nations

in the history of mankind— distinguish throughout the genders,

and that the Gender-languages are the same as those, which

scientifically by linguistic reasons may be proved as descending

from one original Asiatic stock. The development of peculiar

forms for the grammatical genders proves a comparatively higher

consciousness of the two sexes; and the distinction not only

of the masculine and feminine , as in the Semitic and Hamitic

G
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languages, but also of the feminine and neuter gender, exclusively-

expressed in the Jafhetic branch, is only a further step in the

same direction. The formation of genders has appeared to me so

characteristic of the three principal branches, that I thought it

(1844) a sufficient reason, to ascribe all the African nonsemitic

languages, which distinguish the genders, to the Hamitic branch,

viz.— besides the old Egyptian and the Coptic— the Beja

language of the Bishari (whose ancestors were the Ethiopians

ofMeroe), the Dankali, Somali, Galla and other neighbouring

languages, al those of the Libyan tribes between the Egyptian

Oases and the Canarian Islands, including the Hausa farther

on to the south, and even the widely distant languages of

the miserably reduced Hottentots- and Bushmen, whose immi-

gration into their actual seats is still a curious problem, con-

sidering the absolute diversity of their language from all their

northern neighbours and at the same time its traces of a

certain affinity with the Egyptian language.

If we are not yet able to prove the affinity also of all no-

gender languages to the former and to one another, although

their original relationship is inseparable from the propagation

of the one human race, it would certainly be too hasty an as-

sertion, to say that we never should be able to do so. It seems

however unquestionable, that the three great branches of gender-

languages were not only in the past the depositaries and the

organs of the historical progress of human civilisation, but that

to them , and particularly to the youngest branch of them , the

Japhetic, belong also the future hopes of the world. All the

other languages are in decline and seem to have henceforth but

a local existence. The geographical division seems therefore the

most appropriate for them, and we prefer it for our purpose

to the other, which might be based upon the di^erent forma-

tions and features of language.
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SANSKRIT.

'^ ^ ^ ^ '^ t etc.

11 ^ % % ^' ^f

^ T ^
f
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Specimen.

*rf^'«iT Tf'TTarwt^^ f^ f^'t i ^nr'j Ttr^TW ii

^ ^ ^r^Ts^iT f^^rr: itIt^t1% i ^ tt^I iwfir ii

^^rfwt^rr ^ff%^: ^wf^rsf^^m: i ^ ^%f^<|jmf(, ii q ii

^^¥ ^T^.^^ T^ ^ifWftr I tf% -dc<H (*!*<%< : II

(Beginning of the Rigveda ed. Aufrecht.)

Old pronunciation.

Agnini ilai purduhitd, yagndsya daivdm rtvigd^

hdutdrd ratnaotdtmnd.

agnis purvaiBir rsiSir tdyau nutandir utd,

sd daivd' dihd vaksati.

agnina rayim asnavat^ pdusam aivd divdi-divai,

yasdsd virdvattamd.

dgnai! ya yaghdm ad^oard visvdtas pariSur dsi,

sd id daivdisu gaJcati.

agnir hdutd kavikratus satyds Hitrdsravastanias

daivdu daivdilnr a gamat.

ydd angd ddmsai tvdm, dgnai, Badrd kansydsi,

tdvdit tdt satydm, angiras.

Modern pronunciation.

Agnim ilepurohitd, yajnasya devam rtvijd,

hotdrd ratnadhdtamd.

agnis punebhir rsibhir idyo nutanair uta,

sa devd Sha vaksati.

agnina rayim asnavat, posam eva dive -dive,

yasasd vlravattamd.

agne! yd yajnam adhvard visvatas paribhur asi,

sa id devesu gachati.
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agnir hota kavihratus aatyal citratrmastamas

dSvo devebhir a gamat.

yad anga daiuse tvam, agne, bhadrd karisyasi,

tavet tat satyam, cmgiras.

Remarks.

We distinguish an ancient and a modern pronunciation of

Sanskrit. Just as the Romanic nations pronounce the old Ro-
man alphabet in a different way from the old Romans them-

selves, and the modern Greeks the old Greek alphabet dif-

ferently from the ancient Greeks, by adapting to the written

ancient language the gradually changed pronunciation of the

living modern language : likewise the Brahmans of to day do not

pronounce the Sanskrit in the same way as the old Brahmans

of that time when the Devanagarl writing was settled, but ac-

cording to the sounds of the now living Indian lauguages. The
linguistic rules of Panini and his scholars are only adapted to

the old pronunciation , which happily we are able, in following

the instruction of the old Grammarians, to determine better

than that of any other ancient language. A real intelligence

of this language and its harmonic organism of sounds is not

possible without knowing the true ancient pronunciation, and

considering the eminent importance of the Sanskrit for the

comparison of languages, it seems indispensable for scientific

linguistic purposes to approach also in transcribing the Deva-

nagari as near as possible to the ancient pronunciation. The

euphonic rules respecting the letters ^ W H ^ etc. become

absurd, if we suppose for them the modern pronunciation c j e

ar etc. instead of H g ai ar etc. The case, however, is different,

when the transcription aims at more practical purposes and

must therefore have regard to the actual pronunciation of the

Indians. With this view we have added the second scheme.

The ancient pronunciation of the Devanagari letters has been
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discussed elsewhere by the author ^ , and his views seem to have

been appreciated for the most part. Some of them have been

mentioned above. We repeat here the results in a few words.

^ r and '^J are simple vowels and can therefore not be expressed

by ri and li\ their value is that of a cerebral r or Z vocalized by

the inherent sound of e. The Anusvara^ which enters instead of a

nasal dropped at the end of words in fausa or before other con-

sonants is a vocalic change of nazalization, and is to be indicated

as such by a diacritical sign over the vowel, not by adding any

consonantal letter. '^'^'^ '^f are diphthongs. The Visarga

belongs not to one but to all local classes of consonants ; it would

therefore lead to mistakes, if we were to take h for its basis in

our transcription. It was so weak a sound, that in the Devana-

gari it was not represented by a full consonantic letter, but by

two dots ( •
). Whe should retain the same indication if it

had not already another European signification. A slight modi-

fication (g) may suit our purpose. The sounds called Gihvdmuliya

and Upad'mdmya would correspond to a very week^ and /, but,

as they were of so fugitive and variable a nature, that in the De-

vanagari they were, like the Visarga , only indicated, not sub-

stantially written by full letters, it seems advisable not to go

farther in our transcription ; we keep the Devanagari indication

by X. With regard to the palatals ^ ^ ^T ^ ^ >i, we have spoken

above. The palatal fricative 'ST has conserved in some regions its

original sound ^, but its transition into the actual sound s seems

to have soon taken place ; we add the sign ^ only in brackets.

The letters s and r better keep in linguistic works the cerebral

point, although there is no dental s and r in the Devanagari.

The solution of A', </ etc. into kh, gh etc. is against the appre-

hension of the ancient grammarians, who treat those letters

as simple ones.

The modern pronunciation has not abandoned the simpleness

of the vowels r and /. The diphthongs If and ^ are turned

' Paldographie als Mittel fiir die Sprachforschung , iundchst am Sanskrit

nachgewieaen, Berlin. 1834.
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into simple vowels e and 6. The palatals ^ and ^ have been re-

solved into the compound sounds ts and dz, which, considering

their etymology, we write c'andj (see the Introduction p. 9). ?!

and ^ sorrespond actually to the Polish letters s and as; we write

them accordingly s and S (see p. 7 1
). "^ has lost its cerebral nature,

and we write it r without the dot so much the more as in other

modern Indian languages there has been introduced a real ce-

rebral r by the side of r, this latter being still written with the

Devanagari sign T- With respect to the Aspirates, we follow

the Hindustani writing, which resolves them into kh, fh, etc.

"We have already mentioned, that this solution into two letters

is not against our physiological principles (see Introd. p. 11).

We maintain the decided reprobation of the use of the letters

cA, cM, sh, f instead of our c", ch, s, s, as incompatible with

any sound principle of transcription. It is evident that we

have to resolve the Devanagari ligatures, including '^ ks, into

their component letters.

With respect to the separation of the single words, we have

to follow, against the Devanagari custom, the European principle,

that every grammatically separated word is to be separately

written in the latin transcription. This is effectuated without

difficulty in the cases where consonants are to be separated

from consonants or from vowels. With regard to the eras is

of vowels between two words, we should resolve them simply

into their component parts and leave it, as we do in latin poetry,

to the reader to pronounce them according to the Sanskrit rules.

We write therefore fi^iitTl^ tataivctsid with three words tafa

aiva dsid or, after the modern pronunciation, tathd eva dsid.

We think it not necessary to indicate the crasis by an apostrophe,

as it has been proposed, considering the frequency of the

case, and the destination of the apostrophe in European writing

to indicate the elision of a letter. We prefer to make use of

the common sign of diaeresis for the rare cases, where in

Sanskrit the hiatus is demanded.
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OLD PRAKRIT.

T! %T

^ i; etc.

a a

e 6

it u u

d I etc.

ai au

«fi1T
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HINDI.

^ ^ ii 1; etc.

a a

e 6

i i u u

r a e -i etc.

ai au

^T^
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The vowels f I |, as well as the consonants w, n and visarga

are no more in use; also the simple r is very seldom used.

T and '^ have lost their cerebral sound. Instead of if, which

18 only used in Hindi prints, if the writer whishes to write

a Sanskrit word as closely as possible to the original Sanskrit,

^ is very generally substituted with the pronunciation of our

common ^. Provincially ^ takes the pronunciation of j, and

the compound characters '^ {ks) and '^ {gn) that of ch. and

gy. The cerebral letters '^ cl and S dh, when medial or final,

take very frequently another pronunciation, which by European

scholars uses to be indicated by a dot under the letter ^, ^,

and transcribed by ;• and rh. This changement of sound seems

to me to belong originally to the Dravidian languages where

we find a similar occurrance, especially in the Tamil. ^ and ^,

are probably only slight assibilations of ^ and S, as J is an

assibilation of g. There is indeed physiologically very little

difference between a cerebral f and /, zh and fA, the friction

on the tip of the tongue , erected at the cerebral point, causing

almost unavoidably a slight vibration of the tongue, and re-

minding by it of the letter r. A perfect analogy to it is the

physiological proximity of y and r of the Arab. (cf. sLc ,
yazdh,

of which the French have made razzia), the slight friction of

the y at the guttural point causing likewise very easily a

vibration of the soft palate. It would therefore be more con-

sistent with the genius of the language, to write those two

letters z and zh; but it seems nevertheless advisable to prefer

the hitherto usual transcription of r and rh, so much the more

as already in the Hindustani writing the arable characters J
and Siy have taken their basis from r, not from ^5 d.

The traders and in general the lower class of natives, write

and print the Hindi very frequently in a character called Kaithi,

which is an imperfect imitation of the Devanagari.
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HINDUSTANI.



HINDUSTANI. JQl

Jab Herodis hddsdh M waqt yahudiah ke Bait-laKam ml ilsd

paidd hud, to dSkho kal majusiS ne purab se Aursalim mS dhe.

Kahd kih kahd hat wuh jo yahudid kd bddMh paidd Jiud,

kih hamne purab me uskd sitdrah dekhd aur usse sijdah karne

ko de hai.

Remarks.

The Hindustdnl or Urdu is still more " generally understood

through all India than the Hindi. It is a mixture of Hindu

with Arabic and Persian. The Mohammedan conquerors, pe-

netrating into India since the 11"' century, carried with them

their language and writing. The latter was received by the

conquered population; but from the language only a number

of words was inserted into the Indian language ; the grammar,

although mutilated, remained Indian, and likewise the system

of sounds. It was therefore necessary to introduce for the In-

dian sounds new letters into the Arabic alphabet, principally

for the cerebral sounds t d r, which were expressed by the

dental bases with the addition of four dots ^ >^ J or other

diacritical marks. The letters n n n and s, which already in

the Hindi were of little use, dropped entirely. ^ turned into

(ji s. T and '^ were written S ov ^ and >r:- The anusvara

was expressed by q n. The merely Arabic letters '
q X

y s d(t) d s z ^ d z f were still written in the Arabic

and Persian words, but seldom preserved their original

value. -^ and ? are not pronounced at all ; «- /i is not distin-

guished from » A; (>5 s and ^ 6 sound like ij" s\ -h d(t)

like t. The letters q X y ^ ^ f ^^^ pronounced by the Mo-

hammedans often, but not generally, according to their arable

value, by the Hindus like k, kh or k, g, J, J or s, ph or p;

^ z d are not distinguished from z by the Mohammedans , and

pronounced / or s by the Hindu ; n before g and k is mostly

nasalized as n. The anusvara is represented by q, the dot of
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which in modern prints is commonly dropped at the end of words

to indicate the nasalization of the vowel.

It is evident that we have to transcribe the Arabic letters

according to their etymological value, not to their imperfect

Indian pronunciation. On the other hand we are not autho-

rized to replace the dropped Hindi sounds n n s beyond the

want of the Hindustani writing itself The sound lA s is

physiologically, as we lia^e shown above, as well palatal as

dental, and originates more frequently from palatal than from

dental sounds. In most alphabets therefore we may range

more conveniently this letter to the palatal row, where there

exists one , than to the dental , to which s belongs. We may

justly neglect the j
' in the beginning of words. The arable j w

is substituted to the Indian ^ which in Sanskrit was a dento-

labial v. In Hindustani the Arabic pronunciation w prevails

almost entirely, even in Indian words. We transcribe it there-

fore w. Some times the Hindustani is written and printed

in Devanagari letters, and in this case no notice is taken of

the purely arabic letters, to which the Indian sounds and

characters are substituted as stated above.
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SINDHI.

(The Devanagari and Arabic letters are given according to Dr. Trumpp's system.)

^ T ^
TJ ^ '^ ^ ^

T[ t; ^^ z ^ w
'^if^ttetc. . . .

'R '^ ^

1
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Specimen.

Hindu character.

rT '^^ Wt tfrft '^f'TT^ "^t twt W^ % 5^ ^RT ^TH^:
" Matth. 27l. 2.

Musalman character.

. , . ,A ,,, , . ,, \ , ....

sLcioLj -S- '^^rt^ ryt/' ^-f.^ ^i>-:^ £-? "'^^-fei e-*''-^^ Q^'-^^

Jadhi Isu (jlsa) yahudd QjahudaK) Je Betlahama (Bait-laKama)

mi Heroda je patisdha je dihani me jdyo ta disu majusani

ubhirande khd Yirusdlemi {Aursalvmd) mi act cidU ta.

Yahudyani jo pdtisdhu jo jdyo dhe, so hithe dhef chd kdni

ta una jo tar6 ubhirande me disl huna khe pujana aya dhyu.

Remarks.

The Sindhi, the language of the province of Sindh on the

lower Indus, diflfers in essential points from the Hindi and

is an old independant Prakrit language. There is a great

number of different Sindhi alphabets, a survey of which
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Capt. G. Stack gives in his "Grammar of tbe Sindhi language",

Bombay. 1849. p. 3— 8. They originate all from the Deva-
nagari, are none of them widely different, and are all incomplete

inasmuch as they do not distinguish all the sounds in writing,

which are distinguished in speaking. The European scholars

have therefore preferred to make use of the most generally

known and most complete alphabets, especially of the De-

vanagari for the Hindus , and of the Arabic for the Muham-
medans. Others, as the Missionaries A. Burn and A. Matchett

have given the preference to the Panjabt alphabet. Capt.

Stack in his numerous writings uses the Devanagari. Dr. Trumpp
in his Sindhi Readingbook ' uses besides the Devanagari . also

the Arabic letters.

The four sounds, which we have written g j d b are

peculiar to the Sindhi. Their pronunciation is that of the

letters g j d h uttered with a certain stress in prolonging

and somewhat strengthening the contact of the closed organ,

as if one tried to double the sound in the beginning of

a word ^^a, d^a or g§a^ dda-, hba. Tbe letter W or ^^ is

described as sounding like ddy; but I conceive that we have

it to do here with the old pure palatal g, which by our ear

is not easily distinguished from c?', lying between our g and d.

It belongs certainly by etymology to the palatal, not to the

dental row, and the same apprehension is shown also by the

figure of the corresponding Hindustani characters, which are

those of the palatal g with the addition of a dot, not those

of the dental d. For this reason we incline more to the ex-

pression by J or g\ than to that by d. The cerebral s has turned,

as in the Hindi, to s; and besides the now dental "^ r, a new

cerebral r has been formed. With respect to the three letters

d d r, there is a certain confusion in the book of Capt. Stack.

' A Sindhi Beading -book in the Sanskrit and Arabic character. London.

1858. 8.

E
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There are only two characters ^ and ^ distinguished by him, and

the explanations given by him p. 6. note and p. 9, as to how to

assign the two characters to the three sounds, are contradictory.

As for Tf cZ, there is no reason to deviate from the Devana-

gari ; r is distinguished as- in the Gvjjardti and Bangdll through

the dot below ^. The Arabic letters ' K q j( y d(t) d szddzf
are generally expressed in modern prints by the Indian letters

irf'f^Trr^^^^^rgrxs with dots below.

GUJARATI.
=n =^i

5i

^ s ui

^
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Specimen.

^f^ rnrf^ ^^"% 1% ^t^ ^m^ mT::wi *n»-«fT wtt-
Matth. 2, 1. 2.

Ne Herod rafand dahdda oma ihudam&na Bethlehem md isund

janmd -padhi em thau ke mdgioS puravtkl Irusdlem md dvine kahu ke.

Ihudiono jje rdjdjanmo l-Mte hdhd dhe? Kem ke hame puravmd
tehend tdrdne Joo ne hame tehenu bhagan kand deed chaie.

Remarks.

Gujardti is the name of the dialect spoken in the province

of Ovjardt in the south of Sindh. It approaches very nearly

to the Hindi , and is written in two characters , viz. in the De-

vandgairl and in the peculiar Gujardti character, which in de-

rived from the Devanagari. In the Balbodh all Sanskrit letters

may occasionally be employed in Sanskrit words ; but the sounds

oi r f I I r I s s are not found in Gujardti words, and the

nasal letters n and w, which occur in the language before the

letters of their own classes , are represented by the anusvara.

The Gujardti letter *, corresponding to the Sanskrit ^ is

distinguished by the Brahmans from s, but both are equally

pronounced by the people as s and are therefore, confounded

with one another. The cerebral ^ is changed in Gujardti

partly in kh, and partly in s.

H2
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MABATHI, 109

Devanagari may be substituted. The former character is cal-

led Mod and is generally used in common life. If the De-

vanagari with few variations is employed to write the Marathi,

it is called Balbodh.

The Mardthi and the Bangdli alone amongst the Prakrit

languages use still the vowels r and I. It is a peculiarity of

the Mardthi, that the letters ^ W W IJ before the vowels

e, i and i are pronounced as in the other languages c j ch jh,

but before the deeper vowels a, o, u, r and I are changed into

t d (and even z) th d,h. This reminds of the double pronuncia-

tion of the gutturals c and g in modern European languages

according to the following vowel a, o, u or e and i. If excep-

tionally the pronunciation c, J is kept before a deep vowel, ^
is inserted by some writers to indicate it without being pro-

nounced separately, as in Italian the insertion of i in cid, gid

indicates the pronunciation of co, ja. Others mark the pro-

nunciation of c and / by putting a dot under the letter, ^, ^,

a system which seems to us preferable. It might be doubtful, if

we ought to distinguish in the transcription those sounds or to

follow the indigenous writing, in which the distinction is left, as

in the Romanic languages, to the reader. But, as we have to

represent in our transcription of foreign alphabets principally

the actual state of pronunciation, and as those sounds are per-

fectly fixed in the consonantal system of the Mardthi, it

seems evident, that we have to write these sounds separately.

The analogy of cT and / seem to require the signs t and d

instead of ts and dz.
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PANJABI or SIKH.

WT"i*(T If etc.

cT 3r (-«;
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NIPALI.

Specimen.

"^Tt^ TT^T^ ^^ ^W^ "^ f^I^ fV^<(Tf ^^ra^ "^dii^*!

TT'HB^ ^?rraT II Matth. 2, 1. 2.

(N. T. Version by the Serampore Miss.)

Herod rdjdkd usi waqt ml Yisu yihuddh mulhkd Betlehemmd

janmand vSld her pandit purab disddekhi Yirusalenvmd dyd aur

unldi kahyd Jo yihudiyd hd rdjd janmau u ka^d chaf Kydhd

purab desmd uskd tdrdldi dskhikan hdmi usko pujd garankan dyd

.

Remarks,

The Nipdli language, mixed with many Tibetan -words, is

spoken in a large tract on the southern slopes of the Hima-

laya, north west of Bangal. The sounds are the same as

in Hindi, and may be written with Devandgari, although in

the country there are several peculiar characters derived froni

it, in use.
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B A N G A L 1.

^ ^ P ^ ^

v^ soft "^ ©

TF "ft >S
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URIYA.

a a

e 6

i I u u

2| 2|1 etc.

9^ (^

Q SI S»
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PAS TO or AFT AN.



PASTO. 115

Pah waqt cih 'lad da yahudiyyah pah bait laJiam Ms pah
zamdn da Hgrodis Mh zSwalai wah , nagah majman lah rimhiqa

nah pah Aursalim waraylah, puttanah e (yg) wakrah cih da ya-

hiiddnu bddsdh , cih zowalai dai, da cartah dai? lah de sababa,

cih e (ye) storai pah ma^riq kse mu lidalai dai au muz rdyll

yii, cih aijdah e (ye) wqkru.

Remarks.

The language of the Afghans is, in accordance with the

geographical position of their country, a middle limb between

the Sanskritic or Arian and the Persian or Eranian languages.

They use the Persian characters with a few modifications.

Besides the usual vowels this language has an obtuse vowel

nearest approaching to «, which we write in consequence a

(see above p. 49). It has in common with the Sanskritic lan-

guages the cerebral row; there is at least no difi'erence of

opinion with regard to the letters t and d, whilst, according

to, some writers, the letters n and r differ in sound from the

Indian n and ;)-. Slight deviations however appear aonietinjes

to an ear not accustomed to physiological apprehension greater

than they are, or result from unessential circumstances. Con-

sidering, therefore, that in most Indian languages the four

cerebrals t d n r have been developed together, and that even

in Afghan writing all the four characters have been likewise

characterized by one and the same little circle added to the

corresponding dental letters, we do not hesitate to follow

those who recognise the cerebral nature of the Pasto n and r.

Out of the original Palatals two new sounds have been formed

besides c and /, viz. t and d, as in the Mahrdthi, to which

we refer (see above p. 109). This latter did not receive new

signs for those sounds , the Pasto on the contrary added one

new sign ^, expressing by it both t and d. Only in modern

times there has been introduced by the learned Pako scholar
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Dr. Trumpp a second sign ^ for d besides ^ t, remedying

thus an obvious defect of the Pako Arabic alphabet.

There are two other sounds peculiar to this language which

we must consider. They are represented by the characters

(j« and
J,. Their pronunciation diflfers essentially in dif-

ferent parts of the country. In the western Afghanistan

it approaches very near to the pronunciation of u« « and

3 s; in the eastern portion, for instance in Peshawer, to that

of
p; ^ and ^ /. According to Dr. Trumpp these letters

are derived at least partly from Palatals— another part seem to

proceed from original Cerebrals — and as the Afghans them-

selves have taken the bases of their signs from u- s and j z, we

propose to take the same bases s and z in adding the palatal

line s and i. Should it be desirable to indicate the eastern

pronunciation specially we should take as bases ^ and / and

add the palatal line ^, /.

The Semitic letters which we have separated from the rest,

are used only in Arabic or Persian words. We regret that

the transcription of Capt. Raverty in his last Afghanic publi-

cation (1860) has deviated so far both from any sound prin-

ciple and from practical suitableness.
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OLD BAKTRIAN (ZEND).

> ^

Vowels.

b^

Semivowels.

ii >>

Consonants.
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Specimen.

. i>AJO?(\)w»^J>5to?^^^ i^*MgMfOiejyX} i^M^J^g \?>i)JM }oifM7g

-^g-Aju? \a3M M7^'^>CiM?Mj MgM(ei<v>X} SXW(Ct.u4 gijM

-«AA(7 \ajM M?(Q'^^StKOMj Mg>.KrfOi<U<X3 gX^iiffi^i^ Sj^V/

g-f3?i\)M(i) .g'^(0'^ig^'M?-\ij\>M jo^i^/ e^O^i^^'^-Vs**^''

v,v>>..u7 >JMg "-^Mg . gc7*\x)ii^iMiij joe>'a/ iom*\m .g>)(«ii

•^(v)^«x>(io t^'?M^'*^M MiA'iiM^ cU(vjuL»cuej kwevjSAwg ^pgx'JeA'

-?>-M(Vig?MM \g^j-<xj(0i?MO3 ^<y<.w-a^(>0£?^jL> ij^^jy

joev^gij v«.'(£vw g-)i(sji<>jg }i^'*jgij '^^(0M . fMJiiM?M»

v0^gyeV5<v.<dJ^V g^(X3iJ g'J^/'.V/giV^ G£(X5^MJ>0«W^a

i'ro gjj*^ s£dj£?£e^<7Cwja Gjco^Mjiiiv^-w^ ^(ogvo^vuPcri^i^

gg5?ev<«.'e - >7>\>e» M^MiiMA

Vendidad, first fargard.
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Mraod Ahuro mazdd spitamdi Zara^ustrdi: Azem_ daddm,

spitama Zaradustra, aso ramo- dditvm noid kudad sditlm; yed'i

zl azem noid daidfydm, spitama Zm'a^ustra, aso rdmo-ddittm

noid kudad-sditfm , vispo anhus akwd airyanem vaep frdsnawuS.

[Aso rdmo - dditfm noid aojo rdmistdm, paoirim bitim, dad ahe

faitydrem, mas md rawa Sa-ddm haitim.] Paoirim asanhdmca

sdi&randmca vahistem frd^veresem^ dzemyo Ahuro mazdd: Airya-

nem vaefo vwhhuyd ddityayd. Aad ahp paitydretn frdkerehtad

Anro mainym .pouru-mahrho, azimca yim raoiditem zydmca

daewo-ddtem. Dasa awa^ra mdnho zayana, dya hdmina, [hapta

henti hdmino mdnha, panca zaycma askare;] taeca heiiti sareta-

dpo, sareta-zemo, sareta-urioarayd; ad'a zimahe maidfm^ ad'a

zimahe zared'aem, add zydscid pairi-pataiti , ad^a fraestem, voiyna-

ndm. Bittm asanhdmca soi^randmca vahistem frddveresem azem

yo Ahuro mazdd: Gaum yim Suydo- sayanem. Aad ahe paityd-

rem frdkerentad Anr5 maimyus pouru-mahrko, shaitlm ydm ga-

waca dayaca pouru-mahrkem.

Remarks.

We call Old Baktrian, as others before us, the language

of the Avesta (Zendavesta) , the sacred books of the Eranian

nations, especially the Baktrians and the Persians. These books

of the Zoroastrian religion first originated in Baktria, in the

vicinity of northern India, and are the principal witness of an

old Baktrian civilisation, of which we know but little beyond.

It was probably not before the time of the empire of the Achae-

menides that they were introduced from the east to the west

of Eran , and particularly amongst the Persians. The language

still approaches so nearly to the Indian Sanskrit, that it was

principally by the comparison with this language that Bur-

nouf and Bopp were first enabled to decipher the Zend lan-

guage. The Zend writing has the same origin as all the other

phonetic writings, including even the Devanagari, with the
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exception of the Persian cuneiform characters. We are of the

opinion, that the Zend alphabet existed already in the original

country of the Avesta in the same perfection and completeness

as we know it actually, or even higher, but that it may have

undergone several changes when introduced into Persia and

brought in contact with other cognate alphabets of the western

countries. It approaches most nearly to the Pehlevi writing.

We take this character of the Persian inscriptions and of the

Persian handwriting, of the time of the Sassanides, not as the

origin, but as the reduction of the Zend character, answering

to the poor and partly semitized system of sounds, which at

that time prevailed in the Persian language. Both writings

underwent apparently the same alterations in their common

signs for several centuries till about A. D. 600 and then at-

tained essentially that same state which we still find in our

Zend, Parsi and Huzvaresh manuscripts.

In the mean time also the original pronunciation of the old

Baktrian alphabet was altered, since its migration into Persia, in

conformance to the altered sounds of the Persian language, as

they prevailed already in the time of the Achaemenides and still

more in subsequent centuries,—just as the pronunciation of the

Devanagari letters approached more and more nearly to that of

the modern Indian languages. The right apprehension of the old

Baktrian sounds is traditionally preserved only in the alphabe-

tical lists, which were faithfully, but, owing to the ignorance

of the writers, incorrectly, copied from one manuscript into the

other and thus handed down to us in a tolerably comprehensible

state. The arrangement of the original sounds as above stated,

is principally the result of the comparison of those ancient

alphabets. It ought, according to our opinion , to be followed

in every linguistic publication on the Zend language and might

even do good services in a critical revision of our actual text.

The vowel system is the most developed of all the ancient

languages we know, not excepting even the Devanagari.
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There are two characters for each of the vowels a i u e p o d,

one for the shdrt and another for the long ones. The semi-

vowels ii and » , y and w, were, conformably with their signs,

reckoned not as consonants , but as vowels. All the explosive

consonants, r included, had both a simple and an aspirated

form. Two nasal sounds are lost even in the alphabetical

lists, where they are represented by the repeated sign of the

simple n
I

. The pairs of corresponding sibilants are given as

stated above. The letter -C >
' was , as a palatal consonant,

different from the semivowel ^i, y, in the same way as ^ v

from » w. The letter r had two signs, the latter of which

was formed by adding to the simple ^ rthe upper stroke ^(i))to

indicate the aspiration (as in M, f, p). ^ was an aspirated v.

The later pronunciation changed the aspirates K fp ^ B into

the corresponding fricatives
;{f

^(s) f y v. In consequence of

this change the sign «D g' disappeared entirely from the ma-

nuscripts, and ^ became an almost arbitrary variation of

Sv. We retain the writing 5, although the actual pronun-

ciation seems to be not quite clear. The letter (£^ d^ escaped

the assibilation ; but it lost the aspiration and was pronounced

like d; we keep however the hook to distinguish it from 4 d

etymologically. The aspirate eM' B was softened to v (perhaps to

the German w see p. 75); we write it v in putting a dot beneath,

only to distinguish it from the afterwards identical initial v ^.

The aspiration of n was lost, as that of n already previously;

m is mostly dissolved into hm. The palatal sibilants >3J, t

and J z took almost entirely the pronunciation of s and z; we

write them s and z to indicate their palatal origin. On the

contrary 'H) s assumes very often, in the mouth of the Parsis,

the pronunciation tp s, and still more particularly e^ e that

of £ There are linguistioal reasons why we should not,

in this case, follow them, but adhere, in our transcription,

to the old sounding, although the usage of European scholars

would be in favour of z for eb . The pronunciation of *M3 « as

I
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s caused its confusion with t^ , and yv , originally s , is

softened to y and used almost as identical with -C. This

latter circumstance will perhaps justify our transcription of

^*0 by {, with the basis of y, according to the actual pro-

nunciation, and with the addition of our diacritical sign of

assibilation ", to denote its former sound. The letter 'O y

is (like ^ v) always used in the beginning of words, ii y

(like » w) in the middle; it is nevertheless necessary, in our

transcription, to distinguish them both, one being considered as

a consonant, the other as a vowel. We therefore write KZI y
with the palatal line. The aspiration of ^ r dropped, and then

J r became identical with ^ r. On the contrary the aspira-

tion of {^ « increased and gave rise to the later pronunciation

jw, and ultimately to j alone, thus producing a confusion with

<^
J. We write the 1*; in virtue of its etymology j. There

is no indication of its ever having been pronounced explosively

as q or kk. The first of the three ligatures _yv , sk, was in

later times pronounced s, and therefore occasionally confounded

with ly.

A glance at these alterations shows, that the principal dif-

ference between the old and the later pronunciation consists

in the disappearance of the .ispirations, which were peculiar

to the Baktrian throat, and which either dropped without any

compensation, or changed the explosive sounds into fri-

cative.

With respect to the vowels there is a general influence of the

western languages to be observed in the less decided distinc-

tion between the long and short vowels. This is the reason

of many confusions , and explains, how the letter ;o e had been

hitherto taken for e and as almost identical with {O e, and

why moreover £ and <=, *» and 5", or even i and -si, > and^
are frequently used in the MSS. for one another. The most

striking change however took place in the letter j^ , which

originally and still in the alphabetical lists, represented the
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anusvara of a, viz a, corresponding to ^, a, but which

afterwards was used as a separate consonantal nasal after

the vowels and before certain consonants. The fact is, that the

difference between a and a was obliterated ; the sign ^^ be-

came therefore disposable and was employed to express to a cer-

tain extent what is called (though not rightly) by Sanskrit scholars

the „substituted" anusvara, whilst^^ was reserved for the „ne-

cessary" anusvara. This, now almost constant, use of^^ obhges

us in spite of the evident misunderstanding which gave rise

to this use, to look in our transcription for a corresponding

consonantal sign, and there could hardly be a more conve-

nient one than n , the more so as it is already employed by Bur-

nouf. Simultaneously with this corruption, the entire designation

of the anusvara sound, which existed in the Baktrian, but not

in the Persian language, fell into confusion, and the peculiar

expressions, which, according to the alphabetical lists, must

have originally existed, were either exchanged for ^^ n or Q m,

or they disappeared altogether lengthening only the remaining

simple vowel. The vowel sign S*^ seems to us composed not

of ^«^ and £ , but of ''^ and > , and to have been originally the

diphthong aw, which was afterwards changed into a.

We do not state at length the reasons for the assertions as

given above; they will be found discussed in a special disser-

tation read before the Berlin Academy.

In the specimen, we have made use only of the later pro-

nunciation, because our manuscripts contain it to so large an

extent, that we cannot substitute the original sounds without

altering the actual state of the text.

12
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OLD PERSIAN (CUNEIFORM).

r<^TfT T — '^ -K — K^
f? >yTl W Kl Tt <t] t]]

<fr ^ -IM , ^TtI ^<^ K-
TTf<fT

Foreign characters of doubtful meaning: >^^ y^

>y^

^< .«^

a ka,i ICtt J(a,{i),u

CI Cafij(u) - Suyij u

^3 € tay i t u VOj t, H

Mj O pa,i,u -

aw

Ja, («) - Si

da,i CLu Oi

ma mil Vi

Sa,i,[u)

Sa,i,(H) Zn,i,(lO

fr-^a

ra,i Ta

W i Wii,a na,i riii

Specimen.

\^ Tt ^M \ TT TTT ^1 T<^ 7J^ <TT ^ A «n ^^ T<^ T<y TT T<^

\ 7:EHsTr^ \ «rr ^mr<^KyTTT<^ \ «yr^tffT<>

Kf TT T<^ "ttt -< TtT ^M A «II ^ m t<^ K! tt t<^ \ ^ Tff ^I

r:s TT T<> \ «II X< "W T<^ Kf JT_T<^ \ TT <^ T<> <ff ^<^ ^ItI

\ n TT ^ ^ItI TTf y^ ^ <K t<^ TTT \ ^ <Tt n \ TTT ^y ^ TTT ^yTy

<K T<^ TTT A -< ^^ \ <K «yy TTf ^yTy -< ?? ^ ?? r<^ \ y<y ttt

yTy TT T<^ \ ft TTf ^y t<^ ^y^ <ft ^ \ «yy x< ttt t<^ y<y ?? ^<>

\ ^yTy!=<Ttf \ ^TT^yTy TtT \ ntt^^yTy ttt y^^ \ ntf^
tyTyitTy^^<KY<^1tf \ ^Tt5:yyy^ \ ttr^y^m^yTy \
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^r >li] K A ^ ^r rf r<> TTT ^r ^m^ <>< t<> in a ^ tt

^Tim \ <K «rr lyf ^M^ n ^ \ r<r tTT ^M TT r<^ A ft tTT^f

r<> >y:E <^r<\ «rr ^ TTT t<^ r<r n r<> \^ ^r^ <>< r<> ^r^
£11 fT T<^ \ ^r^ T<> ^M A <K «yr ttt ^M -< n ^ n T<^ 'm \

y<r <>< rf TTT ^M <>< T<^ \ <K r Ttf \ ^ -« <Tf ti TT r<^ -M
\ ^^ItT TTT >TtT TTT \ ^^ItT <Kt<> \ <Kr TTT \ ^-«<ft
^TT i<^m \ <KTfm \ m^rTT^«rT^iTr \ ^m <Tt ^m^a
«rr ^ TTT T<^ T<y TT T<> ^ \ TTT <K M<r Tff ^M TT T<^ \ Tt TTT

^y r<> ^y^ <Tt r< \ «yy r<^ r<> y<y t? r<^ \ \^ \ ^yTy ^ Ttt

\ ^yTy <^ ^miif T<> "^ \ >yTy t<> ti t<^ \ ^ -« <Tt ^y^ ^yTy \

«yy r< ^ i<> y<y tt rf Ttf \ m <k \ ttf tt ^yTy \ -< ^ys ^yTy

\m \ <sy<tt'^tt>yTy^^yTy^y-<^yTy a ^y^r<-yTyA

«yy^^r<>y<yttr<>Ttt^Mtt^yTy<Krf
Detached inscription A. at Behistnn (Rawlinson).

Adam Daryawus, j[sayqdiya wazarka, j^sayadiya j[saya^i-

yanam, j(saya6iya Parsiya; jf^saya^iya dqhyunam, Vistaspahya

pusq, Arsamqhya nqpa, Ha^amqnisiyq. Batiyq Daryawus j(Sayq-

^iyq: Mqna pita Vistaspq, Vistaspqhya pita Argamq; Arsamqhya

pita Ariyarqmnq, Ariyarqmnqhya pita Cispis; CispiShya pita

Hq^amqnis. Oatiyq Daryqwus ^sayqBiyq: Awqhyqradiyq wqyqm

Hqj(^amanisiya ^qhyamqhyq, hqca pqruviyqt amata amqhyq;

hqca pqruviyqt hya amaj(^qm toma jsayq^iya aim -Batiyq Dar-

yqwus jsayqdiyq: 8 mqna tomaya tyiyq pqruwqm j^sayqdiya

ahq adqm nqwqmq 9; $uvitatqrnqm wqyqm j(sayq^iya amqhyq.
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Remarks.

The cuneiform rock -inscriptions of the time oftheAchae-

menides usually contain three identical texts, each of which

is written in a different language and in a different writing.

The last of them is the Assyrian text, in a Semitic language,

the writing of which is, as system, the oldest of the three,

consisting, like the hieroglyphical
,

partly of ideographic and

partly of phonetic signs. The second or middle text, usually

called Median and by Rawlinson and Norris Scythic, contains

a language which, although it is not yet sufficiently ex-

plored, seems to be essentially Turanian. It is written with

a syllabarium of nearly ICO characters, which for the greater

part are taken, both as to figure and to sound, from the

Assyrian stock. Whilst therefore, we must regard this al-

phabet as a later one with respect to the Assyrian, it is,

on its part, older than the third writing, the first according

to its place on the tablets, viz. the Persian alphabet, which

we have here to consider.

This Persian cuneiform writing is purely alphabetical and

contains vowels as well as consonants. Some of its characters

are very similar to some of the second writing, but entirely

different in sound. There are scholars (Oppert, Rawlinson), who

would claim also for this writing a certain syllabical nature,

inasmuch as they contend that part of the consonants change

their graphic signs according to the following vowel without

altering their pronunciation. This opinion, however, unplausible

as it is in itself, is disproved moreover by the circumstance

that not all the classes of consonants are liable to this law

of changing the figure, but only such classes where a simul-

taneous change of sound may be accounted for by linguistical

reasons. We may therefore be certain that every different

sign belongs to a different sound.

The vowel m possessed the most general influence on the
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preceding consonant. This vowel was apparently in all po-
sitions pronounced with a strong breathing, which in Greek
was often expressed by j or even by k {Uwrazviya, UwakMara
= XioQaai.ua, Kva^aQr;^). This breathing was transmitted to

every preceding explosive letter, except the labials p and b.

The letters k, t, g, d, m, n, r became accordingly aspirates

and were expressed by peculiar signs.

The Palatals c and / seem to have no aspirate, owing to

their asaibilation which ranged them in this respect amongst

the fricative letters. We distinguish the aspirates from the

corresponding non-aspirates by placing the spiritus asper over

them, and we prefer this writing so much the more, instead

of separating the aspiration by the addition of A, because the

formation of the aspiration m , n, r , w \s almost peculiar to

the old Persian language and would hardly be rightly appre-

ciated, if we write mh, nh, rh, wh. We follow in this case

only the precedent of Rawlinson and others, who write however

m, n, etc. instead of indicating an aspiration.

The second vocalic influence is that of the vowel *, the

softening and assibilating power of which is well known from

other languages, especially from the Romanic. In the old

Persian language this influence was confined to the explosive

sonant letters J, d, m. It consisted in loosening their explo-

sion into the corresponding soft friction, changing therefore

/ into s, d into d. The labial b is neither aflfected by u nor

by i, for we find ba, bu, bi with the same consonantal sign.

But the softer labial explosive m took its place and was altered

before u and i into m and v (which however was perhaps

pronounced not as dentolabial v, but as pure labial w, see

above p. 76). The semivowel w was no doubt regularly pro-

nounced with the same strong guttural breathing as the vowel

M, and the same sign was used before a and before m; we

write it therefore w ; yet the vowel ^, when following, was

not consistent with this guttural nature of the ih ; the aSipira*
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tion was dropped, and the letter was changed into our com-

mon w. wa, wu, vd.

The letter ^ corresponds always to the Sanskrit tr, the

zendic ^r, and was therefore hitherto transcribed in roman

letters by #. But it cannot be doubted , that this single letter

expressed, as all the other letters, only one simple sound, not

two sounds, which moreover, if they ever were intended, ought

to be written, according to the laws of the language, ^r not tr.

The combination ^r however exists besides {Mi-&ra, X^a^rita)

and must therefore have been diflferent in pronunciation. In

the Turanian text we find instead of the letter ^ two s or

(as Rawlinson reads them) two s, and in other cases one s

(or s), as in Assina or Asina, cissa, etc. To the latter word,

in Persian cisa corresponds the first part of the name of Ttaaa-

q)eQvi^g^ and in the Pehlevi (Huzvdres) and Parsi the same

original tr reappears as the simple sibilant ou s {s), as in

^vW , ikU , £0J , three. It seems therefore advisable to follow

this obvious hint in transcribing the letter ^ by s. We write

the letters {{]] and f^f j and ^, instead ot /eh and th of Raw-
linson, or M and f of Bopp, having found the aspirates M, (

already before u. They are not seldom produced by a fol-

lowing r, analogous to the frequent combination of/r; and in

Greek they are expressed hj j and ^, as in Idxai/^evT^S) -"^t-

d-(>ag. To / and d before the vowel a correspond evidently

the sounds z and d before i.

With regard to the vowels, there is no distinction made
between the short and the long, and the shortest and most
obtuse vowel, which was not identical with, but only approaching

to our a, was not written at all, although it formed syllables.

We are thus very often at a loss to know where this indistinct

vowel was pronounced and where not. It seems therefore

important, to mark clearly in our transcription this interposed

vowel, wherever it may seem expedient to write it. It will

be more consistent with the genius of the language and in the
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same time more approaching the true pronunciation, if we
write the vowel

yyf in all positions a , and the supplementary

vowel a. There is still another point, where the original

writing is defective regarding the vowels. It has been proved

that the characters i and u express not only these simple

vowels, but also their respective guna-vowels. The preceding

consonants indicate sometimes this guna-pronunciation ; in other

cases grammatical reasons alone can decide upon our writing.

But at all events we prefer to render the guna-vowels by e

and 6 instead of ai and au as others do. Here is not the

right place to discuss this and other points, which are de-

veloped by the author in a special treatise. It remains only

to state that there are still two unknown signs to account

for, the first of which is only found in two foreign proper

names, the second in a peculiar term for the word „king'*,

which does not occur in the earlier inscriptions, but only in

later ones, where it seems to be introduced from a foreign

language. Thus we take the Persian alphabet stated above

as complete, and regard the letters '^] and ]^ as undeciphered

foreign characters.
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Firdusi , Book of the kings (ed. J. Mohl, t. II, p. 4.).

Zfi-mohed hed-in gune danm yad,

hem ez goft i an plr t dihqan-nizad:

k-ez dn-pes cundn kerd Kd'us rdi,

hi der pddisdM bi-Jumbed zi-Jdi,

ez Iran hi-sud td be-Turdn u-Gin.

guder kerd ez dn-pes be-Mekrdn-zemin,

zi-Mehrdn sud drdate cun >arus:

ber-dmed dem i ndi u-buq u-kus.

bi-pedireft her mihteri bdz u-sdw,

nekerd dzmun gdw ba sir i taw.

cundn hem gurdzdn be-Berber sudend,

jihdn^ui bd tdj u-efser sudend.

Remarks.

It is well known that the modern Persian language has

admitted a great many Arabic words as well as the Arabic

character. It uses consequently' all the Arabic letters in the

Semitic part of the language, but only in writing. In the

language spoken the purely Semitic letters p , •) ^ -b Jb lk' (>5

are pronounced like the Persian sounds ' ^^ » ^ J U" J , and

even the letters ^ and '^ , which once had their peculiar pro-

nunciation as ^ and d, are actually pronounced like (j* s and

J z. We keep nevertheless the old value in our transcription,

as Persian writing does, for the sake of etymology.

The vowels e and are not distinguished in writing from a

and M, and the i or i „of junction" is not written at all. These

and some minor deviations from the regular pronunciation are

not received in our transcription.
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ARMENIAN.

J,b

/"owels.
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Minj fyev pnau Sr inj, asyen, woj yerhinK yev wy yerhir yev

woj ail in] araratK wor Kyerkins ham Kyerkri^ Zruan womn
anun ir, wor targmani bajt kam pafK. Ezhazar am Hast arar

zi tyeryem wordi mi liniti nema, woi'um anun Ormizd, wor zyer-

Mns yev zyerkir yev zamyenain wor i nosa afnife. Yev hyet

hazar ami Ka^t afnyeloK esksau atyel ezmtau, ase: Ogut inj

its Hastes zor afnyem, yev linifi ind wordi Ormizd, yefe i zur

inj ^anaityemf Yev minj dyer na zais ^orher, Ormizd yev

Arhmen Uyyetan I'argandi mor iureant.

Remarks.

We are told that the actual Armenian alphabet was made

up in the b*^ century by the learned grammarian Mesrob. The

figures of the letters are taken from the Greek figures of that

time, as their uncial forms show; the alphabetical order fixed

by the numerical value of the letters, is likewise that of the

Greek, but occasionally interrupted by those purely Arme-

nian letters which were unknown -to the Greek. The ac-

cordance of the letters common to both alphabets, as well as

the orthography of the ancient proper names, and to a certain

extent even the etymological comparison of the cognate In-

dian and Eranian languages, with which the Armenian is

closely connected
,
prove that the actual pronunciation of a

large part of this people differs in some points widely from

the ancient pronunciation. We speak of the Turkish Arme-

nians, better known than others in Europe by their country-

men in the Mechitarist convents of Venice and Vienna. The

principal alteration of the old pronunciation consists in their

pronouncing the ancient tenues as mediae and vice versa. In

Armenia proper, however, and the surrounding provinces this

change has not taken place. This has been carefully verified by

the author examining personally the pronunciation of a learned
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Armenian from Tiflis. ' We can not, in consequence, hesitate to

abandon the usual system taught, according to the Turkish

pronunciation, by European Grammarians, and to follow that of

the indigenous Armenians. There we find the letters ^ "> "l, k tp

distinctly pronounced without any aspiration as real dry tenues'

like those of the Hungarian, of several German dialects, of

the Sanskrit and other languages; t 't Si g d b^ are our

common mediae and ^ P^ ^, K t' p% the true aspirates, pro-

nounced as the so called tenues of northern Germany, France,

England and others, with a sensible breathing from the lungs.

The pronunciation of the two palatal classes is more difficult.

There is no aspiration heard in 2_ and 3, although they cor-

respond evidently to the aspirates of the other classes. Only

the stronger closing of the organ is the same as in the aspi-

rates, whilst, in opening the organ, the aspiration turns into a

slight breathing z or z, as if one would pronounce ttz and ttz.

We write therefore c and t to indicate the double value of

the first element. The c and / are pronounced nearly as in

church and in join; but ^ d and & t are hardly discernible,

the one being pronounced as dz, the other as tz. The tongue

takes in both palatal classes its full palatal position, in the

first more behind, near the soft palate, in the second more

foreward above the teeth. The letter 7_ is now pronounced

every where as the arable ^ y, although it is proved, that it

was in many cases formerly, and still in the 5"' Ct., a kind

of soft and more palatal Z, distinguished from the stronger

and more guttural Z, the value of which is now that of our

common I. The 7_ originated from I was therefore in former

' Of. the Armenian Grammar published in Armenian by Bogratuni (Venice

1852), and Petermann, who states the same in the Memoirs of the Berlin

Academy 1860. p. 82.

' See my exposition about the true character of the tenues, mediae and
aspiratae in my treatise on the Arabic sounds and their transcription in

the Memoirs of the Berlin Academy 1861. p. 105 sqq.
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times written z] or £^ , and took its name 'ib'^ yiun , not

from the quim yat, but from the #^ti liun. Hence the mistake,

that in several Armenian grammars the letter t P^i is reckoned

amongst the liquids. It would perhaps be recommendable to

linguists to distinguish the ^ even in the transcription from

the original i_ by adding the original hook (2_ = y , 'L = y)-

The letter j was originally 1/ or a short i. It is still pronounced

as i in the diphthongs ai and oi. In the beginning and at the

end of words it changes commonly into A, which we write for

the sake of etymology K. The sound of p is that of our com-

mon r, whilst «- is pronounced as a strong double r, which

we write f. The figure and value of $ / is of later origin

and is found almost entirely in foreign words. ^ is the dento-

labial v, not the english w, to which the consonantal «- between

vowels nearer approaches, although it resembles more the w
of middle Germany. The vowel u is represented by its simple

form - only as the second part of a diphthong, otherwise

it is written nt . The letter tr (called fr^ yej) is almost re-

gularly pronounced ye; this is always the case in the beginning

of words, and „ in the same position is pronounced wo.

The vague vowel ^ e is seldom expressed in writing, but

always pronounced in certain combinations of consonants. We
follow in our specimen the actual pronunciation without en-

tering farther into the interesting etymological questions.
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KURD (Zazd dialect).

a a
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The alphabet given above is that of the Zazd dialect, as fixed

by P. Lerch in his Researches on the Kurds. The Kur-

mdnji has no n nor d'. The Kurds have no peculiar writing

nor any literature. There exist only some modern specimens

of their language written in Persian letters. Mr. Lerch

therefore employed in his work the Standard alphabet (see

above, p. 6). The vowel i is not our (, but our vague vowel

e approaching to i. Instead of Mr. Lerch's t and d we have now

proposed to write c'and
J.

There are in the Kurd language many

Arabic words, which, if written in Arabic or Persian writing,

keep all their Arabic letters. But, as the people have no

written literature, we think, that Mr. Lerch was right in

transcribing only the sounds that they really pronounce,

amongst which we see also the Semitic letters q and K.
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uotffd§r; maj( dol taruniy tu^ey radpe maxan aboniy; ama
^alarkan^ niejaste majan, majp^ kudjalarkanan nie xasTcinten;

ama ne ma faraduyunkane; falfayerwazunkane max fudhuluzey

;

oy tux^y dawon ey paPaxJinade, tux? ^'"^ sPurjinade mukhagey
mukk'dc/ma; fauod.

Tagaurian dialect.

^ax fid keti de arwitiy mideg; siydeg uod de nom; ertauod

de paPaxdinad; uod de bar, arwiy mideg kud, zaxjl aideder;

max 4'"'^ oninen rddP maxen dbon; erne x<^^drken ne x<^te maxen,

maxt'er kud x^iidrkenem ne ^astinten; erne ne ma ferdduinken;

fele ferwezinken max fidbilizey; '^U HX^H ^^V ** demon paPaxdi-

nad^ tix eme spirdindd mikk'dgey mikhdgme; fauod.

The Lords prayer. Sjogren, Osset. Sprachl. p. 32.

Remarks.

The Ossetes have uo alphabet of their own; but their system

of sounds approaches so much to the Georgian or Grusinian,

that the Qssete Jalgusidse, as well as afterwards Dr. Rosen,

both found it convenient to employ the Georgian alphabet to

represent the Ossetian language, for which it was necessary to

add but a few consonantal signs. It was by far more difficult

for Sjogren to adapt to the same language the Russian alpha-

bet. This eminent scholar distinguishes three dialects, two

northern, the Digorian and the Tagaurian, and one southern,

which he met with in the writings of Jalgusidse. We use

above the Georgian alphabet , to connect our transcription with

former labours. The letters J) 6 ,3' Qi' g k) have been added

by Jalgusidse, to denote the softened sounds rising from the

gutturals h g k before p i i. Sjogren doubts without reason

about the letter k', which is even demanded to complete the

system and which may exist too in the two other dialects

without having been remarked. He explains erroneously the

letter sjj as g' or gh, since it corresponds, as Rosen rightly

£2
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states, to the sound of our y. The special designation of m

by Sjogren seems to be less essential, since neither Jalgusidse

nor Rosen have made this distinction. We keep however the

letter 3/, though not distinguished by Rosen from i. The Di-

gorian dialect, according to Sjogren has t' d' instead of H. g.

As they are all apparently real palatals, the dialectical dif-

ference can only be very slight, so as to make it advisable

to write also in the Digorian dialect H g. The Ossetian

tenues of our first column of consonants approach perceptibly

to the peculiar pronunciation of the Georgians and other Cau-

casian nations. The true tenuis (cf. above p. 134) is pronounced

with its full explosion, but with closing the glottis and in con-

sequence without any pectoral aspiration (A), after which fol-

lows the new opening of the glottis (^) iu order to utter the

appertaining vowel. Hence our transcription h, t>, p> etc. The

aspirates of the third column have but a slight aspiration, and

we write them so much the more without the spiritus asper

{K f etc.), as their opposition to the first column is already

indicated there. As to the vowels Sjogren makes very nice

distinctions , especially of tha^ different e sounds, of which he

states three gradations, observing, that the most open e

(his ce) approaches very nearly to the English a in hat, fat.

It will certainly be found convenient to reckon his second gra-

dation, the short e, and his third gradation, the long e, both

being nearer to i than ce, as one class in our transcription. We
get therefore two classes, e e and e e, the former being pro-

nounced very open ; and as this class is more frequent in the lan-

guage than e e, we leave the line underneath and write e e and

e e. Likewise we write 6 for the open 0, and for the closed

0, which Sjogren writes 10. The indistinct i sound, the w of

Sjogren, approaches nearest to i, but it has nothing to do with

the hard i, as is shown clearly by the fact, that it softens a

preceding k or g into Jc and g. In the Tagaurian dialect the

letters e, .9; li, g, h, c, j, c', s, f are wanting.
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a a

e

(e)e
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We refer, therefore, to his work in the following remarks.

The Lituanians have no peculiar writing; they use generally

the German or Latin letters with several diacritical marks.

Schleicher follows in general their common orthography, adding

only some nicer distinctions and moreover the accentuation of

the single words, and tlie quantity of the vowels. The ^vowels

not accentuated are represented as long by adding the stroke

above (a u etc.^, and as short by adding occasionally the

sign " or by leaving them without any mark; but the quantity

of the accentuated vowels is expressed by the accent itself,

which is the acute (a) for the long, and the grave (a) for the

short vowels. The dropping of an original n behind a vowel

is indicated by a little hook under the vowel. As this mark

is of no phonetic value, but only an etymological hint, it

may be entirely omitted as in most other languages. If, in

linguistic books, it seems convenient to express the nasali-

sation , with which these vowels once were pronounced, our

sign "
is to be added over them. There are two classes

of e, one open e, and the other closed e. The former bears

no diacritical mark, the latter is marked by Schleicher by

a dot over it (e). But as the latter is by far the most fre-

quent, as even our short specimen may show, we prefer to

mark the open e, aud to leave without dot the closed e (e).

As this closed e (e) is found to be only long, as well as o,

which neither occurs short, it might seem convenient not to

indicate at all the length of e aud o by the stroke. But v?e

think that it would in the contrary offend the reader, and still

more the linguist, to find that amongst the other vowels a e

i u, e 0, a e T u the two unmarked e and o belong exclusively

to the long and not to the short vowels. We write therefore

e and o, as in modern Sanskrit. There are three other vowels,

written by Schleicher e, e and u, which designe three diph-

thongs formed by e i (or e) and o preceding a very short a.

Schleicher describes them as sounding like a," i" (or e") and
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6", and remarkes, that e in old prints was expressed by
ea, and e by ie. The diphthongio nature is certainly to be expres-

sed in our transcription. We indicate therefore the fugitive a
by writing those three diphthongs ed, id and od. There are

besides two other kinds of diphthongs, of which the one, written

di du ii ill by Schleicher, has the accent on the first vowel

the other, written by the same ai au ei or with the accent

of the word ai au ei , on the second vowel. It is of course

necessary to distinguish both, but, as the accent ' on vowels

is destined, in the Standard alphabet, to indicate only the

accent of the word, we prefer to mark rather the accentless

part of the diphthong by the sign of brevity ^, in writing

ai au ei ui similar to ea id od and in contradistinction to di

au ei, by which we distinguish the second kind of diphthongs.

According to Schleicher the a in his diphthongs di du ei is

pronounced long. This distinction, however, which might be

expressed by writing di aii ei seems to us not essential enough

as to be marked in the common writing. We should even

prefer to write only ai au ei, as the combination of these

vowels seems always to be diphthongic, not dissylable, if it

was not for the analogous writing of the diphthongs ed id od.

We refer moreover to the similar formation of diphthongs in

the Rumanian language.

The guttural consonants are often changed into the pala-

tals k g and the dentals t d into c j. This change origi-

nates in a peculiar propensity of the language, prevailing still

more in the Slavonic languages, to insert between the conso-

nant and the following vowel a shade of i or y especially be-

fore one of the palatal vowels i or e. In the Lituanian ortho-

graphy this half 2/ is commonly expressed by i or J, and on

the end of words by an apostrophe or (as in the work of

Schleicher) by our palatal line. We prefer, according to our

principles, to put the stroke also in the middle of the words:

loho, kurniu, as in verp, vem. The guttural I, written already
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in Zemaitic books like the Polish ^, is to be distinguished from

the common I; but the guttural n, as being used only and

always before k and c/, may remain without mark. The letter

c occurs only in foreign words and is to be written ts (or t)

according to its pronunciation.

We add for the convenience of the reader the alphabet of

Schleicher:

Vowels.

(Stand. A.) (Schleicher.) (Stand. A.) (Schleicher.)

a

a

e

e

e

i

I

6

u

u

a a

a d

e e

e

a
c

4

e
t.

= e e e

a

e

6

u u u

u u i^ tj.

ea

id

od

m,

au

ei

ui

di

du

ei

= & e

e e

Of

u u

di

du

ei

ui

ai ai

au au

ei ei

k g
ki,Jc gi,ff

cz dz

t d

p b

Consonants.

(Schleicher.)

Cn)

n

m

sz

r I I

V
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t

3 8(0)

E (w)

A ;^

h(H) X

k

n K H m if\ IS.

AH EH Hit OH KIH

OLD SLOVENIAN.
(Church Slavonic, old Slavonic.)

Glagolitic.

e
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Specimen.

Kij cloveM otu vasti imi suio ovitt i pogubli jedino otu ny[u ne

ostaviti deveti desetu i deveti vu pusttjii, i ideti vu sledu pogi-

biisejS, donideze obresteti jo f I obretu vuzlagajeti na ramja svoi

radvje se, i pristdii vu domu suzivojeti drvgi i soaedi glagole

imu: radujte se su munojo, jako obreto^u ovito svojo pogibu-

sojo. Glagolo vamu, jako take radosti bodeti na nebesi o jedi

nomi grSsinite kajostijimi se neze o deveti desetu i deveti pravidi

nika, ize ne trebujoti pokajanija. Li kaja sena imosti deseti dra-

guinii, aste pogubiti dragiimd jedino , ne vHsiZajeti svetilmika, i

pometeti ^ramii , i isteti prilezino , donideze obrestetif I obretUsi

suzi^oajeti drugi i sosSdi glagolosti: radujte se sit miinojo
,
jako

obreloj(ii dragiimo, joze pagubiju. Tako, glagolo vamii, radosti

bivajeti predii aniigeli boziji o jedinomi gresinite kajostijimi se.

Ev. Luc. 15, 4— 10.

Remarks.

The Old Slovenian, the language spoken in the 9"" century

by the Slovenians in Pannonia, is no longer a spoken lan-

guage. It is now only used for liturgical purposes by the Sla-

vonic nations belonging to the Greek church, as the Russians,

Bulgarians, Servians. It is the most ancient of all tbe Sla-

vonic languages knov^n and therefore of high linguistic interest.

This is also the reason , why we must adapt our transcription

as closely as possible to the old signs, rendering every one

by a distinct and exclusive character, even in those cases,

where the actual pronunciation does not distinguish them. The

monuments of the old Slavonian literature are preserved in two

kinds of writing, the Glagolitic and the Cyrillian. It is now

proved by Miklosich beyond any doubt, that the more ancient

of the two , the Glagolitic , is based on an old national alpha-

bet, which originally was taken from the Greek, but was re-

modelled in the 9"' century and adapted to Christian literature

by the two Slavonic apostles, Cyrillus and Methodius, brothers.
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The so called Cyrillian alphabet was introduced by St, Cle-

mens soon after, about 900, simultaneously with the intro-

duction of Christianity amongst the Slovenians in the countries

of the Haemus. It was soon preferred to the former both on

account of its greater facility of design and its similarity with

th« Greek uncial alphabet from which it only differs by a few

signs expressing letters unknown to the Greek.

The Glagolitic alphabet, as we read it now in the manuscripts,

is not indeed the original, but has evidently undergone several

modifications, owing partly, as we may suppose, to the ar-

ranging hands of Cyrillus, partly to the contact of the later Cle-

mentine (Cyrillian) alphabet and the eastern dialect, to which the

latter was specially adapted. We have in our mode of transcribing

it only consulted this modified form, being almost identical,

as regards the single letters, with the Clementine or Cyrillian.

The vowels a e o in both alphabets offer no difficulty. There

is a secondary form of o, which in the original Glagolitic al-

phabet may have referred to a distinct mode of pronunciation,

(of), but which is now only used for the interjection to, and

may, therefore, be transcribed by 6.

The Glagolitic '^ may have been destined originally for the

guttural i in ui, instead of which we find also &{, the guttu-

ralisation of « being indicated by the prefixion of u. Afterwards

the same sign was also employed for i, though not in all

manuscripts, e and Je, i and ji were first distinguished in the

Cyrillian alphabet, not yet in the Glagolitic, where we find

only/a and ju. The Cyrillian H, although it takes in the alpha-

betical order the place of the Greek H, expressed originally, we
believe, the diphthong ji (H = H), as i' or i the simple i. But U
was afterwards also employed for V, and identified with Glago-

litic ?p. We therefore are now only able to make a convential

distinction in our transcription between 'i (= Gl. 8, Cyr. V), i ov ji

(= GI. T, Cyr. H), and i (= Gl. bBT, Cyr. Zl). The character u
which occurs in the later Cyrillian manuscripts after vowels indi-
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cates the abridgement of /i or i into,/, by which letter we tran-

scribe it.

The compound character in the Glagolitic alphabet for u

and the corresponding double character iu the Cyrillian is de-

rivated from the Greek ov. The Glagolitic letters, which we

transcribe by e o je jo, perhaps also ja and ju, may have had

originally— as we are led to believe from their paleographic

forms— a pronunciation somewhat different from the Cyrillian,

to which our transcription is adapted.

A peculiarity of the Slavonic languages , which probably pro-

ceeds from the presence of certain Tataric elements , consists in

the systematic distinction of guttural and palatal vowels
,
gene-

rally called hard and soft vowels. The guttural or hard vowels

are a u i o o u; the palatal or soft are e l i e e i. The

palatal tendency, however, is so predominant, that not only

the soft vowels, but also the hard are very often pronounced

with a shght preceding i or j. The merely phonetic origin

of this j is testified by etymology as well as by the compound

form of the letters which represent it as adherent to the re-

spective vowels. This is the origin of the diphthongs ja, je,

ji, ju, je and jo. It might be desirable and would certainly

be more consistent with the genius of Slavonic language to

write these compound vowels by single caracters as it is done

in the native writing. The division into two signs, however, is

preferable by more than one reason, and is not against the rules

of our standard alphabet. We have thought it convenient to

write this slight i-sound not by a full consonantic y, but by/, re-

presenting as if it was half a y, although this sign j does not

occur in our general alphabet. This designation offers besides

the advantage of being in concordance with the almost ge-

neral mode of writing adopted by most Slavonic nations writing

with Roman letters , as well as by most of the respective lin-

guists. We have therefore preferred it to any other designation,

which we might have invented. In a similar way also the shor-
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tened and indefinite vowel e of other languages, behind or be-

tween consonants , has taken in Slovenian either the palatal or

guttural form and has become a surd yet perceptible i or m («, u

mutescens). These two sounds l\ i and % u are in most cases

remains of corresponding fuller vowels and were no doubt for-

merly more distinctly pronounced than they are actually. There

can be no doubt that we must follow the original writing in

transcribing them by separate characters. We have chosen for

that purpose the two signs i and m, adopted already in the

Rumanian alphabet, as well as by several linguists. The

sign of brevity ^ is the less objectionable, as the distinction of

long and short simple vowels is little known to the Slavonic

languages. The later pronunciation of the Old Slovenian drop-

ped the M more completely than the i; yet, for etymological

reasons, iZf most also be written even in cases, when it seems

it was not any more pronounced.

The distinction between guttural and palatal pronunciation

applies also to many of the Slovenian consonants, accord-

ing to their combinations with either a hard or soft vowel.

The palatal modification, however, as in the case of the

vowels, is also in this case the predominant, and the only

expressed in writing. The dental consonants, by this modifi-

cation, are generally assibilated; the liquids n I r and in

foreign words also the gutturals ^ g X become palatalised or

softened, in which case they are marked by some diacritic

sign. The character h. however is not by itself a sign of this

palatal modification, but represents still a real vowel, which

only bestowes on those of the preceding consonants, which are

capable of it, the palatalised form. It would be, therefore, in-

exact to replace in our transcription the i by the palatal line

added to the preceding consonant,

The vowel % is unknown to the Glagolitic alphabet. It is

evidently formed by a combination of the Glagolitic -f a with

the Cyrillian \\ % and represents therefore the diphthong ia or
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m. But since the diphthong ia or ja had been expressed from

the beginning by the sign la (analogous to the combinations

je ji ju je jo) and since Miklosich has proved that the character

% could not in many cases where it is employed represent a

combination beginning with/, we do not doubt, even without

referring to other reasons, that the value of t was originally

az", afterwards .e, which on account of its diphthongic origin we

transcribe by e. The frequent interchanges which take place

in the manuscripts between the two signs 'li and Bi, are, in this

respect, of no import.

The diphthongs ru lu ri U are considered by Miklosich

(p. 34 sqq.) as the vowels r I, an opinion which is supported

by the New Slovenian. But historically founded as this ex-

planation seems to be, it could not justify our adopting it

against the Cyrillian mode of writing, by which these sounds

are written as double characters, and even in this combined

form do not figure in the alphabet. Only in those rare cases

where r and I without the addition of u and % represent a

syllable, we might be justified in transcribing them respectively

by r and I.

With regard to the consonants we have still to mention

that we have preferred the single transcription t and ^ to the

combined ts and ds, as being, especially together with c (and J),

more adequate to the Slavonic phonetic system, which opinion

is also supported by the general adoption in the latin Slavonic

alphabets of the corresponding single signs c and z. The con-

ti'acted form for Iji we transcribe by st as it is. done already

in the Glagolitic codex Clozianus. A real softening of the

consonants takes place in the Old Slovenian language only with

regard to the liquids n r I, which in this softened state we

transcribe by n r I'. The consonants & f ks ps are only used

in Greek words. 8 and i{i are only compendia for oy and iut.
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Specimen.

Mh^h 6oHfe! Hjji,a Be^HKora!

Hjih rpMH, H.i' ce semjiba mpece,

H^' y^apa Mope 7 5peroBe?

HnmH rpMH, hhih' ce seyijiba rapece,

Hnrn' y,^apa Mope y 6peroBe,

Befi ^Hjejie 6jiaro cBemiirae^bH:

CBcmH nemap h CBemn HHKoaa,

CseniH loBan 11 CBema IljiHJa

II ca HBHAia CBemH IlaHme^iija;

Hbhm' ^o^asH SjiaaKCiia MapHJa,

PoHH cyse HH3 6is]ejio jian,e.

National songs of the Serbians ed. by Vtik Slefanovii Karajii.

Mili boze! cuda velikoga!

IK grmi, it se zeml'a trese

IF udara more u hregovef

Niti grmi, nit se ieml'a trese,

Nit' udara more u bregove,

Vec dijele blago svetiteli:

Sveti Petar i sveti Nikola,

Sveti Jovan i sveti Ilija,

I sa nima sveti Pantelija

;

Nim' dolazi blazena Marija,

Roni suze niz bijelo litse.

Remarks.

The Serbians, as far as they belong to the Greek church,

write their language in the Cyrillian character, the Roman
Catholics in Roman letters. This language, to which the

Khorvatian (Croatian) is nearly allied , has neither the vowel j,
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nor the two Old Slavonian surd vowels b I and -B m, of which the

former appears only in combination with the characters n and /,

indicating their soft pronunciation, which we render by the pa-

latal line, n ?, as in all the other Slavonic languages. About the

palatal modification of the vowels we refer to the Old Slovenian.

In Serbian the letter p is often used as vowel and forms syl-

lables, although it is not distinguished in writing from the

consonant p. We think it the more necessary to mark the

vowel T by the little circle underneath, as it even occurs be-

fore other vowels, for instance grote umro in three syllables.

In writing c" s s for 4 III 'Ai we have the advantage to

be in concordance with the latin alphabet used already in

the country. The letters t-) and t=) express very nearly

the same sounds as c and dz in the Polish alphabet, where

we refer to for our transcription by c and j. The signs

]|I (= ^a^
J J) and f) (j ) have been added by Vuk Stefanovic.

The pronunciation of X comes nearest to h, as it is written

in the latin alphabet; but in many words of Serbian dialects

it is either omitted or replaced by other consonants.
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RUSSIAN.

1 M y

a e H e lo

afi efi 00 yn aii Ish

(b -b)

Palatalised vowels

:

ja je ji jo ju

aj ej oj uj jaj jpj

(i, vj

( )

Hard vowels : a o

Soft vowels: e e i

K r
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Vo dni tje vlsio ot Kesarja Avgusta povelenije, sddat' pere-
p,a po vsej zeml'e. Sija perepis' biia pervaja v pravlenije

Kvirinija, Sirijeju. 1 poslz vsje vpispa^sja, kaMij v svoj c/orod.

PoM takze i Josif iz GaEl'eji, iz goroda Nazareta, v Judjeju,

V gorod Davidov, naeivajemfj Viflejem, potomu cto on bit iz doma
i roda Davidova, vpisatsja s Marijeju , obruconnoju jemu zenoj'u,

hatoraja biia beremenna. V bitnost' jij tarn, nastupilo vremja

rodit' jej. 1 rodila sina svojeyo perventa, i spelenaia jeyo, i

polozila jeyo v jasli; potomu cto nje biio jim mesta v gostinnife.

Remarks.

1

The pronunciation of the Russian has gradually deviated

very much from the Russian orthography, v It would therefore

be useless to transcribe Russian words literally. The Russian

vowels especially are subject to varying pronunciation, f. i,

a = a, e; a = e, e; i; or e = e, e, o, je, Je, Jo; i = i, ji;

o = 0, a; ire or uii = i?', ij , oj^ and thus the Russian

alphabet as we have given it above, only refers to the re-

gular and original value of the letters, not to their many

later modifications. We agree with the best Slavonic scho-

lars in transcribing the Russian letters according to their

pronunciation and not to their character. The two characters

e = 3 and ii were no doubt originally the same as the Old Slove-

nian c (a) and *, i. e. e or e and e. But since the pronunciation

of t' had in certain combinations passed into e, both signs

were frequently interchanged. In order to economise our dia-

critical signs we write e instead of e, keeping the diacritical

point merely for e, which is of much less frequent occur-

rence. It might even be doubted, if the distinction of e

and e would be at all indispensable and practically conve-

nient. The original value of h = ji is mostly preserved

* Miklosioh, Vergleichende Lautlehre d. Slav. Spr. 1852. Bohtlingk, Ball,

hist, philol. d« I'Acad. de St. Petersbourg. torn. IX, p. 37 ff.

L2
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in the beginning of words and after vowels; i = i occurs only

before vowels. As in the Old Slovenian we transcribe the pa-

latalised vowels by prefixing the lattery, and employ the same

sign for the affixed ii. We follow in this respect only the ge-

neral use of those Slavonic nations which employ Latin cha-

racters. It has appeared convenient not to transcribe at all

the two signs b and t, which in Russian do not form any

more a distinct articulation, but only indicate the preceding

consonant to be either palatalised or not. As we transcribe the

palatalised consonants by adding the palatal line, we do not

require any other sign for b. After gutturals the sign b does

not occur and their pronunciation before the soft vowels is

hardly more different from that before hard vowels than in

any other language; we, therefore, do not express any pala-

talisation of gutturals. The consonants of the palatal row are

not capable at all of a second palatalisation , or it is here at

least so week, that its existence is denied by several scholars.

"We may, therefore, conveniently omit it in our transcription.

It has also been doubted, whether the labials and /• are ever pa-

lataHsed, and this palatalisation, if it ever exists, is at all events,

as far as I can perceive, much weeker than after the dentals.

It may, however, be indicated where according to the Russian

orthography the sign i. is still written behind them. The guttural

or hard ji ? of several Slavonic languages, which is pronounced

with an energetic depression of the middle tongue and a simul-

taneous raising of the behind part of the tongue at the guttural

point, differs so perceptibly from our common Z, as to claim a

special sign, and as the character I for this letter is already

generally used in the Polish and Serbian writing , we can not

hesitate to adopt it also in our transcription. The palatal line oil

may be dropped. The letter r between vowels ceases to be explo-

sive and becomes the soft fricative which we write/. The letters

Y * o only occur in Greek words, v with the double pronunciation

either of i or v, which we render by these two respective signs.
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Milujme se, nedejme se,

Vyhime se, napime se,

Milujme, napime se,

A pah vyhime se. —
Amen, rac to Boze ddti!

Oroduj za nds, svaty Vdclave,

Vejvodo Ceske zeme

!

Milujme se etc. — 'oyhime se.

Milujme se, nedejme se,

Vihlme se, napime se,

Milujme, napime se,

A pak viMme se. —
Amen, rac to Boze ddt'H

Oroduj za nds: svati Vdtlave,

Vejvodo Ceske zeme!

Milujme se etc. — vibime ^e.

Dokud" V nds krev otcu plyne,

Hrud zahrivd, ruce sili:

Sldva ceskd nezahyne,

Hlavu ztyci lev nds bily.

Tak jako medvedum v lese,

Neprdtelum budem hrdti,

Oni hudou tanoovati,

Az zapejem:

Milujme se etc. — vybime se.

Dokud V nds krev ottu pline,

Brud' zahrivd, rute sili:

Sldva ceskd nezahine,

Hlavu ztici lev nds bilf.

Tak jako medvedum v lese,

Neprdtelum budem hrdt'i,

Oni budou tantovati,

Az zapejem:

Milujme etc. — v(bime se.

Hussite song.

Eemarks.

Although the vowels y and y are in modern pronunciation

scarcely distinguished from i and i, yet we have not conceived

ourselves authorised to give up in our transcription this dis-

tinction, which, besides being historical, is moreover still pre-

served in several phonic combinations as well as in the general

pronunciation of certain dialects. The single i is frequently,

especially in the beginning of words, pronounced like Jt, by

which signs we transcribe it in this case. The long o has

changed into u and is now written m, which writing we have

preserved as both concordant with pronunciation and etymo-

logy. The vowels r and I are in the Cheskian alphabet not
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distinguished from the corresponding consonants. We dis-

tinguish them, however, by our usual diacritic sign.

The letter g has been regularly (except in foreign words)

replaced by/* both in pronunciation and writing, which change

we must adopt in our transcription. Also the letter / ig of

fpreign origin but has b^en introduced in a few native words.

The palatalised consonants n i d! we mark by the palatal

line n t' d' . The palatalisation of r has in Cheskian as -well

as in several other Slavonic languages, passed into a slight

assibilation , coming up to a combination of r and f , for which

we have preserved the national transcription by r. The pa-

latalisation of consonants is in Bohemian sometimes marked

above the following vowel (tesme, nadeji, muzne, instead of

t'esmg, nadeji, muzne) or even sometimes not marked at all

(vrdti, oni instead of vrdt'i, ofii). We do not fojlow this irre-

gularity.
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POLISH.
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slyego Tirina. I sli vstsfi, obi se popisalt, kazd( do mjasta

svego. Sedi tez i Josef od GaM'eji z mjasta Nazaretu, do

Judslyej zjemje, do mjasta Davidovego, ktore zotjo Betlehem:

preto iz hji z domu i pokol'enja Davidovego, abi bii popisan

z Marijo poslubjono sobje malzonko, htora bila bremjenno.

Remarks.

About y = i see above p. 54. The distinction in the Polish

orthography between ja, je etc. in the beginning and ia, ie etc.

in the middle of words has neither an etymological nor pho-

netic reason, and we write therefore indistinctly as in all the

other Slavonic languages ja
,
je etc. In the middle of words the

Poles use to write i instead of ji; we write ji according to the

pronunciation. As for the palatal affixe j see above. The h

only occurs in words taken from the „SmaU-Russian". The /
likewise is of foreign origin. The consonants 6 dz s z are

palatalised dentals, the palatal affix of which has been assi-

bilated and the principal consonant assimilated to this assibi-

lation. We are of opinion that the Polish s resembles the

palatal s (s) of several ancient languages; but as identity of

both cannot be proved, and as moreover the Polish sibilants

are of a dental and not, like the other, of a guttural origin,

we have preferred to adhere in our transcription to the native

orthography as closely as possible: and as the palatal line in

our alphabet has another meaning , we have written c s z and

accordingly also j for the Polish c s z and dz. In doing so we

are the more justified as the diacritic sign ' has been employed

in Serbian already by native scholars for the same purpose.

On the other hand it would be a great simplification of

Polish orthography and at least a great orthographic improve-

ment for scientific purposes , if the irrational , complicated and

erroneous compound signs cz sz szcz, as well as the more ra-

tional writings, but which are against other rules of our
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trauscription , de c dz, miglit be given up and replaced by the

simple and rational signs c s sc J t d. The transcription of

r and the other palatalised consonants has been discussed

above, as well as that of the guttural i. The palatal line of I

may also here be dropped (see above p. 156), I being always

palatalised where it is not guttural {I). The vowel 6 has a

very closed pronunciation approaching almost u; we write it

p, which in our general alphabet comes nearest to it. Again

the vowel e sometimes approaches very closely «', and is written

in these cases by careful writers e; we have to render this

pronunciation by our e.

S R B I A N (High-Lusatian , Wendic)

according to different Sorbian writers.

e,e

c,tz,cs, dz,dz

c,cz,z dz,ds
y,e u ^

^
ja je je ji jo jo ju h,c,cz,ci ds,tz,ts

aj ej ej ij oj 6j uj ^ 5 m

ch

s,sch

(/)

n r IjJ^fjl p 1) v m f

h

v,w

r i^

a
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Remarks.

The pronunciation of the vowels written by the native Ser-

bians 6 and 6 approaches very near that of i and u , although

it seems not to be identical with it. We distinguish them,

therefore, also in our transcription in writing them e and o , the

acute ' being against the principles of the Standard alphabet (see

above p. 47). For the same reason , we must replace the signs

ch and y by our j and «'; but we keep the character I, although

it is mostly pronounced as w and has preserved its original

value only dialecticallj. About c see above our remarks on

the Polish alphabet. Tte letters which we have renderd by

d and j are distinguished as peculiar sounds by Tecelin, Seller,

Jordan and others. Miklosich, however, does not mention them

at all. The letters g and / appear only in foreign words.
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RUMANIAN (Walachian).
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Transcription.

Si a fost in zilele acelea , esit'a porunka de la Kesar August,

se se skrie toate lumea. Aceaste skrisoare intim s'a fekut,

domnind in Siriea Kirineu. Si merjea toti se se skrie, fie-

kare in cetatea sa.

With accents.

Si a fost in zilele acelea, esit'a porunka de la Kesar August,

se se skrie todte lumea. Aceaste skrisoare intim s'a f^kut,

domnind in Siriea Kirineii. Si merjea toti se se skrie, fie-

kdre in cetatea sa.

Remarks.

The Rumanian language which is principally spoken in the

Principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia and also in Tran-

sylvania and some isolated neighbouring districts, originated in

the Roman colonies of ancient Dacia, and has preserved, not-

withstanding many foreign admixtures, an essential Romanic

character. It was written formerly with Cyrillian letters,

which, however, in modern times have been replaced by the

Roman, being less heavy and more convenient for Euro-

pean literary commerce. The introduction of the Roman

letters is owing to the endeavours of a number of native

scholars and extends already even to the newspapers. We
may predict that it soon will be generally adopted. It is the

more to be regretted, that it is just the most learned of these

reformers of the Rumanian alphabet, who have encumbered this

reform with unnecessary difficulties by following, instead of

the phonetic principle— which prevailed in the Russian -Ro-

manic alphabet — an etymological. Whilst most other nations

justly endeavour to render their orthography as much as pos-

sible accordant with the successive changes of pronunciation
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and to avoid thereby such inconveniences as are most con-

spicuous in the English orthography, the Rumanian scholars

have generally attempted to bring back the modern language

to the old Roman orthography given up long since so far as re-

gards pronunciation. They write e. g. the vowel i (in their

Russian alphabet Ik) by five different signs, viz. a e i 6 u
and the vowel e (i.) hy a e t 6 u according to the supposed,

yet often problematic, origin of these respective vowels from

a latin a e i o u.

Trying to introduce a doctrinal orthography of this kind

into common writing, would soon cause general confusion.

Wherever a rich and -widely difi'used literature does not protect

an orthography differing from the pronunciation , a nation has

no other corrective for its orthography than its innate feeling

and its living pronunciation; you cannot force upon the people

the result of learned researches, which they can neither ap-

preciate nor understand. Others indeed go not so far; they

follow the simpler principle of preserving for those sounds,

for which the Latin alphabet has no particular letter, the Rus-

sian signs; but thereby they surrender the homogeneity of

writing and its evident advantages. We have above registered

the Russian Alphabet, a mixed and an etymological Alphabet,

and have selected the specimens accordingly. For linguistic

works the notation of the accents of words would be valuable;

we have noted them in a second specimen to show how easily

they combine with our transcription.

A remarkable J)ecnliarity of the Rumanian language, espe-

cially of the northern Daco -Rumanian dialect, is the for-

mation (mentioned above p. 55) of an e vow.el by the side of

the «, which we find in the Slavonic languages. We know

of no native Latin notation of these sounds, which could come

under consideration; our transcription we have tried to justify

at another place.

'

' Transactions of the Berlin Akademy. 1861. p. 151.
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The Rumanian language is distinguished by a multiplicity

of vocalic combinations; it is therefore necessary to mark,

systematically and for the eye , the difference of the numerous

monosyllabic diphthongs from the dissyllabic combinations, con-

taining the same elements as the former. The vowels i and

M, when following upon consonants at the end of words, almost

lose the very body of sound, without disappearing entirely in

pronunciation, being as it were only whispered. We consider

these sounds as identical with the Old-Slovenian L and 'X>, to

which we refer, holding the transcription there proposed i

and M, which moreover is already in general use in the country

itself. We retain also the analogous Rumanian notation of

the short unaccented i and u in the second place of diphthongs

at, ei, n, oi, m, ii, au, eu etc. (as in hmde, voinik, sui, dau),

in order to distinguish these diphthongs from the dissyllabic

combination of vowels ai, oi, ui (as in tain, voire, suit, audit).

From the same reason we note the semivocalic short and

unaccented i, e and o in the first place of the diphthongs m
le 10 iu, ea 6a with the same mark of brevity (as in iarna,

kieie, kiorio, lumea, toate), to distinguish them from the dis-

syllabic ia, ie, ea, oa (as in scrie, Galilea, plod).

The notation c jj s and z results from our general alphabet as

well as t which latter has the advantage of being is use already

in the country; the softened d is rendered d by some authors,

and is said to exist in dialects with the pronunciation dz; but

the common pronunciation no longer distinguishing d from z,

we prefer to omit in transcription the difference.
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scholars. We have given above the alphabet, almost as it is

written by Rask. Scandinavian editors usually write ja, jo,

jo, instead of the m, id, io, of the manuscripts, even where

these diphthongs have grown out of the vowel i by the in-

fluence of a following a or u (nom. pi. skildir the shields, ace.

pi. skioldu, nom. sg. skioldr for skioldur, gen. sg. skialdar). Pre-

mising that in all such cases the vowel i remained the pre-

dominant, we propose to write these diphthongs respectively

iu, to, id, in order to distinguish them from ia = ja, as in

telia (to tell), telium (we tell), which might be written also

telja, teljum. It seems to us not improbable, that the letters

ce and cb, which proceed from a and o before an i of the

next syllable, ought to be considered as real diphthongs,

ui and oi (like the Latin ae for m), although their actual

pronunciation is that of e and o. With regard to the double

c (e and e), pointed out by J. Grimm as having existed in

the old language, we prefer to follow the manuscripts, which

give only one e. The characters P and d represent the hard

and the soft pronunciation of the English th.



y
a

e

i u 10

ai ae aw au oi oe ei ew en

ia ie io iw

WELSH.
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fauh a aedant i'zi tre^u, bob un i'u dinas ei hun. 4. A lose/

hevid a aeQ i vinu o Oalilea, o dinM NazareQ, i ludea, i dinas

David, jr hon a elwir BeBlehem am ei vod o di a 6ilwi€ David.

5. /'«« dreQu gj.d a Mair, jr hon a dywediasid in uraig ido, jr

hon oed in vei^iog.

Remarks.

The vowel y is not the Slovenian hard or guttural vowel ?';

it is the obtuse and indistinct vowel which we have found in

other languages as e, and which we write here i, because it

comes nearest to i, and takes its rise in most cases, though

not always, in i. In modern writing every short i is usually

written y. We write the diphthongs «a, ie, to, m, with the mark

of brevity "', in order to distinguish them from the dissyllabic

combinations of the same vowels. The diphthongs ae and oe,

though often confounded with ai and oi, yet in pronunciation

differ from them slightly; we therefore write them ae and oe.

The aspirated liquids n, m, r, are peculiar to the Welsh, and

we prefer to put the sign of aspiration over the. letter instead

of placing the full h after it, the aspiration being more closely

connected with the liquid letter than the composition with h

would indicate. The fourth liquid letter, viz. I, has likewise,

besides its simple pronunciation, an aspirated one, expressed by

doubling it, U. As in this case the I becomes at the same time

a palatal pronunciation , the middle of the tongue touching the

palatal point on the palate , and the aspiration passing on both

sides of the tongue over the eye-teeth, it might be still more

exact to render this letter by t ; we omit, however, the pa-

latal line, to spare a diacritical sign which is not absolutely

necessary, there being only one aspirated ?. The letter w is

the vowel u before consonants, and the consonant w before

vowels. The letter 2 occurs only in foreign words.
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a.iM.a

i.ai

HEBREW.
Former pronunciation.

- 1

k g

t -

n S t d

p b

Later pronunciation.

V
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n\TS!< tov'T 7. : ;oS D-;q i'^a V^riD \n''i D';sn -q-ina yipn \n^

bvD -ittJx D^sn i^ai v^?.1^ ^^.^^. ""?'?. 1^?'?'"! r? '''!'.?!1 ^"'R^T"'^

. ; - - I. T-^

Genes. 1, 1—7.

Fojrmer pronunciation.

1. Bi ra'asit harq'a 'ilahim 'it ha samqim uq 'it hq 'qrs,

2. Ua ha 'ars hqiqtqh tuhu uq buhu, uq Xf^^ '?^ lP'}'>^^i tqhum

uq rur 'ilqhim mqrqjqpt 'ql pqnqi hq mqim. 3. Uq iq'qmqr

'ildhim: iahi 'qur , uq iqhi 'qur. 4. Uq iqr>q 'ilqhim 'it hq

'aur hi tauh; uq iqbdil 'ilqhim bain hq 'qur uq bqin hq ^usk.

5. Ua iaqra'a 'ildhim la 'aur iaum, ua la rusk qara'a lailah;

ua iahi >arb ua iahi bu-qr iaum 'ayad. 6. Ua ia'amar 'ildhim:
Q O (/ Q O O.XO OyL O

iahi raqi,' bi tquk hq mqim, uihi mqbdil bqin maim Iq mqim.

7. Ua ia'qs 'ilqhim 'it hq raqi', uq iqbdil bqin hq mqim 'qsqr

mi-tart la o'aqi' ua bain ha maim 'asar mi-'al la raqi,'; ua
o oj\j ooJ. 00 O o oo oo ooX-^o

iahi kin,
o o

Later pronunciation.

1. BerS'stB bard' 'ilohtm 'e-& hassdmayim ive'S^ hd'dres.

2. Weh'ddres hdyeOdh 66hu ludvohu, we^osej^ 'al pene dehorn

weruj 'cldhtm mera;(dfe-& 'al pene hammdyim. 3. Wayyo'mer

'ilohtm: yeht '6r loayeht 'or. 4. Wayyar' 'elohtm 'eOhd'or kl

too ; wayyavdel ' 'elohtm ben hd'or uven hajosej. 5. Wayyiqrd'

'elohtm Id'or yom, welaj[6sej^ qdrd> Idildh; wayeht lerev wayehl

voqer yom 'ej(dd. 6. Wayyo'mer 'elohtm : yeht rdqt' be&of

hammdyim, wtht mavdtl ben mayim Idmdyim. 7. Wayywas

'elohtm 'e&hdrdqt' , wayyavdel ben hammayim 'dser mittaja^

Idrdqti uven hammayim 'dser ine'al IdrdqtS; wayeht fen.

Remarks.

The Hebrew writing of our books and manuscripts is re-

markable as being composed out of two apparently hetero-
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geneous elements of a very different date and origin. The
one element contains real characters, which, although their form

was slightly altered after the exile, yet, as to their figure

and alphabetic composition, belong no doubt to the oldest

epochs of Hebrew, or perhaps even Semitic civilisation^ The
other element, the pointing, was added only about seven

hundred years after Christ. By this addition no character of

the old sacred text was altered; it only served to fix the tra-

ditional pronunciation. According to the opinion now ge-

nerally received , the old pronunciation did not differ from the

modern one. The ancients, it is supposed , wrote only the con-

sonants, and left all the vowels to be supplied by the reader.

Our opinion is, that a mere consonantal alphabet would presup-

pose by far too abstract a phonic doctrine on the part of its

inventors , and , even if such a systematic separation of the

consonants had been possible , there would have been no reason

for not inventing, corresponding signs for the other separated

element, viz. the vowels. Moreover the first and most neces-

sary requisite of every writing is its intelligibility, which could

not be attained without written signs for the principal and

most expressive vowels. We therefore consider the Hebrew

alphabet to have been, like all the other old Asiatic alphabets,

essentially syllabic, i. e. representing by each character a full

vocal syllable. With this syllabic character of the Hebrew

letters it is not incompatible, that the inherent vowel is occa-

sionally replaced by another pure vowel following, or eclipsed

by the influence of the accent of another vowel in the same

word. The two characters -^ and i represented in the old

Hebrew, as in the other Semitic alphabets, the two vowels i

and u, being the two most remote from the vowel a , and there-

fore the most important in writing. They were primitive

vowels in many words, in which they are still pronounced as

such, as in the i-oots ii^ din, n^itJ sur, or in the proper names

JIT'S Sidim (Sidon) 2idi6v, \v)s Siun (Siyyon) 2iwv.
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Placed, however, before other vowels in the beginning of

a syllable they represented also the semivow^els y and w, into

which, according to their nature, they usually pass in the

(Jreek and Latin, and almost all languages. Yet, this se-

mivocalic power is only a derivative and secondary one, the

primary being always and even in the pointed writing its

vocalic power. One might be inclined to attribute also to the

letter n a mere vocalic power in the primitive writing, con-

sidering the frequent use of the n quiescens in the pointed

writing, and comparing the letter y|y a in the analogous old

Persian writing. But a further consideration disproves this

opinion. It is as easy to prove that the letter |yy in the name

of
yy yyy SHf }(,* ^fS ^yy << Dariawus

{^^;i-)-^^,
Darius) has no con-

sonantic element, as to prove that the letter !< in Sli^trS Sa'ul

2aovl (part, of hi<^ sa'aT) has no vocalic element. The Se-

mitic X never takes a semivocalic power, nor is it an aspi-

ration, but a slightly explosive consonant. The condition of

the N quiescens is therefore totaly different from that of the

•i or T quiescens.

If the assertion is selfevident, that each system of phonetic

writing must represent the most essential and prominent ele-

ments of that language, for which it was originally intended,

we must presume, that in the language which was first written

with this Semitic alphabet , only three vowels were necessary

to make it intelligible, a, i and u, as in the old Egyptian, old

Persian, Assyrian, and likewise, though with a separation of

long and short vowels, in the Sanskrit, the Arabic and other

languages. We may be almost sure, that also the Hebrew

language of the time of Moses and David did not yet distin-

guish all the vocal shades , represented in the pointed system of

the 7"" century after Christ , but only the three principal vowels

fl, i and te. But the language of our oldest Hebrew texts suppo-

ses already the separation of long and short vowels, which was

indispensable for certain grammatical distinctions. Yet the old
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writing knows only one i and one u and no separate a. We
must therefore suppose either that this writing was invented

for a condition of the Hebrew language before the time, to

which our historical knowledge of it reaches, or that it was
taken from another people and therefore, from the beginning,

was defective in expressing the Hebrew vowels. This dis-

crepancy between pronunciation and writing necessarily in-

creased in the space of perhaps 2000 years, the former always

advancing, the latter being stationary, till the invention of the

vowel-points brought them both again together. The question

now is, whether and how far our way of transcribing may be

applied even to the oldest Hebrew text and its primitive pro-

nunciation. We still have a certain number of unpointed

texts of several other Semitic languages, the writing of which

we may likewise suppose to be defective. The usefulness of

a general and regular way of transcribing these texts as well

as the oldest Hebrew, in a linguistical point of view, can

scarcely be contested ; for a transcription oiFering to the reader

only unreadable consonants is certainly as inconvenient as a

transcription with more or less arbitrary vowels, of which the

genuine are not discernible from the hypothetical. We may

therefore be justified in proposing a transcription according to

our views especially in application to the oldest Hebrew, for

the interpretation of which we possess more ample means.

The principal thing to be done in this respect is, to separate

in the language the ancient phonic elements from the later.

A later origin and introduction we attribute to all the fri-

cative modifications of consonants (indicated by the non inser-

tion of the dagesh lene), which are of mere phonic import

without any grammatical signification. The age of the pro-

nunciation indicated by the dagesh forte, which also serves

to distinguish grammatical modifications, is more doubtful.

Whilst in reference to the pointed writing we propose

transcribing the dagesh forte ( as the Arabic tesdid) by
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duplication of the consonant, we should, as regards the old

writing, prefer the transcription with the usual line of dupli-

cation above the consonant.

As to the vowels, the difficulty of a regular transcription

is greater, owing to the defectiveness of the old writing. The

gradual increase of vowels may be considered a general rule

in most languages. The later origin and secondary value

of the pointed vowels in Hebrew cannot be contested; this

results also from the fact, that they no-where, like the old

vowels 1 and i , distinguish different roots. The e and o vowels

of the pointed system may still be traced back to their respec-

tive primary vowels, and replaced by them without altering

or obscuring the language itself. But it has already been ob-

served, that the Hebrew language in all parts of the Old Testa-

ment supposes the distinction of a short i and u as well as

of a long a, although they are not separately expressed. We
must in consequence supply these vowels, where they are wanted.

It is another imperfection of the old writing, that it does not

indicate , whether the inherent vowel a or no vowel at all is

to be pronounced. We find the same defect in the Old Egyp-

tian and Habessynian writing, as well as in several modern

Indian writing systems in which no (Sanskritic) virdma is used,

and the nearest analogy occurs in the old Persian. We are

thus at a loss to know, except by inference from the pointed

writing , or from grammatical laws , or from foreign transcrip-

tion, whether we have to read i as i, or as gi, or as the semi-

vowel ^ (y), and i as m , or as gu , or as the semivowel u (w).

In fact 1 was pronounced as i in niiJiSt* 'Alisgh ('Eltsdh) 'EXiaa,

(Vi Siun (Siyyon) 2ilov; as gi in l^^p Qgingn (Qenan) Kaivar,

a-;-isa Mgsrgim (Misrayim) MsdQatfi ; as i (y) in '^-^y Igrdgn

(Yarden) 'loQdavog, ]^id Mgdign (Midyan) Madidf.i; and i as

u in -\^w>i 'Asur ('AsMr) IdaaovQ; ~i^\ Lud (Lud) ylovd; as

gu in \\DV ,'Asgu OEsdu) 'Baav, ^v-\ Rgtgu (Relii) 'Payav; as

u (iv) in nia-i^ Ninguih (Nineweh) Nivavi, ]v Igiign (Ydwan)
"Icovav, iiS Liiii (LewtJ ylevi.
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It is evident, therefore, that to make from any unpointed Se-

mitic writing a proper and readable transcription, a previous

knowledge of the language is indispensable. Modern researches

have taught, that, among the pointed vowels, long — (a)

takes its rise mostly in a, short — (o) in w, long — (a)

always in a, short — {e) mostly in i, ^^ (e) in i or

ai, — (o) in u or au, or in a degenerated a; •>— and i

answer to the old heavy vowels i and u, ^— and i to old

ai and au; -;- (i) and — (w), as well as ^- sewa mobile

take their rise often in old a. These general facts afford a

general rule for transcription, without however superseding the

special consideration of each particular case. Our specimen

will best show, what is here meant. But it is important, that

the reader should always be able to distinguish immediately

the vowels added by the learned transcriber from those written

in the original text. The former are to He indicated for this

purpose by the little circle placed imderneath.

In transcribing the pointed writing, it is not less de-

sirable to facilitate to the reader as much as possible the dis-

tinction between the old and the later writing. Apparently

this might be attained by treating, in harmony with the re-

ceived view, all old characters, including •^ and i, as pure

consonants, and the new points as the only vowels, e. g. 13

My, V^p~\ roqiy', iixn hd'owr, nxo towv, ]•'^^ uwveyn. The

reader, then, would in the transcription have simply to re-

gard all consonants as representing the old writing, all vowels

as representing the points. This mode of transcription, however,

would not only offer to the eye a form of writing incapable of

being read (nobody being able to pronounce combinations such

as -iy'y -owv) and therefore offensive in itself, but it would

not even correspond to the intentions of the authors of the

pointed system , who, according to our view, did not mean—
as little indeed as the old writers themselves—to consider the

> and 1 as consonants, which they never could have been.
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The notation ^— , 1, >— and i , diifered from long — , —

,

-- and — , no longer in sound but only in origin. In tran-

scription, however, the distinction is necessary; we, therefore,

represent the combination of the ancient character and the

points by t, u, e, o, the simple vowels if long by i, u, e, 6,

if short by i, u, e, o. The distinction. between long and short

vowels , although the authors of the pointed system neglected

it, is the more necessary, as the difference of quantity, at

least in — and -7-, coincides usually with a difference of

origin. The long — , being pronounced by those who used the

points, and still by the Spanish and other Jews, as a very

broad 0, was indicated by the same sign as the short 0, although

the former originated in a, the latter in u\ and the long —^ (e)

taking its rise in a was not distinguished from the short -7- {e)

which took its rise in i. We prefer, following other authorities,

the transcription of long — and —^ by a and a instead of o

and e; and for the sake of etymology we represent i and —
by and e instead of and e, the diacritical point not being

indispensable. The shortest pronunciation of the vowels — , —
and — , by which they lose—not indeed in reality, but in the

laws of the Hebrew rhythmic system—their syllabic value,

is indicated by the addition of a hwa. We have already in

other cases expressed this extreme shortness, which amounts

almost to a total absence of vocalic sound, by putting the

sign of brevity above the letter; we therefore write a, e, 0, for

-r? —
1
— The same mark might be placed above the sewa

mobile |, if this were not already sufficiently marked by the,

little circle.

The vocalic organism of the Hebrew language at the time of

the introduction of the points will in its remarkable regularity

best appear in the schema given above. There we see, starting

from the central vowels a, «', u, in a vertical direction the weake-

ned, in an horizontal direction the gradually strengthened vowels

on. each side in their regular position; and those signs, which
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have a double pronunciation (-7-, — , — , —), are found by
the side of each other, as are also on the other hand those

diflFerent signs, which have the same pronunciation. (— and
>— , — and -i — , — and i, — and ',).

There is no distinction in the Hebrew writing between the

sewd mobile, which we write e, and the sewd quiescens, which

we omit altogether, because it was not pronounced at all.

In our specimen we have, for the sake of comparison with

the old writing, retained the sign of n ' in the beginning of

words; being, however, there necessarily understood, it may

be omitted as in the Arabic writing. The pa^aj(^ furtivum,

as indicating only the natural phonic transition from the vowels

i, e, M, to one of the deep gutturals .1 , v, n , does not want

any transcription. The letter 3, when it becomes fricative, we

transcribe j[, since it was doubtless spoken nearer to the pa-

latal point than n
;f.

The guttural (emphatic) pronunciation

of 13 (arabic _b) and s (arable l>^) is undoubted; we there-

fore write t and s; to regard the former as a medial— on ac-

count of the Arabic _b = ^ (see below)—there is no reason.

The ancient sound tn ^ was later split up into a deeper

sound aJ and a clearer one ii', which latter approached very

near to D s, and therefore must have been spoken much like

the Polish s (see above p. 161). The signs
;f, /, -d, d, require

no farther explanation. The accents of words, where it ap-

pears useful to mark them , may easily be added.
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SYRIAN.

_ 0-
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Remarks.,

Besides the old points of the Syrian writing, we find

in the manuscripts, since the 7* century, also the Greek

vowels added to the Syrian letters in small figures, as we
have exhibited them above. They represent the five vowels

a, e, i, 0, tc, of which a is always short, o (= p, replacing

an older long a) and i are always long, e is long, when united

with w.* (as vowel-sign) or ] quiescens, short, when placed

without either, and u, always united with o (as vowel-sign),

is sometimes long and sometimes short. The short ^ e re-

presents in the language at the same time the short i; we follow,

however, in this respect the indigenous writing, transcribing it

by e. The want of an indication where an audible sewd is to be

pronounced and where the consonant alone without any vowel

is spoken, exists also in the Syrian writing. Tradition alone

supplies this imperfection. In the modern pronunciation the

feeble consonantal sound of 1 'is often dropped entirely,

although the letter is still written, and the appertaining vowel is

then immediately connected with the consonant preceding the 1 :

e. g. daloho' , is pronounced instead of de>aloh6>. In such cases

we propose to keep, for the sake of etymology, the sign ',

but to place it over the vowel connected with it, writing e. g.

ddloho'. The same letters represent in Syrian writing the ex-

plosive and their corresponding fricative letters. Sometimes

the former are indicated by a dot over them , the latter by a

dot beneath; but usually those dots are omitted. In every case

the transcription has to follow the pronunciation.
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ARABIC.
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Suratu 'I haqarati. Bismi 'lldhi 'l-raKmdni 'l-raHimi.

1. ^dlika 'I kiidbu, Id raiba fihi huddn lit muttaqina, 2. alla-

dina yu'minuna hi 'I yaibi, wa yuqfmuna 'l-saldta, wa mimmd
razaqndhum yunfiquna, 3. wa 'lladina ywrninuna bimd unzila

ilaika wamd unzila min qablika, wa hi 'I a^irati hum yuqinuna.

4. Uld'ika 'ala hudan min rabbihim, wa uld'ika humu 'I mufliKuna.

5. Inna 'lladina kafaru sawd'un 'alaihim a'andartahum am lam

tundirhum; Id ywrninuna. 6. jj/ito?»a 'lldhu >ald quluhihim, wa

'aid samHldm, wa laid absdrihim yisdwatun, wa lahum 'addbun

'adimun. 7. Wa mina 'l-ndsi man yaqulu : dmannd hi 'lldhi tva

hi 'I yaumi 'I dji[iri^ wa md hum bimu'minina, 8. yujddi'iina

'lldha wa 'lladina dmanu, wa md yaj(da?una Hid anfusahum,

wa md yas>'uruna.

Remarks.

Our only object here is the written language and its pro-

nunciation, as it has been fixed very accurately for the Koran

and faithfully handed down. This pronunciation is still fol-

lowed by the Readers of the Koran, and is in use in a num-

ber of Bedouin tribes. The manifold deviations of the mo-

dern dialects have never been admitted in writing; and the

pronunciation of the Koran is still everywhere understood

and regarded as the best. When, however, in particular

cases it is desirable to render a difi'erent dialectic pronuncia-

N
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tion by Roman characters, then it is necessary to determine

first the individual pronunciation— as is done by Eli Smith in

his appendix to Robinson's Palestine — and to transcribe it

accordingly.

Arabic writing, like that pronunciation which the Or-

thoepists teach, distinguishes only three vowels, a, i, u,— which

may be long or short— and two diphthongs, at and au. The

latter have sometimes lost their second element in pronunciation,

though in writing it is retained; f. i. Jj:, »jLo Salat, salauta,

are pronounced 'ala, saldta. It is the same as with the

t stibscriptmn in the Greek, which is still written but not

pronounced. This analogy will justify our writing in such cases

even in Arabic— for etymological reasons — an i or u sub-

scriptum: 'ala , saldta. In the Article al, the vowel, when fol-

lowing upon a vowel, is passed over, which, like other eli-

sions, we note in the European manner by an apostrophe. The

sign Madda — is eilher a mark of the length of the vowel,

and then to be rendered accordingly; or it represents at the

same time » Hamza, in which case this will have to be added:

jjLui sana'dnu. The perpendicular i^af/ia , also, is mostly only

the sign of a long vowel.

Hamza (see above p. 68) must necessarily be transcribed

only in the middle of words; in the beginning its omission

produces no ambiguity; we write therefore ywrninuna, but

alladina instead of mlladina. Our sign of / for p shows its

phonetic relation to the weaker « ^, and has moreover the

practical advantage of being convenient before a capital letter

in the beginning of names: ;Ali, tAkka. Of ^ = A' and -Ji = q
we have spoken above (p. 69), as also of the Unguals or gut-

turo-dentals -b, J=, i_>o, 0:0, d, d, s, z. With respect to the accu-

rate pronunciation of the latter sounds, especially the medial

Ja d, which hitherto by European scholars has been taken

for a tenuis and therefore connected with the basis t (th, t, 't, t),
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we refer our readers to a special treatise by the author, in

which these questions are discussed at length. ' It may be
doubted whether ^ is to be rendered by g or /, the former

representing the older and purer, the latter the more general

modern pronimciation ; we prefer the latter , for which we find

an additional reason in the fact, that the foreign languages

which have adopted this letter with the whole Arabic alphabet

or in Arabic words, almost universally pronounce it/. The
TeMld < is a sign of reduplication of the consonant over which
it is placed; in transcribing, the consonant itself is to be re-

peated instead. The Jasm " is of importance only in syllabic

writing, showing the absence of a vowel; in transcription it

requires no distinctive mark. In all cases of assimilation of

consonants, the etymological point of view must prevail in

transcription as it does in the native writing, the assimilation

being generally self evident even for us. We write therefore

radadtu, ajadti, not radattu, ajatti. The article al ought to be

always kept separate , according to the custom in all European

languages; only, before the solar letters its assimilation, pro-

ducing a closer connexion in sound with the following noun,

may be marked by a line of connection. We therefore write

al kitdbu, but al-raKim, al-nasu, |^to show the pronunciation

arraKim, anndsu. The almost general extinction of the sound

of 8 h at the end of words is no reason why it should not

be noted there, as in the midst of words, by h. In the same

manner, » at the end is to be transcribed h, when pronoun-

ced so; but when spoken as t, is to be written t. There

is no difficulty in making this distinction, as the difiierent

pronunciation of s is determined by a definite rule.

1 On the sounds of the Arabic language and their transcription. Publi-

cations of the Berlin Academy 1861.

N2
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GE5EZ (ETHIOPIC).

h
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Remarks.

The Abyssinians have transformed the old Himiaritic writing

into a complete syllabarium , divided into seven rows according

to the different inherent vowels. Five of them are pronounced

with the long vowels a, 8, f, o, u; the first row, which alone

we have exhibited above, with a short a approaching in pro-

nunciation to e, and the sixth either with the obtuse vowel e

or without any vowel. This latter uncertainty has been ob-

served already in several other languages (see above p. 178).

To show the true character of the language, it is important

to mark all the long vowels with the sign of length over them,

although the first of them alone (a) has a short one (a) cor-

responding to it. The sixth form of y and w (^ ye and <D" loe)

is also employed to express the short diphthongic i and u

after vowels. The consonantal value oiy and w, in fact, dis-

appears in this position, and it seems therefore justifiable to

deviate in such cases from the indigenous custom, which is

only a consequence of the syllabic writing, and to write in

our transcription ai and au according to the pronunciation in-

stead of ay and aw.

Amongst the consonants, the Semitic letters s, t, are wanting.

The sound of TU and of ii is at present the same. But the Am-

haric palatal row, the forms of which are all taken from

those of the dental row, shows plainly that fl belonged to

the dentals and was formerly pronounced s, and that UJ in

consequence corresponded to s. The same conclusion is ar-

rived at from the palaeographical form of tii, as well as from

etymological reasons. Two classes of sounds are not found in any

other Semitic alphabet. One of them is the same as the Ossetian

class oi tenues (see above p. 140). Our transcription by k% t\

etc. renders exactly the pronunciation. The other is a new

local class , which may be regarded as a peculiar developement

of the Semitic q. It is of a deep guttural nature, and palaeo-
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graphically derived from the next guttural class k,
ff, J, k',

which latter is pronounced somewhat nearer to the palatal point.

Some scholars call the letters of the former class diphthongs,

regarding the characteristic phonic element of the class as a

vocalic u belonging to the following vowel. If we had here

to deal with an augmentation of the inherent vowel, we should

find the same augmentation as well after other consonants as

after the gutturals. But it is only a peculiar deep gutturalisa-

tion of the consonantal element, approaching in some respect

to the sound of kw, gw, etc.—in a similar way as the palatals

k, g etc. in other languages approach to the combination of

%i ^y, etc.— without being identical, however, with the com-

bination of the two letters k and w, or g and w, etc., which

would have been written "nO), 70), etc. The transcription

by k, g etc. would give a right hint to the reader, but ap-

pears too artificial and unusual. We prefer therefore to

write k, g, j, k\ adding the guttural point over them. With
regard to the letters 6 , H , A , it results from the whole system

of sounds in this language, that they form a peculiar class of

explosive letters, corresponding to the other classes. Their

original pronunciation was probably t', d\ t'\ and afterwards

t, d, t\ the medial of which (d) passed finally into the pure

fricative z, as we find it pronounced in Amharic.
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Remarks.

The Amharic alphabet differs from the Getez only by the

accession of several new sounds, which by the inhabitants are

called „Islamitic", being indeed for the most part Arabic sounds.

To these belong especially the palatal letters c", /, w, s, s, c',

all derived as to form, from the corresponding dentals. The

sibilant UJ, which originally, as we have observed in reference to

the Oe'ez, seems to have been sounded as s, has been divided,

as in Hebrew, into two sounds; the letter to being confined

to the sharper sound s, which must have approached the Po-

lish s, and Pi being added to represent the deeper sound s.

The letter rfi, corresponding in Oe?ez with the Arabic ^ K,

had lost in Amharic its strong breath, being almost weakened

to the sound of the simple XJ, h. In a subsequent time, there-

fore, when Arabic words, containing the letter-, K, were in-

troduced into Amharic, a new Amharic letter was wanted to

express this strong spirans, and "^ was added for this pur-

pose. We distinguish in consequence this new letter from the

older one only by a diacritical point, placed under it, K. The
vocalisation is the same as in the Gelez.
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Specimen.

(5M?|.(SsJ.(gT° 1.0Ml .

a^f]%s\i . ^^^fT . mvf

'^A/V^^

;^«saw^ (ptiiitt^, 2'e'ffwy;(<s). Takrut(ph^v], Taxelwd-ig). Kqnbut,

Kamhatt (Kaf.i^vai]g'). J^siarsa (cuneif. J^saym-sa, liSi-i^TrriN,

SsQ^rjg). Klaupatra. Pian^ {0ivd'/rji^'). aim (6gOOT). aAef

(eg,e,T"). se6a (ceSj). bani (Sonj). of (^.q, ^.^.q). ma
(MHl, lie). Bar (^v:^_). nehesi (negros and) nehesitu (negres-

ses). iuma (eiOAl, JO«). kalm (KM5g). ^-ewi; ((S'onT),

Aayte {K6.K£). anuk (^.nOK). fefr/i (^«5p8-)- ska (CKi.J).

matai (««;.TOJ). A|6m (ftlSoTJ, g^.SIOTJ). %« (&AT).

ta^" (2^^.TC[J). j*""^! (^pOTJ). jg/i! (OJdqT). suten (COTTIT).

Remarks.

The hieroglyphic writing was at all times essentially an ideo-

graphic writing, in which every sign expresses a whole idea

and its corresponding words. It is true that we find from
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the oldest times a certain number of pure phonetic signs inter-

mingled with them, but of secondary nature. Those are not

intended to supplant the ideographic signs, but to suggest the

proper words for them, fo supply them with grammatical forms,

and to write foreign names. Besides those two classes of

signs, there are others of an intermediate nature. It is evi-

dent that our transcription could not reproduce in any way
this complicated system of writing ; we have only to deal with

its phonetic part and to determine the diiferent sounds of the

ancient language. This task has been accomplished once al-

ready by the Egyptians themselves, viz. by the Christian Egyp-

tians, when they changed their indigenous writing for the*

Greek alphabet, adding to it six new characters for the same

number of sounds peculiar to the Egyptian and unknown to

the Greek language. The comparison of the old Egyptian

with the Demotic and Coptic writing, and the examination

of proper names transcribed anciently from hieroglyphics into

foreign languages and vice versa, are the principal means

to determine the old Egyptian pronunciation. They are per-

haps not quite sufficient to remove all the doubts, which are

still entertained amongst Egyptian scholars, yet I may refer

to what I have said on this point in another place.'

The pronunciation of the Egyptian sounds, as given above

in our transcription , is what the later Egyptians themselves

gave to the hieroglyphic signs. They may have erred in some

points, but those points are doubtful also for us, and it would

therefore be advisable not to decide any thing in advance of

this later pronunciation , before those doubts have been tho-

roughly removed. We add here only a few remarks on spe-

cial points.

The short vowels rarely were written, but were regarded

as conveyed in the respective consonants. The three vowel

1 Jionigsbach p. 163 sqq.
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signs \ ^ : 0, which are imperfectly distinguished in the

corresponding Demotic, are not distinguished at all in the

Coptic words, and in the transcription of Greek and Roman

names. All three are rendered in the Coptic and in these

transcriptions b)^ the vowel a, with which e and o are regarded

as identical. In the hieroglyphic writing, however, they very

rarely interchange with one another. There 1] is mostly

found in the beginnig of words, ^ mostly in the middle or

on the end of words. The sign d seems to have expressed

originally long a, which not seldom passed into o, as from

the Demotic sign 2fr = o, representing the hieroglyphic q,

as well as from the Coptic , might be inferred. To the same

sign we find in Hebrew V often corresponding, and this letter

might then also indicate rather the lengthening of the pre-

ceding vowel, not the consonantal sound /, which seems to

have been always unknown, as well as the sound of f< ', in

the Egyptian language. The sign \\ appears first in the end

of the Old reign, and in the perpendicular form ||. This may

have been an abbreviation of l)q, but seems to be used rather

for the, short i, in contradistinction to iji], which represents

long I or e. Between _p and the later introduced sign (2, both

standing for u, there is no difference to be observed. More

seldom is ^ , which perhaps was meant for long u or o.

Almost all the consonants seem to contain originally a cer-

tain implied vowel, or at least to unite more easily with cer-

tain vowels then with others. We observe principally two

classes of consonants in this respect, the one of which prefers

to be followed by the vowel a, the other by u or i. In this,

too, we find the reason, why in later times the consonantal

value of certain signs has changed through the influence of

the following vowel. Especially the closed vowels u and i

caused not seldom , as we know also from other languages,

an assibilation or softening of the preceding consonant.

Accordingly, we find /) mostly united with a, ^:;::^ more
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often with u or i. To both corresponds k in Coptic and in

Greek names, and d in Hebrew names. It is true that we

find not seldom Hebrew p g' for hieroglyphic A\ but this is

as little able to prove, that the Egyptians had the merely
- o - JO

Semitic sound of p, as the regular Arabic writing s-I^J^

Qleobatrah is to decide anything about the pronunciation of

the Greek x or x. In the Demotic writing, the signs cor-

responding to the hieroglyphic A and v « express indifierently

the sound k, and the union of either of them, with the demotic

substitute for the hieroglyphic FD, expresses the Greek x, which

was pronounced kh. The demotic sign for '^^^, however,

had in other cases also the sound of the Coptic letter ^, which

itself took its form from that sign and was pronounced li or c.

This proves clearly enough, that the hieroglyphic language

did not know the sound of the Coptic ^. Instead of A we

find sometimes the sign ^ , and instead of '^z:^ we find also

ffi, which letter, however, by the present hieroglyphic scho-

lars is generally confounded with il\ (= ®). There is no

single character in the Hieroglyphic nor in the Demotic writing

for the sound of the medial g, which in demotic is sometimes

written ;Z i. e. "^ = nk (cf. also the hieroglyphic ~X
for Hebrew p in the originally Semitic name of the Bubastide

king Sisaq — Sisank). The characters d, J, s==i for t re-

place one another often, though not in all cases. The fol-

lowing characters c:^>, "^
, I,,

which occasionally change

with one another and sometimes also with the preceding cha-

racters, show a tendency to duplication, tt. Afterwards, they

are inclined to pass into the sound of the Coptic Z. = c, which

Coptic sign indeed seems to come from the demotic form of hiero-

glyphic |. The original hieroglyphic pronunciation i! was howe-

ver known even as late as in Roman times. The same character

is found sometimes as substitute for the Hebrew s, as in

4^'T'tL) ^«*'?? which has been compared with the Hebrew

-ITS or -IS Sor, Tyrus; but in these cases we must remember
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that by the side of the Hebrew s there is commonly found;, as

an older sound, the Aramaic a, as in «~im, Turd>, from which

also the Greek form TvQiog is taken. The choise of the

hieroglyphic ^ was due perhaps rather to the decided emphatic

pronunciation of t3 in such cases then to the assibilitated pro-

nunciation of X. The medial sound of d in foreign names was

sometimes indicated in hieroglyphics by ^^, q| and in De-

motic by 2Zl i. e. wi; this proves sufficiently that the Egyp-

tian language did not use the simple sound of d. ^^ p con-

nects itself readily with a, D with u or i. The identity of

the consonantal value in both results from the fact, that ori-

ginally D was added to the less frequent ^ in order to in-

dicate its phonetic value. There is no doubt about the sound

of 6, which before u and i is mostly written J, before «,

often h. The sounds of m and n have never changed by the

influence of the following vowel; O = nu dropps its inherent

u only in later times. The characters in and \ , although they

rarely interchange, seem to be distinguished chiefly by the

subjoined or inherent vowel, the former preferring a, the latter

u or i. The closed pronunciation of u and i caused naturally

a strengthening of the breath in \. The same case happens

with \ and ®, the former of which was originally explained

by the latter (as ^ by D, ^ and ^ by -*— or p, ^
by h or J ), but differed afterwards from it by inclining rather

to a, wilst ® inclined to u or i. It is for this reason that

in later times ® passed more frequently from the pronuncia-

tion of X ii^to that of s. Amongst the characters representing s,

\ unites constantly with u. BM and citd represent both s,

but the former prefers a, the latter u or i. There was no

distinction between the two sounds r and I in the old sacred

language ; it belongs rather to the later popular dialects. The
lion _Sa> as r, and more frequently as I occurs principally in

foreign names since the time of the later dynasties.

If, now, any one wishes to denote in the transcription this
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system of vocalisation , which might be compared with similar

facts in the Old Persian and Old Slovenian languages and

which was more in use at certain times then at others, he

ought to chose one and the same diacritical sign, as, for in-

stance, a point underneath, so as to distinguish from the others

those consonantal characters which unite preferably with u or

«', and at the same time to 'signalize their frequent change in

later pronunciation through the influence of these vowels.

The sound of (| might also be provisionally denoted by a with

a point above. But, if we consider, that this distinction of

the two classes of signs did not indicate originally a phonetic

difference of consonantal value, that there was never a syste-

matic uniformity in regard to their use, and that in any

case several points of this question remain still unexplained,

we cannot attach a great value to the introduction of this

diacritical point in our transcription. Scientific exactness,

however, demands, that all the vowels, added by the tran-

scriber conjecturally, are to be signalized as such to the reader.

We write therefore, as in other languages, for supposed vo-

wels" a, i, M and if the vowel is quite uncertain, e.
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lesus de et aumasf jj^en Bethleem ente ti ludea jen ni ehou
ente Erodes pm-o Jwppe is han magos am ebol peiebt e lerusalem

eu66 emmos. 2. Ce of thon phe et aumasf puro ente ni ludai

annau gar e pefsiu sa peiebt uoh ani 6e entenuok emmqf.

Remarks.

The vowel -H corresponds, like the hieroglyphic !\l\, to our

long 'i or e, and MJ to m or p. The compound OT for the

simple vowel u is taken from the Greek ; and when this vowel

forms the second part of a diphthong, it is, as in the Greek,

rendered only by T; we have therefore to pronounce ^.T and

eT as au and eu; but the diphthong ou, which in the common
Greek is not in use, was therefore written OOT, in order to

distinguish it from the simple OT = u. There are on the

other hand three diphthongic combinations with j, viz. ^j
eij 01 = a^, ei, oi. It is probable that we have also to re-

gard the combinations HJ , Wl and HT (hot) , «5T (cwOf)

as diphthongs: ei, oi, eu, 6u; and that even di and du, as well

as the single d, existed in the language, without being dis-

tinguished in writing, as a and a were not distinguished in

the Greek alphabet. The single T occurs in a few Egyptian

words, changing with I, e or H ; it may then be expressed by u.

The marks _L_, -^, _Lr over consonants indicate usually the

indistinct vowel, which we write e. The peculiar Egyptian

sounds 5 and Z show even by their form that the former

springs from J;, the lattei" from t (see above). It seems therefore

that their pronunciation approached to the Polish sounds, written

in our transcription by c and c. They were most frequently

confounded with one another and passed afterwards into the

softer sounds / and j , as K , T , II were pronounced in later

times g, d, b. The letters T? and 2v occur only exceptionally

in. Egyptian words for K and T ; but they were usually pre-

served where they occur in Greek words. The Greek letters
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yi, ^, cj) had by no means in the Coptic alphabet the

pronunciation of onr j, &, f, but represented the aspirated

sounds kh, th, ph; they were almost peculiar to the Mem-
phitic dialect and are often resolved into Kg , Tg , ITg ; while

the Theban dialect usually keeps the tenues K, T, n instead.

The letter *> , our ^ , belongs only to the Memphitic dialect

and is replaced in the Theban dialect by g h. The letters

ip" and ^ occur regularly ouly in Greek words; the two for-

mer are sometimes met with in Egyptian words instead of the

ordinary combinations KC and ITC ; and ^ seems to have been

pronounced like C. The sign T represents the syllable TI,

which latter is often written instead.

BEJA (BISARI, ETHIOPIAN).
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Remarks.

The name of the Bejja is well known to the Arabic writers

of the middle age, and designates still the different tribes of

the Bishari, Hadenduwa and other descendents of the Blem-

myes of Roman times and of those Ethiopians, whose chief

town Herodotus calls Meroe. They dwell in the country

between Egypt and Habesh , east of the Nile. The dis-

tinction between long and short vowels in, their language is

not well developed; they are all rather long; which is more

perceptible, when the accent of the word falls upon them.

It is even doubtful, if the combinations ai, ei, oi, au, are to

be taken as diphthongs or as two syllables. We prefer there-

fore to leave all the vowels without indication of length ex-

cept where sometimes a decidedly short i or u appears, written

by us ^ and m, and to use more frequently the accent, which

falls for the most part on the last or on the penultimate syl-

lable. It is remarkable, that we meet also in the B^a the

peculiar class of deep gutturals , which we found in the Abyssi-

nian language approaching to the compound sounds of kw, gw,

and which we write also here k and g. On the other hand, we

observe the cerebrals t and d, specially found in India, and

resembling in the B^a sometimes a combination of tr and dr.

There is no p, as in the Arabic, and the letter / is very rare,

and seems to be taken from the Arabic, as it mostly appears

in words taken originally from that language.

02
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GAL LA.

Tutschek, Grammar 1845.

tch(tz,fi) dj(dz,d's) tsh

i
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aya. The tone of all the vowels at the end of words is some-

times almost entirely lost, in which case he writes them in a

smaller form. We prefer the same indication which we have

already employed in other languages for the same purpose,

viz. the sign of brevity. The consonants in the third column

are e3s;actly the same as the corresponding consonants of the

Abyssinian language, according to the pronunciation of a Galla

man, whom I met in the Sudan; and it is, therefore, ques-

tionable, whether this particular kind of tenues belongs ori-

ginally to the one or to the other of these languages. The

letter f of Tutschek seems to be our letter t', inclining to the

Polish d. We prefer the transcription by t', corresponding to

the soft sound d' , Tutschek's dy. The sound of his n comes

nearest to our n. I should not wonder, if also the sound t''

existed in the Galla, although it has not yet been noticed.

The letter, which Tutschek writes d' is almost the same as

the ci! of the Beja, except that it is perhaps still softer and

seems to contain more of n than of r in its pronunciation. If

there exists any corresponding t, it is at least very rare; but

the second Z, which approaches very near to the Polish ?, be-

longs to the same class; we write it therefore I.

TAMASEQ.
- -
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Specimen.

As kelad sawalen ajjuten, ahulay iyen dey emir en tafsit

kelad ishelbel; itkar akal s takat. Isela s azlbara; yusa d yur

es, inna s: ewod, kai ahulay, ma full teged takat tarey? Inna

s ahulay: elkamey ulli, tarunet s takat.

(Hanoteau, Gramm. Tam. p. 135.)

Remarks.

The Libyc branch of the Hamitic nations is still spread

over a large part of northern Africa. We know best at pre-

sent the languages of the Kabyles and of the Imusay or Tuareg

by the two respective grammars of Hanoteau. The latter

language, called Tamaseq or Tamaseyt (with the addition of

the feminine t to the gentile name) is more free from Arabic

influence than the former. A peculiar alphabet of old Libyc

origin is very generally in use, though without any literary

application in books. These letters, which are first printed

in the grammar of Hanoteau, are called Tifinay (plur. of Ta-

fineq or Tafineyt). The three vowel signs, the first of which

might rather correspond to the Arabic \ than to the Latin a,

and the two latter of which are used also for the semivowels

10 and ?/, are of so rare and indefinite use—owing probably to

the influence of the Arabic writing system—that our tran-

scription can only render the living pronunciation, not the

Tifinay writing. "We write instead of Hanoteau's Ic, kh, ch, j, n,

ou, according to our system q,^, s, s, w, w. The letter n,

being used only before gutturals, may give up its diacritical

point. The letters and, according to Hanoteau, perhaps also

the letter
;f,

occur only in Arabic^words. The letter t is often

replaced by or confounded with d. The description of the

letter, which we write 0, is not sufficient to remove all doubts

about its pronunciation. The sound of the letter : being that

of the Arabic ^ should be rendered by /, and we must protest

expressly against the transcription / of Hanoteau, rh of
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Dr. H. Barth, and any other which takes ; as its basis. It would

cause, a great confusion, if the very common blunder of Euro-

pean travellers, to whom the sound and etymological value

of thft Semitic ^ is unknown, and who invented the new French

word razzia i. e. sj^, yazzwah (impetus, incursio), found its

way into linguistic science. In Tamaseq (contracted from

Tama^eyt), where y and q constantly interchange, it is even

easier than in other languages, to see that y has nothing

whatever to do with ».
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NAMA (NAMAQUA).
a a
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del etc.
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, lat.Clicks: pal. /, cer. ./,

Specimen.

/Guro mis. Tita ge iquta sa Zui-iigoata; ikara Zui-iigoaz ge ti

ei-jd u-hd tite. Tareef Ama Zui-iigoabada ge m hoa j(un iamei

/au, /nam zi ni j'gom. iQam-//ei mis. jQub sa Zui-/igoab /onsaz

ge /lause igei /huru tite. Tareef Zui-//goabada ge m /au zl ni

/nam eda //eib /otis dawa td /ajare, nu, jgai-dl, ihomi zi gaj^a-

ma; eda //eisa hoa ilidgu ina igei, /gore, gare zt gan-gan.

(Wallmann, Nama Grammar p. 83.)

Remarks.

Wallmann in his „Formenlehre der Namaquasprache. 1857."

has already introduced the Standard alphabet. He attributes to

the five vowels a pure and an imperfect pronunciation, which

latter he writes consequently a, e, i, g, it,. The existence of

one aspirate K = hli would be very strange. Tin d all in his

„Grammar and Vocabulary of the Namaqua-Hottentot language"

p. 15. compares this sound expressly with the q of our Standard

Alphabet. "We prefer therefore this writing, whilst we take his

gh for our j(^. The characters /, I, y are introduced by him for

foreign names. On the click-sounds see above p. 81. "We find in

the Koran a dialect of the Hottentot language, according to

Appleyard (The Kafir language p. 17, sqq.), the same clicks

as in the Nama dialect, and besides the letters c, t, and y.

"With regard to the gutturals , Appleyard gives three fricatives,

without a sufficient description however. He says : „ch resembles

the Dutch g; kh is a deeper sound; and x still deeper, and very

harsh." "We shall, therefore, not venture at present to render

those sounds.
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MANJU.
Vowels.

Guttural (hard) ^ ^ ^
Palatal (soft) i- ^ a

(Chinese vowel k )

T

.V

Ĥ

Chinese consonants: ^^) ^o Uo 't > ^ V

a u

e
_ I

n
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likewise the palatal vowels e, m, i. European scholars are

accustomed to transcribe^ by 6 and ^ by ou or u. It is

important to avoid henceforth this transcription, which ne-

cessarily gives a false idea of the Manju vocalism. The quan-

tity of vowels is in this, as in most of the cognate languages,

of DO consequence, and the vowel 6 is not longer then any

other; its pronunciation is that of u, and in Chinese it is

always rendered by a close o in contradistinction to ^ , which

is pronounced o. We write them consequently respectively o

and u. Both belong, as in all languages, to the guttural or

hard vowels. The vowel ^ , on the contrary, is decidedly a

palatal or soft vowel, and can, therefore, not be pronounced

as our common u. It approaches indeed rather to the very

close Swedish u, with which Castren compares the same pa-

latal vowel in the Buryetic and Samoyedic languages, and

which sounds to our ears almost as u. Castren and Schiefner

have already chosen for this sound the most convenient tran-

scription M, wherein we follow them also for the Manfu. The

vowel e is pronounced in most of the Tataric languages broad

as e. There is still a seventh vowel K , which, however, is used

only for the indistinct u vowel of the Chinese words su and tu

when they are written in Manju. We write it, as in Chinese, u.

The Manfu consonants were transcribed by Arayot, Langles

and others according to the Chinese pronunciation. Remusat

and his followers have rightly substituted the genuine pronun-

ciation. The general opinion is, that the letters ^ and "P , ^
and tP' , ^ and r:>», as well as the letters ^ and 4*

, ^^ and

-|*^ , differed only in form not in sound, a:nd were consequently

also in transcription not distinguished from one another. But

the circumstance that the first letters k, g, ^, t, d, occur exclu-

sively before the guttural vowels a, o,u, and the second letters

^j ffj Xi *> ^> exclusively before the palatal vowels e, u, i (t and d

only before e, m), shows clearly, that the first were likewise

pronounced as guttural and gutturo- dental, the second as pa-
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latal and dental consonants. It is therefore as essential for

our transcription, as for the genuine writing, to distinguish

both classes by their respective diacritical signs. The only

doubt which could be raised against this view, would spring

from the combinations ti and di, which occur in the indi-

genous syllabarium and in a few words in the dictionary,

whilst there is no mention of the combinations ti or di. But

the same dictionary proves, that the combinations ti, di are

as little used in any original Manju word as ti, di; only in

a few Chinese words received into the Manju the syllables ti

and di are found. The Manju at present pronounce the letters

c,j, s, before i very like the Polish c, ), a, which latter

transcription might be used in consequence ; it seems , however,

scarcely necessary to go farther in our distinction of sounds

than the Manju themselves. The nasal n, whose form is a

composition of n and }c, only occurs at the end of words, or,

if in the body of a word, before k or ^, Jc or g. The letter r

also is never found at the beginning of a word. The pro-

nunciation of the letter ^ , which occurs only before a and e,

is not IV, as European scholars write it, but v. The letters

c, J; s, y, s, t, d are, like the palatal or dento - palatal

letters, not combined with u, nor s, y, t, d, like the gut-

turals, with i. The letters Ich, gh, j(li, ck, jh, t, d, z are

employed only in Chinese words.

The forms of the Manju letters show, that only five vowels and

thirteen consonants were originally distinguished, the others,

which have only a secondary form, having as we may presume,

arisen as sounds only later. The letters u, ga.ndj, gand^, d, d are

distinguished by diacritical signs from o, k, K, t, t; and /, p, s, /
are modifications of y, b, s, v, and w is a composition of n

and Jc. The original alphabet was therefore very simple, viz. a,

0, u, e, i; h, Jc, c, t, t, b (or p); n, m; s; y, r, I, v (or/).

The letters are written in vertical columns, which run from

left to right.
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SHARRA-MONGOLIAN.

1
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Castren.

a M
a o it

BURYETIC.

k
r

c

c

t

p
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it corresponds however in other Tataric languages. The con-

sonants k, t, s, are said to sound emphatically before guttural

vowels, that means, t and s are pronounced as gutturo-den-

tals, and ^ as a deep guttural in contradistinction to its pa-

latal pronunciation before the palatal vowels. The letters ^,

I, r, n, t, d before i pass in several dialects into y, I', /, «',

s, d'. The fricative j passes in most dialects before the

guttural vowels into k, which before palatal vowels sounds

like kh, as t like th. Those letters, to which we have added

an asterisk, are not found in all the dialects.

Y A K U T I C.

Guttural (hard) vowels : a o u i

Palatal (soft) vowels: e o u i
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The letter which we write y with our diacritical sign of na-

salisation is, according to Bolitlingk, a nasal ?/, and resembled

in this respect perhaps to the old Baktrian jd , which we

have rendered, however, by n as an explosive letter.

5 — ~ii<5

TURKISH.

(£)

Jo

o

!
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Specimen.
*—'' OJO . ^ 1,11

(^lxL J,iL*j 5 aJLsi" v_a,5> i^OJj lijvA.^ (i^ ^ Sj} o°o 3j! _;!^j*i>

Kasembeg, Turkish Gramm., transl. by Zenker p. 17.

Ei ogul soile bilmis ol lei Kaq sohKanahu ve ta'dla asikdr ve

nihande ve yerde ve Holcde ve bu jehdnda ve ol Jehdnda 'aqlile

idrdU olunur; amma Icendinin ddtt serifi tasamuri 'aqUdan mu-

nezzehdir. Amma eger dilerdn-lci allali ta'dlani bilesm, evvel

Hendi Kendmi-bil, ve Icendi Kalindan ^aberdar ol; zird her Mm
Hendini bildi Kaq sobKdnahu ve ta'dlani bildi: bu sozden maqsud

ki sen bilinmissin ve ol biliji-dir, ya'ni sen naqissin, ol naq-

qds-dir.

Remarks.

The notation of the vowels is so variable and imperfect,

that the transcription can only be regulated by the living

pronunciation. Long and short vowels are generally not dis-

tinguished in genuine Turkish words. The connective ?, however,

called kesr% iSdfe, is shorter then the common i; we write it

therefore i. In foreign words the long vowels are usually

pronounced as such and may be so written. The accent of

the words is not very distinct, but floating as in the French

language, and depending upon the whole sentence; we indi-
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cate it therefore only in exceptional cases. The \ is but a

fulcrum for various vowels and must not be rendered by our

consonantal sign ', the sound of the Arabic IiMiiza ^ not being

used in the Turkish language. The letter » h at the end of

a syllable is pronounced only after a long vowel (t, j, l5);

after a consonantal letter it indicates only the presence of one

of the short vowels e or a, which we write then in our tran-

scription instead of 7i. According to the vowel -harmony the

four guttural-vowels a, o, u, i combine together, and the four

palatal vowels e, o, u, i likewise. As in other cognate lan-

guages, the guttural consonants /, q, H, j, /, t, d, s, z, com-

bine with the guttural vowels, although the latter four (t, rj, s, z)

have almost lost their emphatic or guttural pronunciation.

The consonants A, Jc, g, t, s, z are on the other hand only

used with palaital vowels; the other consonants are anceps.

The letter > has lost its pecuhar Semitic pronunciation, and

o is pronounced as a common guttural k, whilst H and ^, both

written ^5", are uttered nearly at the palatal point and ge-

nerally followed by a slight y; we write them consequently

H. and g. The sayir nunj which springs always from nk or ng

is dialectically still pronounced n or nk, in Constantinople as ti.

The letters Jj d and o d are pronounced as z, and o & as s;

S has not the Arabic sound of w, but that of v. The letters

£-'5 r;
^'?

J' ^r -^ ^1 (Jo ?) O ^, 6 d are not found in ori-

ginal Turkish words, but only in words received from the Arabs

or Persians. The specimen is taken from the Turkish-Tataric

Grammar of Mirza A. Kasem-beg, translated by Zenker (1848),

p. 17, and shows at the same time several essential deviations

in our representation of the Turkish sounds from that of the

author. We had the great advantage to consult personally one of

the most competent scholars in this matter, the consul Dr. Rosen,

who is both practically and scientifically perfectly acquainted

with the pronunciation of the Turkish language, as well in

Constantinople as in the chief provinces of the Turkish empire.

P
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TURKMENIAN.

a

e

2
k

c

t

P

9

3

d

b

n

m

h

xO)y
s

s z

f -

y
r

w

Of. Ilminsky, in the Bulletin de I'Acad. Imper. des sciences de St.

Petersbourg, 1. 1, 1860. p. 563 sqq.

KAZAK (WESTERN KIRGHIZ, small horde).

Guttural (hard) vowels : a a o u i

Palatal (soft) vowels: e e e i g u

k g
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SAMOYEDIC DIALECTS.
Castren.
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a d 6 u u k g

e e 0(0) il u{u) i i cs{ch,ts) ds

MAD' A RIG (HUNGARIAN).
k g

cs(c7i,ts) ds

ty gy{dj,dy)

cz{c,tz) (dz)

t d

p b

-
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naha, a David varomba, met Bethlehemnek neveztetik, mivelhod'

Davidnak hazabol es haznepe kozul valo vala; 5. Hod' beirattatnek

Mdriaval, ki neki yed'estetett vala felesegul, es vala varandos.

Remarks.
Besides the fully assibilated palatals c and /, there exists

in the Mad'aric language another class of slightly assibilated

palatals, corresponding to the Polish and Serbian c, j, and

still more to the Cheskian t\ d', n. They are now incon-

sistently written ty^ gy^ ny, ly , the two former being uttered

at exactly the same point of the palate. Undoubtedly they ought

to be written either li{ky) and g(^y).) or i'(ft/) and d'(dy). As,

in fact , they approach more to . the dentals than to the gut-

turals, and are pronounced even nearer to the teeth, than c

and /, and as moreover ty and gy (dy) not seldom are derived

from the dentals t and d {Dorotya = Dorothea, gyemant — dia-

mant) and instead of ^^ in former times di or dj, and sometimes

even dy, were also written, we naturally prefer to write t'

and d', as well as n and l'. The explosives of the first column

are the real dry tenues (see p. 134).

MORDVINIAN {MoMa dialect).

Hard : a o

Soft: e e

k

c

t t

P

9

3

d

b

n

TO

h -

8 Z

8 Z

f ^

y
r I

Palatalised consonants: Z', n, s, d', etc.

Specimen.

Al'a i traks.

Alat asfl alasats, tak son traksints lanks kambras sots. Sonts

s§n asize ars'a, sto kambrasis' trakstiaf lad'ai, ozas' trakst
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lanks, senha sto icltezi yalga niolems ez yors'a. Son ozas , kar-

mas' trakst aid'ammza ; traksis antsak, ozadit ala askilai.

Alas' trakst paiitsisi; traksis kolai savir moli. Al'at ketsa

mandil, trakst kosarize, sorldiinza arai, son mant-ezda ardiz

tui. Traksis' kolai savjr moli, livskidi i leksi; a ardimats as

son, kut' i savik. Traksis mele al'at alu pras; af madrena:

traksis asiz s'as saca arnemd. A s'avik erevi sodams: kona savir

yakama sacs, sendi af lindemd.

(The peasant and the cow, a Mordvinian fable. Gramm. of Ahlquist, p. 120.)

Remarks.

The Mordvinians live with few exceptions on the upper and

middle banks of the Sura, a tributary of the Wolga. Their

language is divided into two dialects, the Moksa and the Erse,

the former of which is treated in the lately published Moksha-

Mordvinian Grammar of Dr. Ahlquist^), whose personal

experience of the spoken language we had the advantage to

consult. His Grammar is printed in the Standard alphabet

with a few unimportant deviations. We should prefer to write

e instead of a, although the sound is the deep English sound

(cl\, of which we have spoken above p. 50 sqq. His hard i

( bl ) is our i. As to the peculiar t, which is pronounced with

a more lengthened pressure of the tongue against the upper teeth,

the description seems to indicate the same emphasis, which

we have met with already in several other Tataric languages.

For this reason we prefer to write t. The Mordvinian lan-

guage participates in the vowel- harmony which is found in

the cognate languages, and its consonants are subjected to the

influence of the following palatal vowels by assuming a shade

of y, expressed by the palatal line: r' I' etc.

1 ForschungenaufdemGebietederUral-AltaischenSprachen. I.Theil 1861.
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e o

e' 9.'

u u

LIVONIAN.
h g

t d n

p b m

(h)

s z

s z

(/) «

r

I

Specimen of the Kolken dialect.

Un se puoga kitis temmin: o iza, ma um patti trend vasti

tovast un vasti slnda^ un eb uo emln vert, ku sa minda ents

piiogaks nutdd. Bet iza kitis ents pmsidtn: tuogid nent ama
yuvdd grnd un edigid tenda , un dndagid temmin suormiks keddi

un kengad yalgi. Un tuogid §d liebiz vdskiz un tapdgid sie, las

meg siqmi un lustigil velmi. Siest ku min puoga v^t yera kuolfn,

un ni ta um taggis yels sgnd, ta vet kaddin, tin um lievtid.

Un ne urqist lustiqil velda.

Ev. Luc. 16, 21— 24. (Sjogren-Wiedemann, Liv. Gramm. toI. I, p. 354)

Remarks.

The Livonian language is at present spoken in Livonia by

only eight persons in the village of Salis, in Courland by

several thousands. Of the two Courland dialects of Kolken

and Pisen, the former has one vowel more than the latter,

viz. e. Since it has besides the two palatal vowels o and u,

also the two guttural vowels e and i, the vowel-system is very

complete. The vowel- harmony however has left only a few

traces. The sound of h is almost entirely dropped, and / occurs

only in foreign words. The standard work upon the Livo-

nian language is that of Sjogren, edited by Wiedemann,
St. Petersbourg. 1861. in 2 vols. 4°, and the alphabet used
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in this work is our Standard alphabet. Only, j is employed

instead of our ?/, and a instead of e. There is a difference

made between the a of the Piseu dialect, and g of the Kolkea

dialect; the first is an o still more open than o. We should

prefer to write both g , as they do not occur in the same

dialect. The vowels g and o are essentially the same as our

6 and i. Our proposition, however, to write them so was at

the time of publication not yet known to the learned editor

of Sjogren's work.

TAMIL (TAMULIAN).

6T 6T 9 fp

FT- ^ g_ ggrr

a (£5
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Specimen.

Yennattincilyenil Par&baran tammudiya ore peddna kumdrani

vizuvdzikkadavan yavano avan kaddupoydmal mttiya zivani adi-

yumpadikku averiye koduttu ivvalavdi ulayattdridattil anhdi

irunddr. Ev. Joh. 3, 16.

Kumdran avanf noki, tayappane tevanvkum umakn/m virotamdi

pavam ziten itumutal umudiya hwrnddan yandu arijtapaduvaterku

nan pdti/rah allavmdu sondn. Ev. Luc. 15, 21.

Remarks.

We follow principally Caldwell in his "Comparative Gram-

mar of the Dravidian languages." London 1856. The vowel

i
is mostly weakened from final a and d, but "every trace

of the sound of a has disappeared", says Caldwell. It is mostly

long, but sometimes also short. It is evident, therefore, that

we have to do with a simple vowel, not with a diphthong,

as it is represented by Caldwell and others (ei or ai), and

that the Tamils were right in giving to it a simple sign. It

"accords in sound- very nearly with the sound b{ e or ey in

Turkey", according to Caldwell. "We have no doubt, that it

is the same as that Tulu vowel, which has been compared by

a good observer to "a short and indistinct u." These different

descriptions lead us to believe, that it is the vowel peculiar

to most of the Tataric and several Slavonic languages, which

we write « (see above). The diphthong au occurs only in

Sanskrit words. The slight change of sound which all the

vowels, except u, undergo after the cerebral consonants, in-

cluding partly also the common r and I, is, in connection

with certain traces of the vowel-harmony (Caldwell p. 101. 136.),

most interesting for the linguist ^ but cannot be represented

in transcription. With regard to the consonants^ the letter t, d

is erroneously taken for a semivowel by Caldwell (p. 108)

who writes it H. The Tamil Grammarians themselves divide
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their consonants (C. p. 102) into six surds or explosives (val-

linam): k, c, t, t, p, ^(r) , six nasals (melKnam): n, n, n, n,

m, n, and six semivowels: y, r, I, v, r, I. The pronuncia-

tion of the letter t(n) is generally described as a peculiar com-

bination of if and ?-, or, if sonant, of d and ?', vrhich again

shows its explosive nature, and prevents any transcription

with the basis of r or K, instead of t (or d). The Tamulians

would certainly have arranged their varga's, as we have done

it, according to the Sanskrit principle, if they had not followed

too closely the Sanskrit alphabet, in rejecting at the end the

four letters r, I, t, n, which the Tamulians have added

to the Sanskrit alphabet. For the old Vedic 35 I had disap-

peared in Sanskrit, and T ; corresponds in the Tamil, as in

the Hindi, Hindustani, Sindhi etc. to the dental r. The Dra-

vidian and Hindi r was derived from d and was probably

slightly different from the Sanskrit r; we should even prefer

to write the Dravidian sound f, if two diacritical signs were

not too heavy, and if the transcription r were not already

too generally received. It is indeed our opinion (see above

p. 99. upon the Hindi letters ^f r and ^ rh) that the Tamu-

lian letters t, d have a similar relation to the cerebrals t, d,

as the palatals c, j, have to the gutturals k, g; and we take

t, d, r(f) as peculiar slight assibilations or vibrations of the

cerebrals t, d, _r, approaching to the combinations <s, dz, rz;

for there is physiologically a very slight difference between

f and s, r and s. At all events we must choose single cha-

racters for the single Dravidian letters. This assibilation of

I, d, r pushes the tip of the tongue a little forward and

nearer to the dental point. Hence the letter OSr, our n, which

occurs only before d and at the end of words, and which

originally belongs certainly more to the cerebrals than to the

dentals, as even its figure shows. By a Tamulian euphonic

law, the surd letters k, c, t, t, t,p, are pronounced as so-

nants, wherever they occur singly in the middle of a word,
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and three of them , k, c, t, lose in this position even their

explosive nature and become sonant fricatives. No sonant

letter, on the contrary, begins a word. This law explains

the fact, that in Tamil and partly in Malayalam the same

characters serve to express the surds and the sonants. Our

transcription must of course follow in this respect the pro-

nunciation. If in the middle of a word the surd letter is to

be pronounced, its character is repeated. The sonant s> (k)

is pronounced y, the sound of g is sometimes retained in

Sanskrit words. The sonant & (c) is pronounced z, "as a

very soft sA"; the sound of f is sometimes heard "in vulgar

Tamil", and "in the use of those Sanskrit derivatives in which

the letter ^ / is found in Sanskrit." The sonant letter

S) (t) is pronounced "with the sound of the soft English </i";

the sound of d occurs only, "when it is combined with a

nasal, as in atidam." The Tamil 6U has not the English sound

w; it is generally rendered by w, and we keep this transcription,

although the description of this sound might raise the doubt,

whether it were not rather pronounced like the w of middle

Germany (see above p. 75). The Tamil is destitute of sibi-

lants and aspirates, as well as of the simple spirans A. The

letters s, s, s, h, if occurring in Sanskrit words, are repre-

sented by the corresponding Grantham characters ; s in Sanskrit

derivatives of earlier date is replaced by the Tamil c" or z, the

Sanskrit s by tbe Tamil t or d, sometimes by r, or even by t

or d; the Sanskrit s sometimes by t,c or z, and sometimes it is

omitted altogether. The Sanskrit h is omitted in the Tamil.

The connection of consonants and vowels is analogous to that

in the Sanskrit, the above given vowel characters being used

only in the beginning of words.
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the compound letter M, which is generally exhibited in Gram-
mars. There is a peculiar nasal in Malayalam, Telugu and

Kanarese, which is pronounced m at the end of a word; but

it may also euphonically be substituted for any other nasal

and will then be pronounced accordingly. In our system it

need not be marked. The letter Qj is pronounced w, not v,

as in the other dialects. Cf. the Grammar of the Malayalim

language by the Rev. Joseph Peet (Ch. Miss. Soc). 2^ ed.

Cottayam. 1860.

a a

e e

i i i u u.

r f
a o

ai au

TULU.
k g

^ J

t d

t d

p h

n
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KARNATAKA (KANARESE).

e> es
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TELUGU (TELINGU).

a-«8 d (3* « g

ajoo eoxro etc.
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KWAN-HWA (MANDAEINIC)
d-talect of Nan-kin.

Vowels.

a

e

i i u(u)

r

au(ao) ai ei eu

Vowels

with end-consonants.

ah eh in uh

an en in

Consonants

preceding a vowel.

kij,w,yw kllijjWjyw
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1. Hii-lyu^ wan, si,, Ye,-sui At^ sen, yu, Yeu, thai'' Pe^-li"-

hehi, yeu' po^^ si" sv^ En,, tsi> tun, fan, feV Ye,-lv>-sa^-lin.

2. Ywe^: »ehii\ wei,^ Yeuj^- thai'' zin,, wan, tse\ nan, tsai'l

No' tsai> tun, fanj^ kyan> khij^ sin,, ku'' lai^ pai> tsi,.

Remarks.

The Kwan-hwa or Mandarin dialect is spoken by the people

of the middle provinces of China and likewise by the higher

officers and cultivated classes throughout the whole country.

In this dialect, which is better known in Europe than any

other, the monosyllabism is developed to the highest degree,

every syllable being a whole word ending with a vowel or

one of the two nasals n and n. In former times the Kwan-
hwa distingaished surd, sonant and aspirate consonants, as we
have shown elsewhere i

; at present the sonants have disap-

peared. The letters / and w are always followed by a vowel;

all the others may have inserted between them and the fol-

lowing vowel one of the semivowels y or w, or both of them,

as our alphabet shows. European scholars use mostly instead

of these semivowels the full vowels i and u (or dialectically

e and o). We do not repeat here the reasons , why this custom

is scientifically and practically inconvenient. We have spoken

in the same place upon the letter f , as to which we are not

sure, whether its actual pronunciation is not rather f, as its

place in the sound-system as well as the description of the

sound by some scholars, seem to suggest. The vowel u is

often dialectically pronounced u , which may be written wher-

ever it seems suitable. The sound of r occurs only in one

word, formed by this single letter, but with different tones.

It is commonly written by the grammarians eul, or ulh, or

' Ueber Chines, und Tibet. Lautverhaltnisse. Schriften der Berlin. Akad.

1861.

Q
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urh etc., but it is nothing else than a vocalised, probably ce-

rebral, r (or /) which we write consequently r. The vowel,

which we had formerly proposed to write 0, according to the

pronunciation of Mr. Guzlaff, whom we consulted about it,

seems to be derived in the Chinese system of sounds from the

vowel u; but it is pronounced entirely like the Tatarian and

Slavonic "hard" i. The Russian missionaries represent it

therefore by their li, and we have to render it consequently

by
i.

It occurs only in the words si and tsi. The tones

which, in Chinese, are an essential element of speech for the

distinction of words, were hitherto represented by European

accents of quite a different meaning, or not expressed at all,

and some scholars used the same accent for one tone and

others for another; for ex. Morrison and Remusat represent

the san-iowQ by pa, the khyu-tone by pa, the high as well as

the low phin-tone by pci; Marshman and Medhurst, the saw-

tone by pa, the khyu-tone by pa, the two ^7tm-tones by pa;

Medhurst in the Fu-kyen dialect, the high saw-tone hj pa,

the low 6wi-tone by pa, the two pAm- tones by pa and pa,

others the san-ioxiQ by 'pa, the khyu-tone by pa. A new
system was under these circumstances indispensable. The
system, which we formerly proposed and have repeated above,

follows as closely as possible the indigenous writing, com-

pleted by the missionaries of the southern provinces. The Man-
darin dialect has only five tones, the phin-tone alone being

divided into a higher and a lower; we omit therefore the

little horizontal line which distinguishes the lower i. e. deeper

pronunciation of the other tones.
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Specimen.

1. Hi,-lut^ woAj^ kai" si^, Ya^-sd ki> yerij^ tshut,_ «V, tshai}

Yurthai" kok,_ pa,-b"'-hen^ yip,_, yu/ M tsak^ yu, tshoij^ letij^

kai" nyini tshoi, tun/ phen' theuj^ loij^ tav> Yai^-lu'-sa^-lah, kin,

sahj^. 2. Katij^ yon} wa}: yu, tsaky nyiuj^ tshut^ se" loij^ *«o^ Yur

thai" nyinj^ kai" won^; kij, tshoi, lai} tsak^ than'' li,? Nai^ tshoi,

tun, -pen, khon'' tau' kya, sin, syuk^; so' yi, ihit^ sf loi,^ pai)

fQ\ ]fi^_
Ev. Matth. 2, 1. 2.

Remarks.

The Hakka dialect, as spoken in Hoh-koh, has been already

reduced by the Basle-missionary Rev. Lechler to the Standard

Alphabet, in his translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew

(Berlin, 18G0) from which we have taken the above specimen.

It has one tone more than the Kwan-hwa, viz. a high and a

low' w^ip - C^ii-J tone. It has moreover a vocalised «i, which

is to be written m; but it has, on the other hand, not the

vowel '/', nor the consonant f, instead of which it uses ny.

The Hakka dialect, as well as most of the southern Chinese

dialects, admits besides n and m other consonants at the

end of words. In fact, all the words having the nyip or

"returning" tone, end in one of the three consonants k, t,

or p. In compound words, however, and in other cases, these

final consonants, when preceding another consonant, are not

pronounced. If, therefore, we find in the translation of

Mr. Lechler the names of Bethlehem, Jerusalem^ Abraham

rendered by Pak-li-hen, Ya-lu-sat-lan , A-pak-la-hon , we have

to read : Palihen , Yalusalan , Apalahon. In such cases , we
prefer not only to put little lines between the single syllables,

but to put the apostrophe instead of the elided consonants:

Pa\-li^-henj^, Yaj^-lu^-sa'^-lan,, A,-pa\-la,-hon', or to omit

even the apostrophe, the elision being sufficiently indicated

by the tone.
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Remarks.
The letters of the Siamese are derived from the Devana-

gari. Their present pronunciation differs greatly from that of

the time when the alphabet was fixed. As in the Mandarin

Chinese, the variety of sounds was in former times much

greater than now, as the alphabet itself proves sufficiently.

It contains on the other hand a certain number of letters which

have been subsequently distinguished from one another, as we

may conclude from the slight variations of their shape. The

Grammarians generally exhibit 44 consonants, to which J. Low
adds two other obsolete signs for th and a. These 44 letters

are transcribed by Low (A Grammar of the Thai or Siamese

language. Calcutta. Bapt. Miss. Press. 1828) and Pallegoix

(Grammatica lingua Thai. Bangkok. 1850): i. ^, i.kh, 3. kh,

4. kh, 5. M, 6. kh, 7. ng, 8. ch, 9. ch (Palleg. a;), lo. ch (x), n. s,

n. ch (x), 13. y (j), n. d, 15. t, is. th, n. th, is. th, 19. n, 20. d,

21. t, 22. th, 23. th, 2i. th, 25. n, 26. b, 2?. p, '48. ph, 29./, 30. ph,

31. /, 32. ph, 33. m, 34. y (J), 85. r, ae. I, 37. w (y), 38. s, 39. s,

40. s, a. h, 42. I, 43. a (0), 44. h. — They state expressly, that

there is no distinction in the present pronunciation between

the diff'erent letters transcribed alike, except that certain

letters viz. our letters kh, j, ch, th, th, ph, f, s, s, s, K, are

always followed by a vowel with the high ascending tone.

This great number of identical sounds, amongst which we
find 5 kh, 4 ch, 6 th, 3 ph would be quite unintelligible and

embarrassing for the linguist, if we did not distinguish them
in transcription as well as they are distinguished in Siamese

writing, and this is only possible, if we are able to distinguish

them at least etymologically; for it would be absurd to sup-

pose that this identical pronunciation existed from the be-

ginning. Now, the alphabet will be understood at once, if

we reestablish the ancient order as we have done it above.

Taking those letters, which differ only by a shght break in

one part of the character, as later variations derived from
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one and the same sound, we find but five original divisions

of every one of the five explosive classes, in perfect harmony

with the system of the five Devanagari- classes and with the

Siamese Pali -alphabet as communicated by Low. The same

Indian arrangement is evidently followed in the subsequent

letters corresponding with the Sanskrit y, r, Z, «, ^, #, a, h, Z,

to which are still added two other letters @, the fulcrum of

initial vowels ('), and H" a second h. The fifth column con-

tains the nasal letters and we learn from it, that the palatal

letter til, which now sounds only like i/, was originally the

palatal nasal n. The fourth column corresponds with the

aspirated medials of the Sanskrit. It seems that even at present

tWs original value has not quite disappeared and that the

guttural *JJ at least is still heard as gh. The strong aspiration

may have misled many a foreigner respective the real pronuncia-

tion of the first part of these compounds. The third column

ought to represent the simple medials g, /, d, d, b and we

do not doubt, that this was originally the case. But, as

in the Mandarin- Chinese, where the medials were still pro-

nounced in the 6* century after Chr. , they lost their sonant

nature, and are now even pronounced as hard aspirates, without

any great distinction from those of the second column, which

properly correspond to the hard Sanskrit aspirates. The ori-

ginal great force of aspiration inherent to the letters of the

second column has only left a trace in the elevation of tone

imparted to the following vowel The proper value of the

letters of the first column was that of surd explosives (tenues),

and this is still the case with fl k and 1 c. Regarding the

three other classes, the cerebrals, dentals and labials, we see

sonants and surds distinguished. After the original sonants

of the third column had changed into surds, the original

surds of the first column entered partly into their place, and

were finally distinguished by a slight variation of shape in

those cases, when they kept their primitive surd value. On
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the other hand, the old aspirates of the second and the new-

aspirates of the third column passed partly, as in many other

languages, into their corresponding fricatives, ph and p into

/' and /, c' into s , kh and Ic into j[ and j; for we do not

doubt, that ^ j and flj have the value of fricatives, although

they are commonly transcribed by English and French writers,

who have not this sound in their own language, by kh. If

this should not be the case in the present time , we must at

least suppose, that this fricative sound existed at a certain

former time , when its character was expressly altered for this

purpose.

It is indispensable to distinguish also in our transcription

the second and the third column. To this effect, we have

dissolved , as in modern Sanskrit , the original aspirates of the

second and fourth class into the respective explosives and the

following h,, except in j and/', j and/, in which the aspi-

ration does not follow, but is inherent. We presume, that

jf and /' are only stronger aspirated than ^ and /, and like-

wise K stronger than h, as indeed the whole second column,

as well as the sharp fricatives Vi K, fi s, H s, 1^ s, manifest

their stronger aspiration by their effect on the intonation of

the following vowel. The cerebral letters d, t, th, f, dh, n,

and the two sibilants s and s do not belong to the Thai

proper, but are found only in Pali words. Hence their actually

identic pronunciation with corresponding d, t, th, t, dh, n
and s. Capt. Low has published an old Thai alphabet, in

which these foreign letters are not comprised.

With respect to the vowels, they seem to have undergone

likewise several changes. We follow in the above exhibited

table the statement of the Rev. S. J. Smith, American Mis-
sionary, compared with the remarks of the Eev. D. D. Bradley
in the Bangkok Calendar of 1860. p. 51. 82. as given orally

at Bangkok 1862 to Mr. Th. von Buns en, of the Prussian

expedition to those countries. We can only fix the different
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Towel sounds existing in the Thai and their regular represen-

tation in the Siamese writing. But we must leave their ap-

plication in the running text, which will occasionally vary, to

the Siamese scholars. The vowels o and o are often pro-

nounced but not written , except that o is sometimes irregularly

written by the consonantic sign t! '; o is mostly pronounced

between two consonants. The description of the pronunciation

of the vowels — and — leaves no doubt, that they corres-

pond with the Chinese and Tataric i and
i-

The sign _!_-]

which is rea.d am, or as others say amw, is an imitation of

the Sanskrit anusvara, and the vowels f f I } occur only

in Indian words.

There are five tones in the Thai language, mostly repre-

sented by the two signs —, — and the diacritical letter

y\ (H), the various application of which belongs to the gram-

mar. These five intonations may be compared with the above

indicated Chinese tones, and represented alike.

Si S^

a]

%^ ^
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Remarks.

The Burmese writing is syllabical as the Sanskrit; the in-

herent a is not written ; the mark _S_ placed over a consonant

indicates the want of any inherent vowel. The vowel -signs,

as given above, are all initial. The vowel called triphthong

by Latter, which is composed by the signs of u and i, and

pronounced sometimes "intermediate between o and t«",

and sometimes as "a short oi or long z", seems to be our

J, i of the Tatarian and Slavonic languages, which we

have found also in the Chinese language. The nasalisation

C^anusvdra") aft'ects only the vowels a and u. The pronun-

ciation of the first diphthong is, according to Th. Latter, ei,

not ai. The only Burmese sibilans corresponds with the Sanskrit

'T i and seems to be pronounced very near like the Polish

s. We may therefore write it s, if with any diacritical sign

at all.

The preSient pronunciation of the Burmese letters deviates

in many cases from the received orthography. It seems there-

fore advisable for missionary purposes to follow the actual

pronunciation, whilst in linguistic researches it will be ne-

cessary either to transcribe exclusively the old orthography,

or to mention it at least in every single case of deviation.

Cf. the Grammar of the Burman language, by F. Carey, Se-

rampore, 1814. and the Orammar of the Language of Burmah,

by Thomas Latter, 1845. All pure Burmese words are

monosyllabic. Of the peculiar Chinese tones, only three are

in use among the Burmans, of which the floating or natural

needs not to be indicated.
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Specimen.

Jwaj^o^ ^ajametwa, juci. Minkri j(itirkin? Torekaite geal-

lim. Tawaj[ warkinf Ketai, mintawa^om. Inan yarsnok Jiiwut

torekaite minrestiin. Men^ostin? Doten j[ac. Nehko j(itirkin'?

Inege j[ilkit. jJ^M>a;fo inki! min^ametwamik kinemal.

Remarks.

The alphabet and the specimen are taken from the treatise

of L. Radloff: "Ueber die Sprache der Tschuktschen^\ in the

M6moires de I'Acad. Imper. des Sciences de St. Petersbourg,

VIP serie, tome III, n" 10. 1861. The author of this treatise

has already employed the Standard Alphabet with a few ex-

ceptions. With regard to his a as corresponding to the Rus-

sian JI we are not sure , whether this vowel is really different

from our e.

JAPANESE.
a
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Remarks.

Of the two Japanese formes of writing, the cursive Firo-hana

and the more square and distinct Kata-kana, we have exhi-

bited above the latter, which has been reduced already to

our Standard Alphabet by J. Hoffmann (the learned editor

of Donker Curtius's Japanese Grammar, Leyden, 1857.) in his

yfShopping-dialogues in Dutch, English and Japanese, Leyden.

1861." The Japanese used first for their language the Chinese

writing. In the 9"' century they derived from it a Japanese

alphabet of their own and limited it to 47 syllabic signs.

These syllables were put in such order as to form a little

poem, the beginning of which I-ro-fa became the name of the

alphabet. We learn from it, that the Japanese language of

this time distinguished only ten consonants, which were com-

posed with the five vowels a e i o u; three combinations were

left out as not existing in the language, viz. yi, wu and ye

(or we). The old consonantic system was therefore this very

small one:

k ' - y

t n s r

p m - w
Afterwards the sonants g, d, b, z were distinguished by a

diacritical sign added to the corresponding surd letters
; p was

changed into the fricative letter / in all Japanese words; it

preserved its original sound only in foreign words and was

then marked by a little circle. The five letters, which are

pronounced at present as pure vowels, seem to have been

regarded originally as beginning with a shght guttural nasal

na, lie, ni, no, nu, which afterwards was weakened (as the

Tibetan <^) into = (hamza), or disappeared entirely. The as-

sibilatiou of t and d before i and u, into tsi, tsu, dsi, dzu, as

well as the softening of / into v and even into h is of still

later origin, and is therefore not indicated at all in writing.
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The vowel m, inherent in the syllables of our S"" column, is

very often pronounced so short as to disappear almost enti-

rely, and the same happens also not unfrequently with the

inherent vowel i. We propose to represent these vowels in

this case (as in the similar one of the Rumanian , old Slove-

nian and other languages) by u and i, the more so as we

have only to follow in this respect the authority of Hoff-

mann. The syllable nii (u), nu, mu were formerly employed

to express the nasal terminations -n, -w, -m, especially in the

Chinese words ending with -ii or -n. Afterwards a peculiar

sign was chosen for every final nasal , which at present is

pronounced sometimes n and sometimes w, still differing from

nii. "We represent it by n (cf the Tamulian). The signs
(

and ^ indicate, in foreign words, respectively the lengthening

and the shortening of the preceding vowel. The latter sign

is that of the letter t (tu) and is apparently chosen in imita-

tion of the southern Chinese dialects, which exhibit, instead

of the Mandarin words with the short or "'returning" tone,

syllables ending with t, k or p. We follow HoflFmann and

other European scholars in indicating the shortness of the

vowel by doubling the next consonant and transcribe for ex.

the .lapanese Nitpon by Nippon. When the syllables si, zi,

tsi, dzi are followed by the syllables ya, yo, or yu, their

respective combinations are contracted into sya, syo, syu; zya,

syo, zyu; tsya, tsyo, tsyu; dsya, dzyo, dzyu (or sa, so, lu;

za, etc.). We should prefer to keep, for the sake of etymo-

logy, the original i, adding however the sign ""
(i) to indi-

cate its disappearance. The change of / or v into h seems

to be very arbitrary and, according to certain observations,

which the author had the opportunity to make personally

during the presence of the Japanese embassy in Berlin (1862),

rather a matter of politeness towards the person addressed.
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Remarks.

The Tibetan writing is syllabic like the Sanskrit, from which

its characters are derived. The orthography of the Tibetan

literature was fixed at a time, when the language was still

in a very different state. Many letters which then were pro-

nounced, are at present silent. We have the choice, either

to give up entirely the old historical orthography, following

only the actual pronunciation , or to seek for a compromise

between both. We have made a proposition to that eflFect in

the above (p. 233) mentioned treatise, and our specimen will

best show what we mean. As almost all the silent letters pre-

cede or follow the root, which alone is pronounced, they might

all be transcribed, but separated from the letters pronounced

in a conventional way, and the altered pronunciation of a

few other letters might be placed above those of the old or-

thography. The brackets as in bs)gom = gom; d)gaQ = ga;

na(s = ne, which we formerly proposed, seem to be less

convenient, than a separating line, although also this line has

in our European writing an other meaning. The change of

pronunciation occurs principally in the letters a, g, r, m, y,

which become sometimes e, d, d, n, ts , and might then be

written a, ^, -I', m-, y.. Other minor changes, as the softer

pronunciation of b before vowels, or the sharper of d before

r, might be omitted. The letter ^ was originally a weak

nasal, but is now, if heard at all, weakened into the sound

of our ^ The vowels, except a (which is not written), are

expressed in the middle of words by the signs known from

the Sanskrit, and in the beginning of words they are added to

i5-l as their fulcrum; the same letter without any vowel-sign

designates, as in Sanskrit, a. The quantity of the vowels is

not distinguished in Tibetan, except in Sanskrit words, where

the long vowels are commonly expressed by adding underneath

the letter <\.
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Remarks.

The vowel e" is described as a very short e and occurs

especially after w; ue. In the same way i mostly forms the

second part of a diphthong ai, oi, but sometimes it occurs

also alone at the end of words, as \i\ saidumbi; it is rendered

in Russian by fi or b. As all the characters and their order

are derived, like the Armenian, from the Greek, the sign of

the vowel u is originally a composition of o and v (Greek ov).

The Greek vowel v alone does not belong to the original

Georgian alphabet, but is added afterwards after u (without

any numerical value). It is found, however, in a few words,

gi^d (= swidi) , seven , and may then be rendered by u : sud.

About the dry tenues, which we write h, P etc., and which

are common to the Georgian, Lasian, MingreUan, Suanian,

Abjasian, and other Caucasian languages, see above in the

Ossetian alphabet, p. 139. We are not quite sure of the pro-

nunciation of that letter which we have rendered by j. Euro-

pean Grammarians usually write kh instead of our ^ and kkh

instead of our j. It seems that the latter is the corresponding

fricative to q, and that it has the same pronunciation as that

Kurd letter, which Mr. Lerch (see above p. 137 J has rendered

by K and which in this case would also be written more con-

veniently j, the Semitic /i being of quite a peculiar nature.

The pronunciation of the letter called Iiae 3 is that of a

feable h. The last letter with a numerical value (10,C00; is the

letter called hoe D', the sound of which is not quite clear.

The letter
"t" /, and 2 i seem to have been invented only for

the Ossetian alphabet, not for the Georgian, where it is,

however, employed by some writers to render several difficult

combinations of consonants more pronouncable.
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TUS.
The alphabet of this Caucasian language has been discussed

by Schiefner, Bulletin de la classe histor. philol. de I'Acad.

de St. Petersbourg, tome XII. 1855. p. 103 sqq. It seems,

that his letters:

a
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Remarks.

The Albanian language is divided into two dialects, the

Toskan and the Qegan. The Toskan write with Greek letters,

the Gegan with Roman. We follow the Toskan grammar of

J. G. von Hah n in his learned Albanem(:he Studien, Wien,

1853. 2* P- — 111 the Gegan dialect occurs the freaph nasa-

lisation of vowels, expressed by the addition of v, which we

render by the sign — over the respective vowels.

MALAYAN.
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Specimen.

Makka mqn'aluwarkan diya darripadda karajdanna padda

baran siydpa yan dikahandakina , dan dinmliydkanna dkan bdran

siydpa yan dikahqndakma dqnan tdnan qodqratna. Bdran si-

ydpa mqmmunuh oran dqnan tiydda sqbqnar Kaqna niscdya di-

siksa allah dqnan dpi 'ndraka yan dmat hdnat.

Schleiermacher, de I'influence de l.ecrit. sur le langu. p. 602. 604.

Remarks.

The Malays, like the Arabs, distinguish in writing only-

three vowels, short and long, a a, i I, u u, using the same

signs for i and e, i and e, u and o, u and 6; !-^ is always

a, but s- is sometimes a, and sometimes the indistinct vowel,

which might be transcribed «, or as we prefer it in this case q.

The pronunciation of ^ and ^ is described as between our

c J and t d' ; it seems therefore that our nearest expression

for them is c and j. We write the merely Arabic sounds as

we write them in Arabic. We have followed principally the

exposition of the Malayan grammar by Schleiermacher in

his book: de Vinfiuence de Vecriture sur la lanyue, 1835. p. 409 sqq.

There, however, the two cerebral letters t and d are not

mentioned. They are at present, as it seems, fallen into disuse

;

but the new invented sign 3 of the Malayan alphabet proves,

that this letter d was used, at least in former times. The

corresponding t was expressed by the Arabic -b, which after-

wards was commonly confined to the words of Arabic origin,

and replaced in genuine Malayan words by '^ t.
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by the sign '^, which indicates the absence of every vowel.

As in Javanese, there is a peculiar sign for the final n as

well as for the feeble final aspiration, both as it seems, in

imitation of the Sanskritic anusvara and visarga. The letters

n, w, y occur in the Mandailin, not in the Toba dialect.

The Dairi has r\o n; it uses the characters of w and 2/, but

only instead of "-'^
, which letter is pronounced A. As in other

languages the present pronunciation deviates in several cases

from the old orthography, g, j, b are pronounced at the end

of words k, c, p. In the eastern Toba dialect and in some

other parts of the island the r is pronounced in a guttural

manner, and ought then to be written r, if compared with

other dialects, h in Toba, if initial, is sounded k; in Dairi this

is always the case, and in Mandailin also, if final or following

immediately a consonant. Before k, t, p, s the nasals n, n, m
are pronounced respectively k, t, p; n before p becomes p,

not t. In the Mandailin alone the nasals are not changed.

Before g, j, d, b the nasals w, w, m pass into the respective

class of the preceding consonant. At the end of words the

nasals n, n, ni before h are pronounced respectively kk, U, pp,

as likewise k, t, p before h, with the exception that t-h or p-h

are sometimes pronounced kk. n before Z, r, in, as well as r

before I are changed into the following letter.—AH these change-

ments of pronunciation are sometiines neglected in writing, in

order to be understood by all the Bataks , and sometimes, they

are expressed according to the different dialects. The tran-

scription will follow in most cases, especially for linguistical

purposes , the etymological orthography. We owe our remarks

on the Battak, to Dr. Land, Secretary of the Netherlandish

Bible-Society at Amsterdam, the exposition on the subject by

H. Neubronner van der Tuuk not being in our hands.
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and e. The sign — is described as a final n; it seems to

imitate in its figure the Sanskrit anusvdra, but without its

peculiar nature; we prefer therefore, not to distinguish it in

our transcription from the full consonantal n. The final letter

7 corresponds with the Sanskritic visarga s. About the two

cerebral letters n and s (s), we think that T. Roorda is

right in what he observes in his edition of Cornets de Groot's

Javaansche Spraakkunst , Amsterdam 1843. p. 8. As the no-

tation of the final n, the different notations of r also seem to

be imitated from the Devandgari, and the two signs M and ^
called Pa- cere and Na-lelet seem to represent the Sanskritic

r and /. The full vowel characters are sometimes used as

' initials in original Sanskrit words. Instead of them the letter

h is generally used with its respective vowel sign. It seems

preferable to transcribe this h, although it is at present scar-

cely audible.
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Saleyer. The vowel a is inherent in every simple character;

the other vowels are expressed by points added to their re-

spective consonantal characters. There are no peculiar initial

vowel signs , but the character -"^^ serves as a fulcrum for

every initial vowel. We need not transcribe it. Final nasals

are regarded rather as modifications of the preceding vowel

and are for this reason usually not written at all, or repre-

sented sometimes by a common sign :i placed above the syl-

labic sign, and pronounced at the end of a word always »i,

and before other consonants n, n, n or m, according to the

class of the following letter, imitating in this respect the use

of the Sanskritic anvsvara-^omi. Decidedly long vowels occur

very seldom in Makassar and almost alone in foreign words.

But every vowel, short or long, may be pronoimced with a

sudden closure of the throat after it, which corresponds very

nearly with the Chinese z\ tone (see above p. 232), and which

we represent best, as Mr. Land proposes, by adding our

hamza > after the vowel, as we have done it in those Semitic

languages , where n or « (hamza) closes a syllable. It seems,

that in Makassar this final ', which is not written, replaces

always, as in Chinese, the Samoyetic (p. 219), the eastern Po-

lynesian (p. 259) and other languages, a dropped consonant,

especially ^, which reappears, when a vowel is added, for ex.

holla' and a becomes ballaka, whilst balan and a remains balana.

The letter h is not found in the older Makassar writing; it

has been introduced only in later times, and principally used in

Malayan or Arabic words, hardly in pure Makassar words.

The word-accents may be added on a much larger scale, as

it is done in the standard works on the Makassar language

by Dr. B. F. Matthes.
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EASTERN POLYNESIAN LANGUAGES.

These languages belong to the poorest with respect to the

number of sounds they use. None of those which are hitherto

known, have the letter s, nor y, nor j, nor any aspirate, nor

even any media, with some rare exceptions. They have the

three tenues k, t, p, pronounced rather softly and even of

these the Tahiti wants the k, the Sandwich the t. But we

think that we have to regard not only the hamza ' as a

softening oik, but also v as the soft correspondent of^, and

r or I oi t; for we find in the language of New Zealand r

and d changing with one another; the Sandwich has /, but

no r, the Raro-Tonga has b, but no «, and other languages

have 10 (perhaps m?_) instead of v. Most of them have the three

nasals n, n, m, and besides h. Some distinguish / and /t,

which, however, change most frequently with one another;

the Raro-Tonga and the Oambier have neither. We possess an

instructive comparison of several of these languages by B.

Gaussin (Du dialecte de Tahiti, de celui des lies Marquises et

en general de la langue Polynesienne , Paris. 1853). According

to this work, we give the following alphabets in our transcription.

The vowels are in all the same: a, e, i, o, u. They are very

rarely decidedly long, a, e, i, 6, u. Besides the short and

long, Mr. Gaussin distinguishes also two accents, which

he calls "grave" and "aigue" without describing them nearer

nor designating them by peculiar signs. The consonants of

the different languages treated by him are as follows. The

feeble guttural, which he calls "explosive pharyngienne" or

"postero-gutturale" seems to be our "hamza" >.

New - Z e aland.

h

Raro Tonga.

k
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Gamble',

k
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AUSTRALIAN or PAPUAN LANC4UAGES.

SOUTH
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Specimen.

Is eteug natimi is ethi, is ero inhalav atamain o un. Is ika

a inharei ehele etman: At ekmak, alupai nyak nahaidzi inpadiaioi

unyum imtak. Is atiakoai ira rau inpaSiain o un aien. Is ivat

ti fan itag nodiat is eti alupat, is ast^apig nain nidzi iiai asena

un a inharei^ um atna o un, urn apan antaha pege itag agen,

is um eduaraprap inpadiain o un aien an nedo auati ahnan.

MARE (Loyalty Islands).

a kg
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Specimen.

E ndua na tamata sa lewe rua na Iwoenafariane. A, sa kdya

vei tamana ko koya sa none vei rau: Tamangu, solia mai vei

wu, nai votavota ni yau sa vota me nongu. A sa votu vei rau

na nona yau. A sa tawa vunga na boni sa mari sa songona,-

vata na nona yau kedena ko koya na none ongo, ka lako tani

kina vanua vakayawa, ka sa biuta walena kina na nona yau e

nai valavala §idroi. Ev. Luc. 15, H— 13.

Remarks.

The Rev. D. Hazlewood in his Compendious Grammar of

the Feejeean language^ Vewa. 1850. writes q, g, d, c, b., j
instead our ng , n, nd, d, mb, j. The vowels are short or

long ; but they are not distinguished in the Grammar of Haz-

lewood, nor by H. C. von der Gabelentz, in his work on

the Melanesian languages , from which (p. 63) we have taken

the specimen. Hazlewood remarks that his k and q represent

two sounds each, the former k and in certain cases g, the

Matter ng and sometimes nk. The combinations tig, nd, mb seem

to be only modifications of the respective explosives. We must

prefer however to transcribe these combinations of two sounds,

according to the pronunciation, by two letters, as we tran-

scribe the same combinations in the African languages.

AFRICAN LANGUAGES.
SUAHELI (KI-SUAHELI).

a
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Specimen.

Mudnso lalikua neno, na neno laUkua hua Mungu, na Mungu
alikua neno. Ililo ndilo lalikua mudnso kua Mungu. Kulla

hitu dzalifonioa kuqkwe; na tsipokudi, hakihua kitu kimoza ki-

lidzo fdnioa. Ev. Joh. i, 1—3.

Remarks.

Krapf, in his Outline of the elements of the Kisudheli lan-

guage. Tiibingen 1850. writes n, c, s,j, s, t, d, tJ,J, z in-

stead of our «, J, s, z\ z, ^, d, ts, dz, dz. Two clicks

which have been observed by Dr. Krapf in the Sudheli are

not written nor described in his publications. We prefer, as

we have stated already above (p. 10), to write ts and dz in

the illiterate, especially in the African languages, instead of

c' and j", as in the Asiatic languages, because the origin of

these compound sounds from simple gutturals is not traceable

in all cases, and because there are no simple signs of an in-

digenous alphabet to be rendered, and finally, because we are

now ahle to quote Grout, Appleyard, Kolle, Schon,
Schlegel, Zimmermann, Barth and others as authorities

in our favour for the same transcription.

MAKUA (M
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Remarks.

We give this alphabet from oral communications made by

Prof. W. Peters. Cf. The languages of MosamMque drawn

up from the Mss. of Dr. W. Peters by Dr. W. Bleek.

London 1856. In this book our letters e, e, n, s, z, I are

rendered by e, e, «, s, s, hi The letter l is not identical

with the composition hi, but resembles the Welsh II, which

we have also rendered by l. The middle tongue touches the

hard palate and at the same time the breath is thrust out on

both sides of it, producing a similar friction as the letter ^.

TSUANA CSE-TSUANA, B.E-TSUANA).

ai au ei eu oi ou

k

t d

p b

ts ts.
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K A F I K , Zulu (Ama-Zulu) dialect

a

e

i u

short and Ions.

a^ mc ao eu
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lengthened a little either above or below, in order to distinguish

them still more from the other characters. Beyond the lateral

fricative Z, which we have already found in the Makua and

Tsuana languages, we have to notice in the Kafir at least

one lateral more, which we write t. This latter one is pro-

nounced in the same way as t, only more forward in the

mouth. We may compare the difference of ? and. t with that

ofjf and ^, or with that of s and the Polish s (our s). In

earlier publications we find our letter ? represented by tl, hi,

,'#, jl, and our letter t by tl, thl, dhl, hi, V, ^l; and in the

Ama-iiOsa dialect some writers distinguish even a third lateral

fricative, which they render by khl, kjl, j_l. The author has

only been able to distinguish two sounds in the pronunciation

of native Zulu Kafirs (see above p. 80), and agrees in this

respect essentially with the observations made by the Rev.

L. Grout, Missionary of the American Board, in his valuable

Grammar of the Zulu language. Natal and London 1851, p. 17, in

which he has already introduced the signs I and t, Mr. Ap-
ple yard, in the above mentioned Correspondence etc. p. 108

recommends the sign ?, but retains besides the combinations

hi and dt It seems to us, that the sound rendered by hi,

khl, J^l, which, according to Boyce, Appleyard and others,

is only heard , when the letter ? is preceded by n or n, ought

not to be distinguished from the latter. It is a natural phonic

effect to hear and even to pronounce nhl and ntt, in conversa-

tion, instead of nl and nf, and it is the same mistake which
has induced others to write tl also behind vowels instead of

I or T. The lateral aspiration might even be uttered without

any decided Z- movement of the tongue; it is then nearly the

same sound as the Arabic o= (only without emphasis), a rather

difficult letter which the old Arabic orthoepists describe as an
''emphatic aspirated I." It might therefore be desirable to fix a
peculiar sign for this lateral aspiration, if this did not go be-

yond our practical wants.
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KAFIR, iiOsa (Ama iiOsa) dialect.

The alphabet is the same as the ^Twfe-alphabet.

Specimen.

Lite ilizwi liha-Tiiio, ukuiala hwalo ukuhgena ema-iiOseni,

langena- kwa-mika; lalipetwe ngu-Nyengana, umfo wapeseya kwol-

wanl'e. Wayete yena esekwelinye ilizwe, weva kusitwa, Kuko
isizwe esingama-iiOsa. Waza wati kekaloku, wanokunga anasu-
mayela ilizwi lika-Tiiio kweso-sizwe. Wasel eiela inl'ela ke kwa-
hantu abakulu; wasuka wawela ulwante, wapumela nganeno apa
Wati, akufika, waniedwa kakulu ngama-Bulu.

Appleyard, The Kafir language, p. 369.

HERERO (O-TYI-HERERO).
a

e

short and long.

k g
t d

p b

ty dy ny ts dz

n
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Remarks.

The Rev. H. Hahn has published two valuable larger works

on this language, a Grammar (1857) and Biblical Stories (1861).

We regret sincerely, that the orthography of the latter is not only

essentially differing from that of the former, but even less accep-

table. The question is only about the sounds , which were first

written: n, tj, dj, nj, j, t, d, nd, s, z by the Rhenish Missionaries,

for which Mr. Hahn gives in his Grammar the letters n, Jc, g, «, y,

t, d or dz, n or ndz, s, z, and in his last publication: n, ty, dy, w, y,

t, 4, n, s, z. With regard to s and z he remarks in the Grammar

p. 4, that their pronunciation approaches to the English hard

th and soft fh, owing to the custom of the people to cut out

the two upper front -teeth in form of an angle A. This very

plausible explication accounts for the fact, that our common

s and z does not exist at all in the Herero, and justifies us

at the same time to retain the common signs of s and z not-

withstanding, instead of d and d, which would else be re-

quired according to the Standard alphabet. On a separate

leaf printed 1861 Mr. Hahn raises doubts respecting his own

former explication , because he had since remarked the same

lisping sounds behind t, d, and n, and he uses now a peculiar

diacritical sign for s and z and the compounds fe, dz, nz.

We cannot find the reason he gives for this new invention

sufficient, and would decidedly prefer the old fashion. On
the other hand we adopt his proposal to write ty and dy in-

stead of K and ^, the more so because we prefer in general,

according to our principles, and especially with regard to illit-

terate languages, to resolve all consonantal diphthongs into

their component parts. The natural consequence is that we

write also ny intead of n. But we keep the distinction of n and

n, as it is done in the Grammar, were it only in order to avoid

the very common mistake to pronounce the two letters ny as a

simple n, which latter in many other languages precedes vowels

immediately without an intermediate y.
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FERNANDO
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Specimen.

Mbe' ya welite anya ya na nde soga ya, ya se' nc/o'zi unu

nde na digi ihinye idzi hd ma unu nwe' ala^eze Tsu'ku, ngo'zi

unu nde ne She' uhu'a ma unu ga atsio'tsi. Ngo'zi unu, nde

agu' na dgu' ubu'a , ma afg' gedzu unu. Ngo'zi unu , mbe' ma'dit

ga akpo' unu asi' , mbe' agahan cltso' unu, na ebi'rihd ma mebo'

unu na ihu'n ei'en dkpo' unu aha'n doka ndzo' na ihi Qpa'ra wd'he.

Luke 6, 20-22-

Remarks.

We give the alphabet and specimen according to the Gram-

matical Elements of the Ibo language by the Rev. J. P. SchQn

and the native Missionary S. Growth er's Isuama-Ibo Primer,

revised by the Rev. J. Chr. Taylor, having changed only

their ds into dz. In the compounds hp and gb of this and

. other African languages, the component parts are so intimately

connected, that they are regarded almost as guttural modifi-

cations of ^ and 6, in a similar vcay as we speak. of guttural

(emphatic) dentals in the Semitic languages. We prefer however

to write both letters in the same way as it has been done

before us. About the peculiar intonations represented by the

accents ' and \ see our remarks on the Yoruba.
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Specimen;
" O'kori hcV li omo'kori medzi. Eyi aburo m ino' wo ivi fu
baba' re" kpe', Baba', fu mi ni iwo ogu' ti o tori' mi. 0' si>\

kpi ohu ini' re'' fu wo . Ki" isi> to' idzo' melohd li eld eyi\ eyi

omo'hori aburo Tto' ohu gboc/bo ti o' ni dzo' , o' si' mu oSia re"

hpg lo'h si' ilu o'^kere ; ni ibe'^ ni o' gbe' no" gbogbo ini' re'' ni

imhma. Luke 15, 11-13.

Remarks.

We owe our acquaintance with the Yoruba language prin-

cipally to the valuable works of the native Missionary Rev.

S. Crowther (Adza^'ye) (Grammar and Vocabulary 1852) and

lastly of the Rev. T. J. Bo wen (Grammar and Dictionary.

1858, published by the Smithsonian Institution). Their alphabet

exhibits the letters a, e, e, 0, aiy(a7i), rj(n, ng), s (s), z , c

oits, dz (j) instead of our e, e, e, g, d, n; s, z, ts, dz. The

vowel e is not noticed by Crowther; it seems to be very rare,

and is described by Bowen as the "obscure sound of u in but,

in mother." The rj(n, ng) on the end of syllables "is equi-

valent to the French n in 5ow." This is the same nasalisation

of a vowel, which Mr. Schon in Ibo has already rendered

according to the Standard alphabet by a, e, etc. "Before a

cohsonaht, that is, at the beginning of a word or syllable, it,

has a stronger sound, nearly equivalent to the English ng in

song" That is our n. The compound ts is not mentioned

by Bowen and seems to be almost unknown in native words.

As to the peculiar intonation of vowels, which is identical with

that in Ibo, Ewe and other languages, "there are three primary

tones; the middle tone is the ordinary tone of the voice without

inflexion ; the acute and grave tones are simply the rising and

falling inflexions of elocutionists; in the Yoruba and other

cognate laHguages however, they are employed to distinguish

words which are spelled alike, but have different meanings."
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We find here in a smaller extent the same principle of into-

nation as in the Chinese. The middle tone requires no ex-

pression in writing; the two other tones have been indicated

by Crowther, Schon and Bowen, as the rising and falling

Chinese tone used to be, by the acute and grave accents '

and ^, over the vowel. We have already suggested (p. 234),

and more amply discussed in the above quoted treatise, our

scruples against this use of the European accents, which have

quite a different meaning, and the former of which is indispen-

sable in every language to indicate the common word-accent.

Mr. Bowen has met with this very difficulty also in the Yoruba

language, where the word -accent is entirely different from

the intonation. He distinguishes therefore the former from the

latter by placing it on the right side of the vowel, ex. a'daba,

eda!^ alufd\ d'lasa'ra, oni'ba'ta. In the running text and in the

Dictionary Mr. Bowen generally omits the word-accent and it

seems that it would not be difficult to fix those eases where it

ought to be put and where not. But we should decidedly pro-

pose, that the word-accent be placed, also in the African lan-

guages, over the vowel, according to the usual custom, and the

tones on the right side of the vowel, without altering the shape

given to them by Mr. Bowen. We gain by this mode of writing

the full harmony with the only languages, which exhibit the

same tones, viz. the Chinese and cognate languages, where the

San' or ascending tone is represented by the acute, and the

Khyu'' or descending tone by the grave accent, placed on the

right side of the vowel (see above p. 232). We should con-

sequently write the above quoted words: ddaha, edd\ alufd,

d'lasdra, onibdta, or if we omit the word -accent, where it is

not necessary: ddaba, eda\ alufd, a'lamra, onibdta. Mr.
Bowen has introduced a new diacritical sign ^ over those

vowels, which are pronounced so short as to be scarcely per-

ceptible. We have used in those cases, as in the Slavonic
and other languages, the particular sign of shortness ^.
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e

a a

^

e e

i « u a,

a i i o u

del etc.

EWE, Anlo (Aongla) - dialect.

h g

t d

p b

-
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Mra, and a few cognate languages. The pure breath, says

Mr. Schlegel, passes silently through the lips as if you slightly

blow off something from the paper before you; the teeth have

nothing to do with it, nor is it a sonant, but a mute letter;

the mouth takes the position of the German w. We cannot

but approve the rendering of this labial breathing by w.

Others have tried to substitute / as basis; but the entire

absence of a dental friction leads us more naturally to w.

Instead of ds of Mr. Schlegel we have to write dz.

AKRA (GA).

a
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Remarks.

The Standard Alphabet has been already employed by the

Rev. J. Zimmerman n in his Grammatical Sketch of the

Ahra- or Gd-language, Stuttgart. 1858. We write only dz

instead of his ds, and w instead of his f, which would remind

rather a dental s than a labial w (see above). With regard

to the tones, he distinguishes only two of them, indicating

the elevation of the voice by the grave accent (a) instead of

the acute (a) employed in the cognate languages, and leaving

the other without sign (p. 6). He uses the acute (a) in its

original meaning as word-accent, as we do.

TYI (0-TYI, OJI), ^^M)apm dialect.

a
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dialect, Basel. 1854. writes p, o, u, n, c instead of our e, o^

u, n-i X- If li6 says p. 9: "The combination wy is to be con-

sidered rather as a simple sound, intermediate between w and y,
this peculiar sound is perhaps the same', which we have

written ih in the preceding languages. He distinguishes (p. 7)

"a third class of vowels , which cannot be said to be long,

and yet are different from the short vowels. They are sounded

more fully and sharply than the latter, but without the sound

being prolonged, as in the case with the long vowels." He

marks those vowels by the circumflex a, e, etc. If by this

description he wishes to designate the ascending tone of the

cognate languages, we should write it a', ^', etc. as in those

languages.
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although his transcription seems to be in an imperfect state.

He writes «, .«, p, « or m^ or ngli^ s instead of our e, e, o,

n, J. The description of his a (e) "like the English u in but

or in run" is doubtful; e (e) has according to him the double

pronunciation of the German a in Vdter— our e— , and that

of the English ai in hait— our e; he gives to his o only the

long sound as in home or old— our o , and to his o only the

long sound as in law or water— our o; he writes very fre-

quently h at the end of words, as kah, woh, ngangh, oh,

moh, ih, koh, eh, yongh in our specimen, only "to distinguish

words which, though sounded alike, have a diflPerent sense",

a principle which we could not recommend. The quantity of

the vowels in the specimen is not indicated, nor is it clear,

what is meant by his writing ha.

VEI.
a

a
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Remarks.

We refer to the Outlines of a Grammar of the Vet language

by Rev. S. W. Koelle, Church Missionary. London. 1853.

He writes in this Grammar e, o, o, n', r, ds, ds instead of

our e, g, g, n, y, ts, dz. He describes the sound of his o as

between the o of note (our p) and the u of booh Being un-

certain , whether this description would characterise this vowel

sufficiently, we shall meanwhile write it g. Mr. Koelle adds

to his valuable work a most interesting account respecting the

mode of syllabical writing invented in modern times by the

Vei people themselves, and we find the vowel g(d) distin-

guished from and o(o) also in this Vei writing.

susu.
k g
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a

e S

ai au 01

M A N D I N a A.

k g

t d

p b

ts dz ny

n
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bel ngyent-sou te du-ma-j^niku. Nyu di gyehi ihie lelek hel dig

u bekyek. Ooloh bog-nd oketu, te am-ul ben mpexe-mu mu-def.

Mune log: Be-murdemon tkie ;(are-be , nyu-dyam me balle fi.

Remarks.

In the Recherches sur la langue Ouolofe, par M. le baron

Roger, Paris, 1829, our letters e, e, e, e, e, g, u, u, «, /, s,

z, dz, ny are rendered by e, e, e, e, e, eu, u, ou, n, kh or hr

or rh, ch,j, dj, gn.

a

e Q

e

i u

short and long.

a o

ai au ei oi ou ui

FUL (FULAH).

k g

t d

p b

n
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Remarks.

The Rev. C. L. Reichardt, Church Miss., in his Prmer
in the Fulah language, and in his Three original Fulah Pieces,

Berlin, 1859, has already used the Standard alphabet. There
are many Arabic words in the Ful, which ought to be ren-
dered according to our Arabic transcription. We should also

adopt the letter / instead of dz, if <this sound occurred only
in Arabic words. The specimen is taken from Reichardt's

Primer p. 23.

KANURI (BORNU).

o« ?
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Grammar af the Bornu or Kdnuri language and African native

Literature, both publ. London, 1854, in which the Standard

Alphabet is already used.

KONGARA (DAR-FUR).

a a
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Specimen.

NdlagdK miane^alluffo , taza ilizimane^mut autlajmutiffsaK

.

7s. Ill, 10. — Tainazza sukuiautig-sd , kunji-d! Kutzinnej(uw-

zdjtup pe^Icuzzutd tazza, piumdjktgsaK ndlagkawnut Tcunimid.

Inunit ayagtoj^umdj^putit. Dan. 4, 21. 22. — Izumaleajpolc , Ua-

tannutaiza malugizzagune , annautigiumdj(itik , Outip annaiikku-

manmatik: Acts. 7, 25.

Remarks.

S. Kleins chmidt in his Grammai/ik der Qrorildndischen

Sprache, Berlin, 1851. supplies us with a very learned and

accurate description of the Greeulandic sounds, although we

must deviate in many points from his transcription of the con-

sonants. Our letters: Jc , ii, j, y/k, n, j, s, z, z are the

same as his: /c, r«^, r, r, k, ng, g, ss, ss, s. He calls the first

class gutturals, the second palatals, but be describes both classes

as uttered deeper in the throat than the same classes in other

languages. The second class comes very near to the common

gutturals, whilst the first might be compared, as in the Geiez

and Amharic, to a peculiar developement of the Semitic g- class.

We distinguish those deep gutturals by adding over them, as

in the just mentioned languages, the guttural point, and by

doubling it over n. It is the same misconception which we have

met already several times, that he takes the rough friction of

J, /, and even ii as a regular vibration, representing it by

the basis r. The original explosive media is, according to this

author, only preserved in the second class as g, whilst in

the other classes it is either softened, between vowels, into

the respective soft fricative (y , i, z, v) or, after consonants,

changed even into the hard fricative (j[, s, s, f). In the latter

case he distinguishes the soft and the hard fricative only in

the first class (r and r) and in the last (v and f), but he does

not distinguish ss = s from ss = z, nor s = s from s = z. It
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is, however, only consistent, to show fully in our transcription

the regular developement of this interesting system of conso-
nants. It seems, on the other hand, that we might easier dis-

pense with the| compound letter dl, which this author uses for

I if it follows an (Jth^r Consonant. As to the different accents,

which Mr. Kleinschmidt employs, they seem to us not ne-

cessary, if we double, after every sharp accented vowel, the

following consonant.

MASSATSUSET.
a

e
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I R K W I S.

a
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TSAHTA (CHOKTAW).
e

a

e o

i u

a I u e

at au

p h

n

m
s

f

y

I

Specimen.

Piki eba is binili ma. Tsi hohtsifo het holitopaske. Is wpe-

hlit^ika yet ela^e. Nana ii aiahni ka yakni pakna yd a yohmi

ket eba yakni a yohmi mak o tsiyuhmaske. Eimak nitak ilhpak

pirn, ai elhpesa hoka is pi ipetdSke. Matth. 6, 9— li.

Remarks.

See The Choctaw Spelling book, tfi" ed. Boston, 1849. p. 36.

and cf. The Choctaw Instructor. Utica, 1831.

TSALAGI (CHIROKI).

a

e

i u

- gw

k g

t d

ds

tl dl

hn nah

y

I

w
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X> a
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tribes US0 in Vvriting and printing vernacnlar characters, in-

vented about 1823 by a Ciiiroki man called Segwoya or with

his English name George Guest. The history of this extra-

ordinary invention, vcill be found, after an authentic relation

in a Chiroki newspaper, in the Notes to the treatise of John

Pickering on the Indian languages of America, translated into

German by the learned Mrs. Th. Robinson (Talvj). It is in-

teresting to observe, that the inventor, who could not read

nor speak any other language except his own, did not proceed

to the separation of vowels and consonants, but set up a syl-

labarium of 85 characters, uniting 15 consonantal sounds with

six different vowels and giving besides a peculiar sign to every

pure vowel. He omitted those combinations, which he did not

actually meet in his language, and he added a character for

the syllable nah (= ««?), probably because this syllable con-

stitutes the only monosyllable Chiroki word (except some inr

teijections), a second one for the syllable hna, perhaps because

the aspirated n seems to be the only aspirated consonant which

occurs in the beginning of words , and a third for the simple

vowelless s, which precedes several other consonants, for ex.

si, sd, sk, sg, sgw. The sixth vowel (e) has been described as

a nasalized English u of but. It seems not impossible that it

may resemble the hard i of the Chinese and the Tatarian lan-

guages, which would easily be decided by a Russian linguist.

We should propose in this case to render it likewise by i

instead of e. As to the consonants, we are of the opinion,

that the Tsalagi language has no true sonant Mediae, but that

our second row contains the real dry Tenuea, which we ought

tci write kw, k, t, U, tl, and the first row the aspirates /c, t\ fl.

We conform however to the already received prthographyj

whose deviation from the true pronunciation is all the less im-

portant, because no third row has been developped in the Tsa-

lagi system. J. D. Wofford in his American Sunday School

Spelling book, translated into the Cherokee language, New York,
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1824. represents all the rows of vowel combinations, also those

with k, t, tl, m, as complete, and adds even several conso-

nantal sounds which by Segwoya were not distinguished ; for he

gives besides I, tl and dl a second I, rendered by 7, which he

compares with the Welsh II, our ?, and which occurs also in

the combinations tl and dt Moreover, he uses an aspiration

expressed by > before vowels and almost all the consonants

{'q, =gw, 'k, 'g, >y, Us, 't, U, ^n, 's, C7J)— except only the

labials m and w— and distinguishes 'y from hy. In a single

sheet in 4° , containing the Cherokee Alphabet, we find the

remark, that "in some words g, I, n, d, w and y are aspirated,

as if preceded by h." We render in our specimen this aspiration

provisionally by '. With regard to the vowels, he writes v

for the English m of thus, and v for the same vowel nasa-

lized. He employs also occasionally two accents placed over

the vowels, a, e, «', (d), u and a, e, (I), b, ii, without, however,

any explication. He also gives, besides the consonantal com-

binations with s, several others in his texts, as Jcl, hy, wh,

nt, nd, ntl, nn, and we are at a loss to know, how such

vowelless consonants might be expressed in the Chiroki writing.

It seems , that Segwoya did not provide at all for those cases,

but that at present the diacritical sign .— is prefixed before

such consonants which have lost their vowel-sound. This is

at least the case in the Cherokee Hymns , compiled from several

authors, 8* ed. Park Hill, Mission Press, 1848, as we see

from a note added to p. 2 of those Hymns , as well as in The

Gospel ace. to Matthew, translated into the Cherokee language.

S"" ed. Park Hill 1850, from which we have taken the Spe-

cimen. Chiroki scholars will in these respects complete our

transcription.
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Remarks,

The following letters: (; k, kh, k, h; ts, t^h, ny , s, ly; th,

t, s, s; ph, p, of our transcription are rendered by Gonpalez
Holguin in his Vocahulano de la lengua Qquichua, Reyes,

1608, and by Torres Rubio in his Arte y Vocabulario de la

lengua Quichua, Lima, 1754, y; c (before a, o, u, i) or qu

(before e, i), k {a, o, u, i) or qqu {e, t), cc or kc, h; oh, chh,

n, s, ii; th or tt, tt, p («, o, u) or c (e, i) or z (before con-

sonants), /s; p or pp, pp; by J. von Tschudi, Die Kechua-

Sprache, Wien, 1853: y, c or k, k or Ic, c or U , H ; ch, ch,

n, s', U; t^ t , s, S', P') P- The letters k, t, p, h, s are pro-

nounced with a peculiar contraction of the throat, which we

can only compare with the guttural emphasis of the Semitic

Unguals, and which we render accordingly by the same line

underneath. The letter, which we write s seems to be more

a sharp aspirated s, than a full s, which latter, however, is

substituted in some districts. We are not sure as to the

exact pronunciation of the letter written y by former gram-

marians and rendered by us i; it seems to be always com-

bined with other vowels.
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Remarks.

P. Mamiani in his Kii'iri- Grammar , translated from the

Portugese into German by H. C. von der Gabelentz (Leipzig.

1852), writes ce, e, a, 6, y , tg, hn, ch, j, hi, instead of our

e, e, p, p, i, ts, ny, s, z. ly. The vowel y = i, is called by

the Brasilian Grammarians the "thick V and is said to be

pronounced with a guttural sound. We have rendered it by

the Tataric and Chinese «, lo which it seems to approach,

as in the preceding languages.

The General Table of Languages, which we exhibit hereafter, is added

for the convenience of the reader. It rests entirely upon the responsibility

of the author of the pamphlet and claims no other authority; the affiliation

and interdependence of the dialects of mankind being too wide a question

to be allowed to interfere with the practical object, which, especially in its

Missionary bearing, the Standard Alphabet has in view. It will hardly be

necessary to state expressly, that the names, Japhetic, Semitic, and Hamitic,

do not imply the independent origin of those languages, which are not

classified under them, but which cannot yet be identified with these three

branches. We use them merely as conventional and convenient terms, fol-

lowing in this respect, and carrying out, the general linguistic use, which

has long existed with regard to the Semitic languages. As to the details

of our survey, we pretend by no means to completeness or perfection iu

all parts; we have used, however, the best authorities and examined the

latest researches on the diiferent groups of languages, as far as we had

access to them.
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GENEEAL TABLE OF LANGUAGES.

The languages reduocd to the Standard Alphabet are marked by an asterisk.

LITEEAET LANGUAGES.

A. GENDER LANGUAGES.

I. Japhetic (Indogermaiiic)
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E. Slavonic.

I. South-eastern branch

(KyrilHan letters).

1. Sloveno-Bulgarian.

a, * Old Slovenian

(Church Slavonic) ,

h. New Slovenian

( Windic).

c. Bulgarian.

2

.

* Serbian ( llliric)

,

Kroatic {Khorvatic).

3. *Russian.

a. Great-Russian,

h. Small-Russian.

II. Western branch (Ro-

man letters).

1 .*Ches]danlBohemian),

Slovakian.

2. *Polish, Polabic.

3. *Sorbian {Wendic,

Lusatian).

a. High-Lusatian.

b. Low-Lusatian.

F. Greek.

1. Old Greek.

2. New Greek.

G. Italic.

1

.

Umbrian.

2. Oskan.

3. Latin.

a, Old Roman.

b. Romance languages.

a. Italian.

b. Spanish.

G. Portugese.

d. Provencial.

e. French.

f. Grison {Rheto-Ro-

mance).

g.*Rumanian (Wal-

lachian).

a. Northern ovDako-

Rumanian.

§. Southern or Ma-

cedo-Rumanian.

4. Etruscan.

H. Germanic.

1. Gothic.

2. High- German: Old,

Middle, New.

3. Low- German: Old-

Saxon, Middle-Low-,

New-Low-German.

4. Netherlandic : Middle-

Netherlandic , Dutch.

5. Frisic.

6. Anglo-Saxon.

7. English.

8. Scandinavian.

a. Icelandic.

a. *Old Icelandic.

b. New Icelandic.

h. Swedish.

c. Danish, Norwegian.
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J. Celtic.

1. Welsh (Breton).

a. *Kimri {Cymric).

b. Cornish.

c. Armorican (Bas

Breton).

2. Gaelic.

a. Scotch (Gaelic).

b. Irish (Ers).

c. Manks.

II. Semitic langnages.

A. Northern Semitic

languages.

1

.

*Hebrew.

2. Kanaanitic, Phceni-

cian, Punic.

3. Aramean.

a. *Syrian.

b. Chaldee.

G, Samaritan , Pal-

myric,

d. Mandean or Sa-

bean.

4. Assyrian.

B. Southern Semitic

languages.

1. *Arabic.

2. Sinaitic.

3. Himyaritic, Ehkili.

4. Abyssinian (Ethio-

pian).

a. * Old Abyssinian

(Ge,'ez).

b. Tigre.

c. *Amharic.

III. Ilamitlc langnages.

A. Egyptian.

1. *Old Egyptian (Hie-

roglyphic).

2. *Coptic.

B. Ethiopian.

1. *Beja (Bisdri).

2. Dankdli.

3. Harrar.

4. Somali.

5. 'Orrna (Galla).

C Libyan.

1. *Ta-Maseq (Masiy,

Tuaric).

2. *Hausa.

D. Hottentot.

1. Hottentot.

a. *Nama (Namaqua).

b. Kora.

2. Bushman.

B. NO -GENDER LANGUAGES.

I. Asiatic langnages.

A. Tataric (Ural-Altaic,

Tataro - Finnic , Scy-

thian, Turanian),

I. Tungusian.

1. *Manju.

2. Lamutic.

3. Capogiric.
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i. Orotongian.

etc.

II. Mongolian.

1. *Sharra- Mongolian

{eastern Mong.).

2. Kalmuk {western

Mongolian).

3. *Buryetic (northern

Mongolian).

III. Turkish.

1. *Yakutic.

2. * Osmanlian ( Tur-

kish).

3. Nogairic, Kumuk.

4. Jakataic.

a. Uiguric.

b. TJsbek.

c. *Turkmenian.

5. Kirgisian.

a. Eastern Kirgisian

{Kirgiz).

b. Western Kirgisian

(Kazak).

6. Cuwasic.

7. Barabinzic, Teleutic,

Sayanic.

IV. *Samoyedic.

1. Yurak-Samoyedic.

2. Tawgi-Sanioyedic.

3. Ostyak-Samoyedic.

4. Yenissei-Samoyedic.

5. Kamassic.

V. Finnic (Chudic, Uralic).

1. Ugric.

a. Ostyak.

b. Wogidic.

c. *Madyaric (Magya-

ric, Hungarian).

2. Permian,

a. Siryenian {Per-

mian).

b. Wotyak.

3. Wolgaic {Chudic).

a. Ceremissian.

b. *Mordvinian.

a. Erse.

/?. Moksa.

4. Western Finnic.

a. Lapponese.

b. Finlandic.

a. Yemian.

\ . Western Fin-

landic.

2. Wepsic.

3. Wotic.

4. Esihonian.

5. *Livonian.

/?, Karelian.

VI. Dravidian languages.

1. *Tamil {Tatnulian).

2. *Malaydlam.

3. *Tzilu.

4. *Karndtaka (Kana-

rese).

5. *Telugu {Telinga).

6. Gond.

7. Tuda.
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8. Kota.

9. Ku {Kund).

B. Monosyllabic lan-

guages.

I. Chinese.

1. *Kwan-hwa or Man-

darinic.

a. Dial, of Peking.

b. Dial, of Nanking.

2. Fu-kyan.

a. Dial, of Can-ceu.

b. *Hok-lo.

3. Kwan-tun (Canton),

a. Pun-ti {Pen).

h. *Hak-ka.

c. Sin-hwai.

II. Annam.

III. *Thai (Siamese).

IV. *Kamboja.

V. *Mranma (Burmese).

C. Isolated languages.

1. *Yukagiric.

2. *Caucau (Chukchik),

Koryak.

3. Kamchatka.

4. *Japanese.

5. Korean.

6. *Tibetan.

7. Caucasian languages,

a. Georgia7i ( Grusi-

nian)., Lazian and

Mingrelian , Gu-

rian, Suanian.

b. Lesgian, Aware.

c. *Tus, Kistian (MizjC'

gian).

d. Cerkessian, Abha-

sian.

8. Lycian.

In Europe:

9. *Albanian.

\ 0. Basque.

II. Polynesian or 9Ialayan

(Oceanic) languages.

A. Western Branch.

1. Sumatra sm^l Malakka.

a. *Malay.

b. *Batak.

c. Acin, Rejan, Lam-

pun , Mantawei
,

(Poggi), Nian,

Maruwin.

2. *Javanese.

a. Kawi or Old Ja-

vanese.

b. New Javanese :

Bhasa-krama, Nyo-

ko, Madliya.

3. Borneo.

a. *Dayak, etc.

4. Sumbava, Timor.

5. Celebes.

a. *Makassar [Mang-

kassara).

b. *Bugis (Wugi).

6. Moluccas Islands.
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7. Philippine Islands

:

Tagala.

8. Formosa {Taiwan).

9. Marianne Islands.

10. Caroline Islands.

B. Eastern Branch.

1. *New Zealand.

2. Friendly Islands.

3. Navigator's (Samoa)

Islands.

4. Union Islands: Fa-

kaafo.

ILLITERATE

III. Australian or Papuan

languages ( JVegrito,

IHelanesian),

A. Australian.

1. Southwest, languages.

2. Parnkalla.

3. *Adelaide.

4. Murray river.

5. Encounter bay.

6. Victoria.

1. Tasmania Island.

8. Eastern languages.

9. Northern languages.

B. Melanesian (Papuan).

1. New Guinea.

2. Neio Ireland.

3. New Britannia.

4. Louisiade.

5. *IIervey Islands: Ra-

ro-Tonga.

6. * Gambler^s Islands.

7. ^Society Islands: Ta-

hiti.

8. Paumotu Islands.

9. *Marquesas Islands:

Nukahiwa.

10. *Sandwich Islands

:

Hawaiyi.

C. Madagaskar: Mala-
gasse.

LANGUAGES.

5. Solomon Islands:

Bauro, Guadalka-

nar.

6. A^ei» Hebrides:

*Annatom, Tana.

7. iVew Caledonia.

8. Loyalty Islands:

*Mare, Nengore, Do-

ka, Lifu.

9. 'Fiiz (Fiji) Islands.

lY. African languages.

A. Original or South
African languages.

1. Zanzibar.

a. *Sudheli {Ki-Sua-

heli).

b. Nika.

c. Kamba.
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d. Pokomo.

e, Hinzuan.

2. Mosamhique.

a. 'Makua.

I. Tette.

c. Sena.

3. Tegeza.

4. *Tsudna {Se-chuana).

a. Suto (Ba-Suto).

b. Rolon.

c. Hlapi.

5. Kafir.

a. *Zulu.

b. iiOsa (Ma-f/Osa).

6. Bunda.

a. *Herer6.

b. Ngola {Ang6la).

c. Benguela.

d. Londa,

7. Kongo.

a. Kongo.

b, Kokongo.

G. Mpongwe.

8. Biqfra gulf.

a. Kele (Di-kele).

b. Benga.

c. Dualla.

d. Isubu.

e. *Fernando Po.

9. Niger-Delta.

a. Effik.

b. *lbo.

c. *Y6ruba.

d. Nupe.

10. Slave coast.

a. Ewe {Ife).

b. Maji.

c'. Ddhume.

d. Weta.

e. Anfue.

f. Anlo (Aongla).

11. Gold coast.

a. Fanti.

b. Asanti.

c. *Akra or Qd.

d. * Tyi ( Otji) or

Akwapim.

12. Windward coast.

a. Grebo.

b. Kruh.

c. Basa.

13. Sierra Leone.

a. Bullom.

b. Serbro.

c. *Timne.

B. Isolated languages

in Middle Africa.

1. Gor.

a. *Wolof.

b. *Fula.

2. Mande.

a. *Vei.

b. *Susu.

c. *Mandinga.

3. Tebu (Teda).

4. *Bornu: Kdnuri.

5. *Dar Fur: Kongdra.
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6. *Nuba.

7. Umdle [Tumale).

IV. American languages.

A. North - American
languages.

1

.

Karalian.

a. * Greenlandic.

h. Eskimo {Labrador).

c. Eskitno - Chukchic.

2. Kolos.

3. Athapaskan.

4. Delaicare {Lenape,

Algonkin).

a. Kri.

h. Ottawa.

c. Chippeway ( Ojib-

way).

d. Pottawatomi.

e. Mikmak.

f. Abenakwi.

g. *Massatsuset.

h. Mohegan.

I. Delaioare.

k. Sawani.

5. *Irokwois.

6. Florida.

a. *Muskogi or Ki'ik.

b. *T8ahta{Chockta'w).

c. *Tsiroki(Chirokese).

7. Sioux (Nadowessi).

a. *Dak6ta.

b. Kansa.

c. Iowa.

'8. Pani.

9. Arrapahu.

10. Komantse {Paduka).

11. Kalifornian.

B. Middle - American
languages.

1. Astek or Mexican.

2. Tolteka.

3. Miksteka.

4. Zapoteka.

5. Taraska.

6. Apatse.

7. "Otomi.

8. Maya, Pokontsi.

9. Moskito.

C. South - American
languages.

1. Moska {Chibcha).

2. Guarani {Carib).

3. Tupi {Brasilian).

4. Botokudian {Enge-

rehnung, Aimbore).

5. *Kiriri.

6. *Khetsua {Kechua,

Peruvian).

7. Aimara.

8. Guaikur.

9. Araukana (Moluche).

10. Pueltse (Pavipa).

11. Tehuel {Patagonian).
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The publication of these siieets has been delayed longer than

we expected , on account of the increased number of alphabets,

from all classes of languages , which bad to be reduced to our

standard. We hope that this delay will only have been in the

interest of the present work, as we have already explained

above (p. 19), why we considered it necessary to devote parti-

cular care to this Second Part of our pamphlet. We met with

great difficulties especially among those languages, which pos-

sess from ancient times a native alphabet and a national litera-

ture; and yet these are just the most important, as well for

Missionaries as for Linguists.

Wc have now still to complete the list of publications given

above (p. 2 gqq.), in which the Standard Alphabet has been

adopted. As far as we are acquainted with them, they are

the following:

Joh. Andr. Sjogren's Livtsche Grmnmatik nebst Sprach-

proben, mi Avftrage der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissen-

schaften bearbeitet von F e r d . J o h . W i e d em a n n , St. Pe ters-

burg, 1861. 2 vol. in 4".

Aug. Ahlquist, Versuch einer Moksoha-Mor dwinischen

Grammatik nebst Tewten und Wortenerzeichniss, St. Petersburg,

1861. 8°.

The same author has published a Wotic Grammar in the

Acta Societatis scientiarum Fennicae, torn. V.

C. F. Schlenker (Church Miss.), Collection of Temne

Traditions, Fables and Proverbs. 1861.
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H. Hahn (Rhen. Miss.), Omahungi nomambo omatororoa

Uomambo oa Mukuru uetestamente ekuru nepe pura oviprente

ovingi, GiUersloh, 1861.

The same: Omahongise uokoleza Motyi-herero. 1861.

R. L e p s i u s , Ueber die Arabischen Sprachlaute und deren

Umschrift, und iiber den harten i Vocal. (Abhandl. der Ber-

liner Academie, 1861.)

J. F. Schon (Church M. Soc), Grammar of the Eausa

language, London, 1862.

H. Earth, Collection of Vocabularies of Central-African

languages, 1*' Part, 1862. of the Kanuri, Teda, Hausa, Ful-

fulde, Sonyai, Logons, Wdndala, Bdgrimma, and Mdba-\&n-

guages.

Dr. Fr. Miiller, Beitrdge zur Lautlehre der Neupersi-

schen Sprache, Wien, 1862. (from the Sitzungsberichte der Phil.

Hist. Classe der Kaiserl. Akad. d. Wiss., vol. xxxix.)

The same, Ueber die Sprache der Avghdnen (Pojfto).

Wien, 1862. (Vol. XL.); IF Part, 1863. (Vol. xlix.)

Dr. W. Bleek, A Comparative Grammar of South Afri-

can languages. Parti. London. 1862.

The Standard Alphabet has also been introduced in the

great Map in four parts of the Austrian Empire with

its manyfold countries of diflperent languages, edited by Ar-
taria in Vienna, 1862; and Prof. Augustus Petermann
in Gotha writes to us, that he has the same intention for his

own future Maps.

We have also the satisfaction to refer to a detailed review

and recommendation of the Standard Alphabet by Prof. Wil-
liam D. Whitney, the eminent Sanskrit scholar, iu New
Haven, Yale College: On Lepsius's Standard Alphabet (from

the Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. VII. 1862).

Some of the deficiencies, which he points out in the first

Edition, had been already removed in the present Edition,

before his pamphlet reached us.
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Dr. Fr. Muller, Zend-Studien, Wien, 1863. {Sitzungs-

herichte etc. Vol. XL.)

The same, Beitrdge zur Lautlehre der Armenischen
Sprache, Wien, 1863. (Vol. xli.)

The same, Beitrdge zur Lautlehre des Ossetiachen. Wien,

1863. (Vol. XLI.)

R. Lepsius, Das ursprimgliche Zendalphahet, Berlin,

1863. 4°. iAbhandl. d. Mad. 1862.)

The same, Veber das Lautsystem der Persischen Keil-

schrift, Berlin, 1863. 4°. {Abh. 1862.)

In order to inform the reader as to the more or less reliable

means, which were at the disposal of the author, respecting

the apprehension of the sounds of those living languages, which

are discussed in the present pamphlet, the following remarks

may here not be out of place. The author has had the opportunity

of learning directly from intelligent natives the pronunciation

oiihQ Armenian, Serbian, Russian.^ Cheskian (Bohemian) , Polish,

Rumanian ( Wallachian), Hebrew, Arabic, Coptic, Be]a (Bisari),

Galla, Turkish, Madyaric, Japanese, Ziulu-Kafir, Kongara (J)ar-

Fur), Nuba; he conversed orally with the following learned

gentlemen, who had long resided in the respe(;tive countries

and were practically acquainted with their languages: on most

of the Sanskritic languages, spoken actually in India, with the

Eev. Dr. Trumpp (see above p. 19); on the Pasto or Afyan

with the same, whose last Indian residence was for several years

Peshawer, where he mastered this language completely; on the

modern Persian, Ossetian, Turkish, Georgian with the Prussian

Consul at Jerusalem Dr. G. Rosen, late interpreter at the

Prussian Embassy in Constantinople, and author of gram-

matical Sketches on the Georgian and the Ossetian languages,

which he studied in their respective countries; on the Slavonic

languages with Prof. Miklosich in Vienna; on the Rumanian

with the highly accomplished Princes Al. and Matth. Stourdza,

as well as with Mr, Campianu, the learned author of a
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Kumanian Grammar; on the Welsh or Kimri with one of the

best Welsh scholars, Karl Meyer, iu Berlin itself; on the

Amharic with the Rev. C. W. Isenberg, Church Missionary

in Bombay; on the Haiisa and Ibo with the Rev. J. F. Schon,

formerly Church Missionary at Sierra Leone, nOw in England;

on the Mordvinian with Dr. Ahlquist in Helsingfors; on the

different Chinese dialects, especially the Mandarinic, Hok-lo,

and Hak-Jca, with the Revs. J. Gough and T. M'Clatchie,

late Church Missionaries in China, as well as with the Rev.

Lechler, Basle Missionary, who resided eleven years first

mTsau-tseu, afterwards in lion-kon, and the Rev. A. Krone,

Rhenish Missionary in China ; on the Thai or Siamese with

Mr. Th. von Bunsen, of the Prussian East- Asiatic Expe-

dition, who was kind enough to inquire into this hitherto

most obscure language expressly according to our views and

at our request; on the Yukagiric and Tus with Prof. Schief-

ner of Petersburg; on the Albanian with J. G. von Hahn,
the learned editor of the Albanian Researches, the Austrian

Consul at Syra, who formerly resided several years iu

Albania; on the Makassar and Bugis with Dr. B. F. Matthes,
Agent of the Amsterdam Bible Society iu Makassar; on the

Makua (Mosambiqne) with Prof. Peters in Berlin, who re-

sided five years in Mosambiqne ; on the Herero with the Rev.

H. Hahn, Rhenish Missionary among the Herero; on the Vei

and AawwW (Bornu) with the Rev. S. W. Kolle, Church Mis-

sionary; on ihe Fid with the Rev. C. L. Reichardt, Church

Missionary at Sierra Leone. The author has also been in literary

communication on the sounds of the Kurd and the Kazak or

Kirghiz with Mr. Peter Lerch; on the Tamil with the late

Rev. L. B. E. Schmid formerly connected with the Church
Miss. Soc. in South India, and for many years resident in

Ottacamund; on the Tibetan with the Rev. H. A. Jaschke,
Miss, of the United Brethren a,iKye-lan; on the Sudheli with

the Rev. Dr. Krapf, in Kornthal, late Church Missionary;
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on the Em with the Rev. J. B. Schlegel, of the North
German Miss. Soc. at Bremen, on the Slave Coast.

Lastly we have to mention that we have been most cour-

teously seconded in our endeavours for exhibiting the Native
Alphabets. Besides the types furnished to us by the

Printing-office of the Berlin Academy or forwarded to us

from Mr. G, M. Watts in London, whose private entreprise

in this department must not be overlooked; we have been

enabled to make use of the types of Mr, Tettenrode in

Amsterdam for the Battak, Mandailing^ Makassar and Bugis

languages. Dr. Land, Secretary to the Netherland Bible

Society at Amsterdam , was kind enough to send them to

us, accompanied by his explanations. We owe to the Eev.

Dan Beach Bradley of the Amer. Miss. Assoc, the Sia-

mese types, which he had the kindness to send to us through

Mr. de Bunsen. But most of all we have to thank Mr.

Alois Auer, Director of the Imperial Printing-office at

Vienna, for the praiseworthy liberality, with which he has

placed the excellent Collection of foreign types, the result of

iis intelligent labours since many years, at our disposal. We
.are obliged to him for the types of the Pali^ Giyardtt, Pan-

jabi, Manyali, Uriya, Old Slovenian., Cyrillian, Ge'ez, Amharic,

M&seq, Manju, Mongolian, Kamhoja, Burmese, Japanese, Ja-

vanese, and Chiroki.

In the course of the printing, arduous and full of inter-

ruptions as it was^ several mistakes and misprints have hap-

.pened, which we will partly rectify here.

P. 1, lin. 18, read: uncontroverted. P. 3,. 14: anruhutasi.

P. 6, 15: Estnischen; 1. 18: Helsingfors. P. 7, lasthne, expunge:

.(See-Alphabet). P. 8, 22: cf. p. 71. P. 17, 3: come. P. 26, 12:

entirely; 1. 13: characterises. P. 27, 19: the Vei and the Bornu.

P. 30, .note: Essay. .P. 32, 5: recommends. P. 35, 6: ap-

fliquee. P. 41, 8: Sudheli. P. 48, 28: as n, m. Expunge

note 2. P. 52, 16: a what, hot; 1. 21: m hood. P. 54, note, 1. 6:

X
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Manju, Mongolian, Kalmuk. P. 55, 7: See also the Livonian

p. 223. P. 58, 16 expunge: which— system I; ]. 28: Sla-

vonic t. P. 59, 18: diflFerent. P. 66, 11: modern Greek 7,

before «, o, w, or, and the consonants (y before s , r/ , i

being pronounced / = ?/). P. 68, 9 expunge: Sanskrit '^. P. 71,

7: Cf. p. 161; 1. 24: Carey. P. 75, 11: see. P. 77, 2 ex-

punge: chin, mandar. tsz; 1. 12 after (yain) add: mod. greek

aya&og\ 1. 23 add behind w engl. we: w germ. Wind. P. 80,

not. 2, expunge: We cannot till «, and in the last line but one

read: work (p. 4. 15. 34). P. 81, note, 1. 5: the clicks before

these letters. P. 82, note, 1. 3: declare ourselves. P. 89, 1:

into. P. 90, 10: all. P. 94, 8: nasalization; 1. 15: We; 1. 30: view

of the ancient. P. 99, 4: wishes; 1. 8: '^ (ks) and ^(gn); 1. 21

:

yazdh or ».;c
,

yazzwah; last 1. but one: Kayathi. P. 107,

16: which^ derived. P. 109, 4: Bcdbodh. P. 114, 1: Pako.

P. 117 put 7 ^ behind ^j eb ; 1. 9: Ligatures. P. 121, 9:

-C 2/. P. 123, 24: Cf. p. 311. P. 124, 9: ya,i,u; I. 10:

«fl,;,(«) . ra,i r,,; 1. 11: Za,{!),„ . «;,-. P. 125, 3'^ 1. from the end:

^atiya. P. 127, 21: the Romance. P. 129, 12: Cf. p. 311.

P. 131, 16: «(s) d(z). P. 136, Spec. 1. 1. 2: be, se; 1. 9:

e e
I

0. P. 138, 12: t g L P. 143, 1: remarks; 1,15:

the a and e . . . . are; 1. 20: diphthongal, not dissyllabic.

P. 144, 16: I = y i i i. P. 149, 7 from below: bestows.

P. 156, 17: weak. P. 157: Hard vowels: a, 0, u, i. P. 160,

16: n r C p. P. 161, 13, affix; 1. 19: ancient and modern

Asiatic languages. P. 165, 4"> 1. from below: Si a fast. P. 168,

23: in use. P. 173, 8' 1. from below: s l P. 174, 21: We-

M'ares; 6"' 1. from below: Wayya'aL P. 188, 3: Ka, g'a.

P. 189, 2: Himyaritic. P. 191 and 192, write s instead of s.

P. 198, 16: drops. P. 200, on the end: Matth. 2, 1. 2. P. 202:

t d -. P. 203, 3: descendants. P. 204, 6: n; 1. 15 expimge: z.

P. 205: Ta-Maseq (Masiy). P. 206, 12: Ta-Mdseq, Ta-Maseyt.

P. 209, 10: e w i; 1. 11: Write (i) instead of
(?/J), and likewise

p. 210; after the Specimen add : Langles, Alphabet Mantschou,
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p. 158, sqq. P. 218, 12: r It. P. 233, 1: Yeurthaii P. 243,

1 5 : it s, if. P. 252, 4'" 1. from below : The letters .... where 8 i is.

P. 253. According to Prof. Schiefner's Versuch uber die Thusch-

Sprache oder die Khistische Mundart in Thuschetien in the Me-

moires de VAcad. des So. de St. Petersbourg, VI. Ser. Sc. Polit.

etc. T. IX, (in which he writes A', t, p instead of M, th, ph)

it seems that his c and c belong to our third , c and c to our

first column. P. 252, 6 f. b.: feeble; 1. 1 f. b.: pronounceable.

P. 255, 2J
1. from below: ^ d s z. P. 271, 5 f. b.: newly;

1. 2 f. b.: feel. P. 275, 14: Clarke (Baptist Miss.). P. 276—278:

Ydruba instead of Yoruba. P. 280, 3: blew. P. 288, 4; Kon-

c/dra, and likewise I. 4 from below. P. 292, 3 from below:

Miss, of the Amer. Board of Comm. P. 295, 23: of the Chi-

nese, the Tatarian and Slavonic languages.

Berlin, printed by C. and F. linger.
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SECOND POSTSCRIPT.

1) With regard to the VRAVlUlAir (DR^VIDA) lan-

guages, treated above p. 224—231, we have had the advantage

of consulting, soon after our work had left the press, the eminent

Dravidian scholar. Dr. Gundert, the successor of the late la-

;mented Dr. Barth at Calw. Dr. Gundert having mastered this

branch of languages both practically and scientifically by a

special and highly intelligent study of them amongst the indige-

nous races, during a many years residence as missionary in India,

we consider it our duty to communicate in a second appendix

to our readers the remarks and rectifications, which he has

kindly communicated to us orally and in writing on these

languages. He corrects and completes the list of the Dra-

vidian languages in the following manner: Tamil, Malaydlam,

Tulu, Kodaga, Kartj.dtaka , Telugu, Gond, Tuda, Kota, Km
(Kund), Brahui.

In the TAMlli the vowel ^ is nothing else than our

diphthong ei, which sometimes is pronounced short (very much

like i) and treated thus in poetry. It represents at the same time

also the Sanskrit ai and is then often written ayi. The diphthong

mc is also found in Tamil words, written <°p<Sfr
; avvei may become

auvei. The cerebral consonants cause a slight change of the pre-

ceding, not of the following vowel. The vowel e or e is often

pronounced in the beginning of words with a preceding y.

In old Tamil writings the character o°o occurs and is pronounced

as a harsh h, which often is compared with the Sanskrit

visarga. It may therefore be transcribed s as the visarga.

The correct form for the guttural nasal n is mj. The letter

which we had proposed to transcribe r, as others had done

before us, is decidedly different from the Hindi r, according to

Dr. Gundert, though belonging to the cerebral row, and ought to

be represented rather as a peculiar deviation from I. In Ma-
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layalam the same character, which represents the final I, serves

also to express the Tamil Lp , for instance in the word Tamil

itself, which in Malayalam is written with I, in Tamil with

the letter in question. We propose therefore to distinguish this

new sound by a doubled cerebral point underneath, /. The pro-

nunciation of the letter p , in those cases where we had pro-

posed to write tord, contains so little of the r- sound, that

we now prefer, with Dr. Gundert, to give to these new sounds

a new diacritical sign
,
preserving the necessary basis of t and

d, and to write t and d. In those cases, however, where the

same character is pronounced as a peculiar kind of harsh r,

we write it r. The nasal letter of this row, n, does not occur

in the beginning, but only in the middle of words (not merely

before d) or at the end, whilst n is only written in the be-

ginning or before d. Though for consistency's sake we write

n differently from n, it will not be necessary in common writ-

ing to distinguish them; the less so as in the modern Malaya-

lam alphabet the same letter is used for both sounds. The

complete row is therefore i, d, r, n.

Each of the six characters S> -S- L^ p ^ u has three -dif-

ferent pronunciations, except the third and sixth which have only

two. They may be pronounced as surd explosives, as sonant

explosives, or as fricatives of their respective classes, according

to their position in the word. In the beginning of a word,

they are pronounced: k, s (or s), t, r, i, p. In the middle

of a word, if they are doubled, their sound is: k, c, t, t, t, p;

if not, they are pronounced after the corresponding nasals:

g, /, d, d, d, b, between two vowels: y, s (s), d, r, d, b.

Where b occurs between two vowels, it changes readily with

V, which might be indicated by /?. In Sanskrit words the

sounds of initial ff,j, d, b are often preserved in opposition

to the Tamil laws of change, or indicated by giving the in-

herent a an e sound, which is occasionally written. The
Sanskrit h is omitted in Tamil or replaced by /; Sanskr. aham
~ Tarn. ayam. At the end of words only vowels or liquids
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or nasals occur. It is evident that the Tamnlian orthographical
system precludes entirely any attempt to transcribe only the in-

digenous characters, irrespective of their different pronunciation;
but its fixed rules will almost be sufficient to enable one to
reestablish the original text from a transcribed one.

According to the rectifications of Dr. Gundert, we now propose
the following Alphabet and Specimen of the Tamil language:

^ ^ ad
6T 6J 6^ sp e e Q

© H"- £ gsrr i I u u

&} SpSYT

a
<^

I

P

et au

lEI
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transcription of the Sanskrit sonants, which receive in Ma^
layalam an exceedingly soft pronunciation. These might be

distinguished from the stronger Tamil sonants by additional

points ^, J', U, d, b'; not indeed in all cases, for there can

be no ambiguity about the initials; it is only in the middle

of words, especially after the nasals, that the distinction be-

comes desirable. Thus the Sanskrit word anjanam occurs in

two forms : the assimilated Tamil (or Tadbhava) form, which,

being written with cij , we transcribe as above anjaham; whilst

the word in its original garb must be represented by anjanam

and sounds then almost annanam. The sound of OJ is not the

English, but the German w (w), which however we may without

inconvenience write v, as in other languages. There are in

the Malayalam two kinds of u, one of which is very short

and indistinct, so as to be left out entirely in prose writings,

and even to slide dialectically into the pronunciation of the

inherent a. If this second u is to be distinguished at all in

transcription, it may be written u. The arrangement of the

consonants might therefore be the following:

<&

su
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Specimen.
Yendu kond-ehndl Daivam tande yeyajddan-dya pubrane avanil

visvasikkunnavan oruttanum naiiccu poydde nitya jlvan unddyen-

dunnadinu taruvdh takka vannam yetrayum loyatte snehiicu.

Et. Joh. 3, 16.

Appdl mayan avamdu, appane, nan svargatbinu nereyum

ninde mun§dySyum pd^am ceyd-irikkunhu. Ihi mel ninde mayan

ennu collappeduvdh yogyan alia ehnu parannu. Ev. Luc. 15, 21.

The Tl'Iill has no r. It was originally written with the

Malayalam character, which the Brahnians still prefer. After the

conquest of the Canarese however the Karndtaka alphabet has

been introduced. Of this also the Missionaries make use in

their books, in which the Tulu has been printed for the first

time. The number of the Tulu people is so small, that it

will perhaps never possess a literature. The length or short-

ness of vowels is often hardly distinguishable. For the vowel,

which we had proposed to write j', we prefer now , with Dr.

Gundert, to employ the indistinct m.

Specimen.

Yesu, Yehudada Beihlehemvdu arasdy Heroda dinoledu putti

bokka indd jotiseru mudayidudw Yerusalemugu battudu Yehudye-

regu arasu ddu puttindye volu ulle dayeg andwnda yenkulu dya

bollinu mudayidu tudu dyagu drddhane malpere battd andudu

panderu. Bv. Matth. 2, 1. 2.

The old RARWATAMA has the letters r and I. In later

times, however, they have been replaced by r and I.

Specimen.

Ydtakk-endare dtanalli viivdsa-v-iduvavarellaru. nasavdgade

nitya jivavannu honduva nimitta Devaru tanna vobbane maga-

nannu kotta hdge jagatannu astu priti padisidanu. Ev. Joh. 3, 16.

Adare maganu avanige tandeye paralokakke virodhavdgiyu

ninna mundeyu pdpa madiddhSne ndnu innu ninna magan-endu

kareyalpada yogyan alia andanu, Et. Luc. 15, 21.
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In the TEHJOt (Andhra) the sound of r is almost changed

into r,- although the former is still often written.

Specimen.

Yendu vallanante dyanayandu visvasamunsevddemado vcidu nd-

iamu pondaka nitya jlvarnvnu ponde nimittaniu Devudu tana yoka

kunidruniccinattvgd jagattunu prttipallacenu. Ev. Joh. 3, 16.

Appudu kumdrudu dyanato tandri paralokamunakunnu nl-

kunnu virddhanwgdpdpamu cesiyunndnu yikamidata ni kumdrud-

ani piluvahada nenu yogyudanugd-n-anenu. Ev. Luc. 15, 21.

2) We have given the alphabet of the TlTl language (p. 281)

according to the Grammar of the Rev. H. N. Riis. The Rev.

G. Christaller has since made most accurate researches on

the grammar and especially on the sounds of the same language,

which he had the kindness to communicate in manuscript to

the author. We therefore take this opportunity to give some

additional remarks to what has been said above, referring for

the rest to the future publications of this excellent observer,

to which we look forward with great interest. He distinguishes

not only long and short and very short vowels, which latter

we may represent, as he does, by the sign of shortness ",—for

instance in the name of the Akuapem dialect, kiia being different

from kwa—but he shows also, that the Tyi language has na-

salized vowels, which he represents with us a e t 6 u, and

that it uses besides a certain broken or weakened and indistinct

pronunciation of the vowels a a e and o, which he indicates

by a point underneath a a e p, and which we would prefer

to write a, a, e, g. Moreover he has observed a peculiar and

interesting vowel harmony, by which the four rows of vowels

1) a a e 0, 2) a a e o, 3) e o e g, A") t u i u combine in

neighbouring syllables not indistinctly, but according to certain

rules. Finally, he has found the same tones in theTyi as in

the cognate languages (Ibo, Yoruba, Ewe, Gd).—With respect

to the consonants, Mr. Christaller eliminates the soft fricatives

z and V, as well as the letter ^, to which latter however the
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sound of h approaches, when placed before the vowels e, e and ^.

The sound w, which in the Ewe language is pronounced between
the two lips, but as a surd letter, not as a sonant like the

German w, is not found in Tyi.

3) We have lately received the first Part of the most valuable

work on the liETTlC language by A. Bielenstein, Lutheran

Minister at Neu-Autz in Kurland (Die Lettische Sprache nach

ihren Lauten und Formen. Erster Theil: Die Laute, die Wort-

bildMng. Berlin. 1863). The complete description and scientific

treatment, in this work of the sounds of that well cultivated

language, and the peculiar kind of vowel-sounds, which we
have not yet met with in any other language, induces us to

add a few remarks on the manner in which the Lettic sounds

might be reduced to our Standard Alphabet. Mr. Bielenstein

shows that simple vowels as well as diphthongs have, beyond

the pronunciation common to almost all the languages, a se-

cond one, which he calls "the pushed pronunciation" (die ge-

stossene Aussprache). It. consists in an abrupt uttering of the

vowel followed by the same or another, but very short, vowel,

or by a liquid consonant, so as to leave between both a mi-

nimum of hiatus. He tries to represent this pronunciation in

the following manner: «>«, i'i, W", e>e, a'l, a>u, i'«, wi, W",

etc. The sign of the hamza •>, however, the same which he

employs in his description of the sound would be too heavy

for the purpose. He proposes therefore to put in writing only

the acute ' over the "pushed" vowel, and keeps the sign '

only before liquids. When the short a formes the second part

of a diphthong as in *« and w", he writes i and u, and such

streched vowels which he describes as a combination of tea and

noa compressed to one syllable, he writes e and o. In the

Standard Alphabet the acute ' is exclusively reserved for the

accent of the word, and the circumflex ~ for the nasalization

of the vowel ; the character u expresses in other languages

rather the diphthong mo, not ud. We would propose therefore
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to indicate the peculiar "pushed" sound of the vowels by the

hitherto unemployed accent " , writing a, i, u, t and the diph-

thongs hi^ du, m, iii, ei, and likewise ta, iia instead of I and u.

If the e and o in the compound vowels tea and uoa have the

"pushed'^ pronunciation, we should write also iea and uoa, or

if the beginning i and u are of little consequence ; ea, da; if in

the contrary there is no slight hiatus between a and the pre-

ceding vowel, we might write ea and 6a. Mr. Bielenstein

regards the accented vowels in di, du, m, ui, ei as long, in )a

and ha as "almost short" (p. 45), and if they precede a liquid,

as short; but there seems to be no great diflference of quantity,

and if there is any, it is certainly less important than the pe-

culiar "pushed" pronunciation ; we, therefore, should not hesitate

to write also a -i u e before liquids instead of a> i> w e'. The

complete vowel system would thus be the following;
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